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TU’KNTY-NINTII AXM AL REPORT

OF THE

FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

To the Honorable John Dryden, Minister of Agriculture :

Sir,—I have the honor to present the Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the 
Growers’ Association of Ontario, containing papers and discussions on subjects of vital 
interest to the fruit-growing community. Among other questions you will 
have given much consideration to the benefits of spraying, the prevention of the spread 
of the San Jose scale, the possibility of exporting our tender fruits in cold storage, and 
other important themes, all of which will be of great interest to the farmers and fruit 
growers of Ontario.

Fruit

note that we

I have the honor to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

L. WOOLVERTON,

Secretary.
Grimsby, December, 1897.
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FRI IT «ROWERS' ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO.

(

ANNUAL MEETING.

, Town Hall, Waterloo. Wednesday, Dec. 15, 1897.

ahmJrn ine8iient' )X-LE L Wellington, took the chair and called the 
about 10.30, after which the following committees were duly appointed :

Fn.it Exhibit : Messrs. M. Pettit, G. E. Fisher and T. H. Race.
Resolutions : Messrs. Thomas Beall, W. M. Orr, Alexander McNeill.

». ftwfwa bïE > - M~"
New Fruits : Professor H. L. Hutt, the Secretary and the President.

M"" M P’«“’ Ih~- =“"■ «”'«• =' Alex-
All these committees

meeting to order

w
were to report at this meeting except the Committee on hewfruits.

I.

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

By W. E. Wellington, Toronto.

It is with a feeling of pleasure, that at this critical period in the history of fruit
*„mm. ",Z £££ °ro’m' wlth * “»* -<

For some years past there has been a feeling ot great anxiety amongst fruit growers

pioei obtained, especially in years when we had full crops, were so much less, that many 
felt there was httle or no money m the industry, and that something must be done or 
fruit growmg would have to largely be given up in this fertile Province, which is 
adapted for producing the choicest fruits that are grown.
me !?T8htfnl men’ h°w.ever> have been trying to solve the question, and, it seems to 
“f ^lth every prospect of success, and I think that many will agree with me, when I 
say that there is even a greater success in the future then there has been in the past, if 

uit growing is carried on in a business-like way, and advantage taken of the 
mgs which we have found in the markets of England for our surplus fruit.

I believe there is a great market also in the North-West, but, as I suggested last
Prea,Tdent of thia Association, the difficulty to overcome was

«êatNnrth w?n8P0f.tl0n- ul Wi‘1j0nly be a few years- in a» probability, before the 
great North-West is pretty well settled, and there will be a large population who will re
quire our products, and will be dependent upon us for furnishingthem fruit, which is 
such a necessary and beneficial article of diet.

nea.

r.
it.

so finely

new open-

[3]
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FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.4

As you all know, experiments have been carried on this season by the Federal Gov
ernment, aided by leading fruit growers of this Association, in trying to solve the prob
lem of landing our fruit in the English market in perfect condition. I believe that this 
problem has been pretty well solved, inasmuch as we know the requirements that are 
necessary to place our fruit in the English market and bring handsome returns.

It resolves itself into this—that only the best fruit must be sent, put up in small 
packages, carefully and well packed, and that our cold storage system must be so per
fected that we can keep the temperature of the fruit, until it is landed iu the market, not 
over thirty-four degrees.

Without going into detail, as our secretary has a full report, and will give you the 
results of the shipments, I may fay this, that where the fruit has been kept properly 
cool, and put up in proper packages, the returns have been npost satisfactory.

This matter is one that should receive the serious consideration of the fruit growers 
assembled, and I strongly favor committees being appointed to aid the Government in 
still further carrying out the experiments which have been inaugurated the past season.
I am satisfied that success is before us, and that we may with confidence look forward to 
the future of fruit growing in Canada.

This matter of shipping properly cannot, however, be carried on in an erratic man- 
There must bo systematic organization, and supervision by competent officials, who 

will see that packages are properly put up, and that no inferior fruit is slipped into these 
packages. 1 am satisfied that one of the great causes of the poor returns which are ob
tained for fruit, is the fact that there is so much poor fruit thrown upon the market by 
people who would not take pains to cull the fruit, and who in their anxiety to sell every
thing they grew, whether first-class or otherwise, have not been careful in putting up 
their packages in an honest manner. Buying as I do, a large amount of fruit for my own 
use, in the market in Toronto, and being interested in fruit, examining packages as they 
are displayed in our fruit stores, I am satisfied that there is room for great improvement 
in this respect, and that while there are many honest dealers who put good fruit on the 
market, their honesty is discounted by the many who place inferior fruits and dishonest 
packages before the public. The suspicion with which people regard the packages, has a 
tendency to lower the prices, and I thoroughly believe that if we could have legislation in 
this respect, it would be of the greatest benefit to the fruit growers of this Province.

I leave this matter, however, to the consideration of the society, and I have no 
doubt it will recei. the thought and attention wl.-ch this subject demands.

Our fruit growers will watch with great interest the result of recent shipments to 
the West Indies. The enterprise of the shippers is greatly to be commended, and while 
there will be difficulties that are unexpected to be overcome, and no doubt losses to face 
in making experimental shipments, it is only by such pluck and enterprise that 
learn the requirements necessary to complete success.

The advantages and necessity of thorough spraying has been fully demonstrated the 
past season, as set forth in Mr. Orr’s report, and it is therefore unnecessary for me to 
enlarge on the subject. That it pays has been shown ; that it must be done if it pays is 
self-evident.

During the past year a new pest has invaded our country which is more dreaded 
than all others combined. It has been distributed throughout the Province of Ontario 
by trees imported from American nurseries, und fruit-growers have every reason to dread 
this terrible pest, and we must act in an energetic and thorough manner to rid ourselves 
of it. It cannot be accomplished, however, without aid from our Governments, which we 
have every reason to believe will be accorded us. The Ontario Government has acted in 
a very prompt manner, and in a way that I am sure will commend itself to the fruit
growers of the Province, and I believe, as far as it lies in its power, will do everything 
they can to stamp out this pest.

W'; must, however, have legislation at Ottawa to prevent the further importation of 
infected trees, and I would strongly impress upon this Association the necessity of 
organized action to bring before the Honorable Minister of Agriculture and members of
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the I. deral Government the necessity for prompt action to either prevent the importa
tion of American trees or have them so thoroughly inspected at certain ports of entry (all 
shipments being confined to these ports) that infected trees cannot further be distributed 
throughout the Province. All efforts within will be of little avail if 

allowed to be imported in the future.

ov-
•ob-
his
are

the infected treesare
aall Already many States in the Union are taking acüon, one against the other, and

imundUnBtln8thaWa i° f®™. °.nt.the dread Peat. and we, whose interests are so largely 
bound up in the industry of fruit-growing, must ask our Government to take effective 
measures to prevent a further spread of the scale. 6

Executive of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association took it upon themselves 
to call a meeting of the fruit growers to take measures for tb struction of this nest 
and Prof. James Fletcher, of Ottawa, and Prof. J. H. Panto; o Guelph, were sent to 
the meetmg whmh was held at an orchard in Niagara which was supposed to be infested 
with the scale. There we found that all reports were true, and discovered that the 
orchard was seriously afiected. 106

oer-
not

the
irly

rers
t in 
ion. 
I to Representations were„ . ™ade to the Department of Agriculture for Ontario, and in

"d h* h“ '»» '»% -M-

greater foothold even than in the Niagara district. p naa
I believe that the Hon Mr. Dryden is at present preparing a bill to come before the 

Legislature from which we hope much, and it is for the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa 
tion to consider what further steps shall be taken to save our orchards.
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The improvement, not only in the cover, but in the matter of the journal has I 
believe, been very generally appreciated. The most flattering notices bJn received\l 
rnyse'f and our secretary through private letters, and the press of the country and also 
°Mh., L°lted ,Statea ha,e ,n many instances given us very flattering notices> showing

-d “,“d tbe »»£

can

the
e to 
7B is ... ,Thls 18 ,a move in the right direction, and I have hopes that still greater Defection 

will bo reached, and that our journal will take a still higher phve amonst thflf? ? 
tural productions of the Province, in the near future. P * the hort,cal-
fact Lrir t0 COngratu'at,e the directora and members of this Association upon the 
faot that we have now reached a greater number of subscribers than ever beforein our
untoTh r 8' the membership was 1,600. We have gradually increased since that date 
up to the last year, when the paid membership was over 2,500. Now the number of 
paid members is about 3,500. Besides this, there are upon our listTbout 250 nnnaM 
members, not counted in the above number, who will no doubt renew. P

True, there was one year in our history when the membership ran up to 2 800 but 
this was under extraordinary pressure. The premiums given away to obtain üiis resuk
rZJr06' 86Wm? mTh\'7- aDd °ther articles of considerable value. We have no! 
resorted to any such unhealthy means of securing subscriptions, but our members are neo 
pie interested m our work, and are likely to continue with us as permanent subscribe^
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FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.6

The premiums offered by the Association have given good satisfaction, are of good 
value, and of use to people interested in fruit growing. We have endeavored to send 
out the very best of stock, and something that was new and desirable to test. As a 
result, we have had no complaints from our large membership, which is well worth 
noting.

diate actio 
being put 
further sp

I hav 
tion they 
tion of th<The expenditure during the year, for the distribution of plants, amounted to 

$344 08, and the following is the list of plants distributed :—
\

422 new Japanese Lilacs.
1,100 bulbs (Speciosum Rubrum ).
1,468 plants, Conrath Raspberry (two plants in eich package). 

791 Dempsey Pear Trees.

Secret
Auditors a

Usually, the premiums to be given the following spring have been decided upon so 
late in the winter as to serve little purpose in securing new subscribers. Your Exe
cutive, therefore, have made up the list of premiums for the coming season at a much 
earlier date, and we believe the result will be to materially increase our subscription 
list.

Membership 
Government 
Advertireme 
Back nrnnbe; 
Binding and

Our list for 1898, decided upon, is as follows: (a) Improved Pic my. (6) Crimson 
Rambler Rose (c) Gault Raspberry. (<?) New Victoria Black Currant. («) Wickson 
Plum.

A circular has been issued containing this list, with description of the different 
varieties, in order that the work in obtaining subscriptions may go forward in 
advance for the coming year.

One of the most important features of the work of our Association during the 
the last year or two has been the encouragement of the formatioh of affiliated horti
cultural societies. These societie1 are formed under the Agriculture and Arts Act in 
incorporated towns and villages, and where they have a membership of fifty or over, 
receive a grant from the Department of Agriculture. They are allowed to spend their 
money in securing lecturers on horticultural topics, in distributing floral treasures among 
their members, and also in distributing horticultural literature. Under the latter head 
they are able to give each of their members the Canadian Horticulturist. Our associa
tion undertakes to send a lectursr to each society at some time during the year.

There are now twenty-seven of these societies, and several more are being formed, 
which are likely to unite with us during the coming year. A great increase in our sub
scription list may confidently be looked forward to, in this direction.

It is very gratifying to myself and jour directors to find, at the end of this year, 
that we have a surplus in hand. It means, with the large expenditure and improve 
ment in our journal, that it has all been done judiciously, and after careful thought, 
and without anv extravagance. It means that we shall be able to prosecute our 
work without borrowing as much money from the bank as we have found it neces
sary to do during the last few years, and it shows an onward movement, as era of pros
perity in the history of our Association which means a largely increased benefit to every 
member.
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[ believe that the Society in its present prosperous condition is one of the strongest 
factors for the benefit and good of the fruit grower in the land, and that worked on the 
lines at present adopte! it will still further advance the interests of the fruit grower.

The small grant by the Legislature, I believe, is one 
as great gooJ, as any expenditure which the Legislature may make.

In conclusion, I would urge upon the members of the Association, united action in 
the development of outside markets, united action working towards the reduction of the 
cost in transportation ; united action to be taken to regulate the packing of fruit, the 
packages in which it is packed, and the appointing reliable and intelligent agents to sell 
the fruit, so that the fruit grower may get the full benefit of his labor, and lastly, imme-

of the best, and proiuctive of
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aod dial* action to bring before the Federal Government the necessity of drastic measuresac&Æ its -—— - —swssend
8 a
rth

tinn *v,haVtt0 lhrk the direc‘°[a and the members of the Association for the considera
tion Îf the same m6’ D° d°ubt that "V will receive « continua-

TREASURER’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR

« Secretary WooWerton then read the Treasurer’s Report and also the report of the 
Auditors and Finance Committee thereon, which, upon motion, was adopted.

to

1896-7.

Receipts. Expenditures.
l 80 Membership fee»...............

Government grant....................
Advertisement*.....................
Back numbers and samples 
Binding and bound volumes .

*?SAA nfi ! nmou,Vt d“*Treasurer, December 1,1896. * 41 25
i.suo uu Canadian Horticulturist .. l 7us aq

5?„ uo 1 'Editor,Secretary and Assistant! 1,’200 00
4* » «s Commissions . rri onV9 95 Premiums...................... i"..........  ........... 251 ÎJh

•Illustrations...........................................  004 no
Affiliated s »cieties...................... ]'[*!!!!!! 287 05 '
Printing and stationery.................................. 21II 30
Directors’ expenses ............................... * * 267 50
Postage and telegrams ... 140 00
Reporting.......................................;;;;; 106 ^

piers and duty............................................ 54 39
Collection and discount.... m qq
Auditing.................................................... ** 30 00
Committees.....................................   oq onBo„kbinding.................$

Care of rooms....... .    22 80
Exchanges .....................................
Balance in hand December 1,1897
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FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.8

necessary 
the KieffeTHE KiEFFER PEAR.

Mr.The Secretary asked the opinion of the delegates in regard to the Kieffer pear. 
At Grimsby it is an immense bearer—excels any other variety we have in the orchard. 
The quality is debatable, but when kept for a little while it yellows up and looks 
vellously pretty. A few have been exported to the Old Country. It carries perfectly, 
nd sells equal to any pear that we have shipped. Whether it is desirable to recommend 

it for cultivation, or whether the growers here think it is worth growing to a large extent, 
is the question.

Mr. Jones (Oataraqui) : I had a sample in the Kingston market this fall, grown in 
the eastern part of the Province, between Napanee and Belleville, and the man who had 
it on the market reported it was an immense bearer, and it was certainly selling on the 
market. Although the quality was not what you call first-class, it was not bad, and 
where tender varieties might be grown I think it would be a valuable pear.

R. L. Huooard (Whitby) : I have had a good dead of experience with the Kieffer 
pear. Out of some thirty-four or thirty-five kinds I have had fruiting for some years, 
the Kiefler has ont-balanced all of them as far as finances are concerned. We have 
had a blight with it since I started planting it. It is not number one in quality, but for 
its season it fills the bill, as there is no other pear on the market. I shipped my last 
barrel of Kieffers only a week ago, and I expect to get $5 for it. I have been selling 
them in the fall all along for $3.50 to $4.50. Of course we ship them north. I have no 
hesitation in recommending a planter to set out quite a number of Kieffer pears, inas
much as they are hardy, early to bear, and immense bearers. I have grown Kieffers since 
the Philadelphia Exposition.

Mr. Alex. McNeill (Windsor) : There is no doubt about the quality of the Kieffer 
pear when it is canned. We have used it for a number of years. I have some growing it, 
and I am perfectly satisfied with its quality when canned, and also with the quality of it 
and its salability, and I believe there is something in it. Those growers who are growing 
for quality simply perhaps had better not plant too many Kieffers to eat out of hand ; but 
when properly canned, and where they are thinned and do not generate that peculiar 
grain in them that you find in a pear that has been grown on a tree that is overloaded, 
which is very disagreeable in a canned fruit, the quality is there. If you are in fruit 
growing for the money that is in it as well as the love of it, the Kieffer pear will yield you 
excellent returns. Certainly it is one that can be recommended for a commercial fruit
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Mr. W. Boulter (Piéton) : I would like to ask the speaker if he haa any secrets about 

the canning process 1
Mr. McNeill : None that are not already known to Mr. Boulter, but perhaps for the 

uninitiated we have a few. My wife does the canning.
Mr. Boulter : I don’t want any misunderstanding. You might possibly draw an 

inference from Mr. McNeill that anything would do to can that would not do to eat.

Mr. McNeill : No, I don’t mean that.
Mr. Boulter : Don’t run away with the idea that you can put anything up in 

Any article you put under an hermetically sealed case, if properly put up, will have the 
flavor when you open the can that it had when it was put in. All the boiling and cooking 
cannot change the nature of that Kieffer pear or any other article of fruit that you put up ; 
so don’t run away with the idea that you are going to improve it by canning. Of course 
you can make it a little sweeter or a little more tart, or something of that kind. We put 
up very few of the Kieffers, and my experience is it has not been the very best.

Mr. George Fisher (Burlington) : There are quite a good many Kieffer pears planted 
in the Burlington district, and those who have them planted always seem to like them, 
and those who have not them are not quite so sure. I have fifty trees, and while in 
Montreal last month I made careful enquiries as to the value of the Kieffer pear on that 
market, and was told that they had always been able to sell them, but generally it waa

cans.
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I b„; ll« ■*» .«-'«d »„,„d

.... .i p.., ib'. .,b„ tfir, s“- kizt Pra,id,“
”“*» « =.d ,b.t .be

they get a good size and are comparatively free from 80U hern count,es- There
north or on the colder soils they do not get to a 8”nular nature- As we get

ot anything like first-class. We don’t regard the lUvo/ aV^ *“1* T1* the texture •» 
fair pear for canning where well grown ° I am Ü . ti[8t olas,8' but we think it is

Canada, for with us, although perhaps not exactly ine^f^hear of !t? 1ot blighting in 
ordinary varieties in blight. IP think I have hud of the worst, it is as bad as the 

* than from any other variety. ®d more complaints from that this year

, and 
an order for

«.rnüUÏÏ. ’ We “• K«-' i" >««

The President : That is the experimental farm at Agassiz?

i. ,,.wr teys* ,h^ r « » » <■»pear, yet l hold the same opinion as my wife__that th h 88ld to be a g°°<l canning
canning. At the same time, where the are nonp to° good for
varieties cannot be grown to the same advantage it t0 advantage, and other
purpose. advantage, it may be proper to grow them for that

fmit. i sb“iü U“ trrrzt,,1” w“" ^ -» «■» «»»«f
purposes, but I think it is the experience of evprvnn#* h WfJe an^ to° 8°°d *or canning 
out of hand are not good to can and many fruit/tb^ h®™ tb8î many fruits that are good 
of hand. It may be true to a cerLin extent that cLmn"?^ C8nned 8re not good out 
but it is not altogether true. Even the very best fruiAhat'1 d°®8 “?*• cbangP its n»ture, 
the same as fresh fruit ; it never is the same Take I * 7i°U ^ “ the cane are not 
Nothing is more delicious than fresh strawberries but-bn ^m1®8 88 an illuetration. 

berries 1 I never tasted canned strawberries that ann b *0U I* .Pare ,or canned straw- strawberries should be. There are different VMietiesoTânÏ “y u™ t0 what canned

». «h, «,...b„nd, i'SK: ■*,j” *"”"*■ «"“
Mr. W. M. OrR fFruitlanrh . L„„„____ _

________ t iLj l i b have about 500 trees out
and the Ben Davis are among apples. It is TKtj^r jepab°Ut What the 
abundant bearer. There is a difficulty ahm.t if! ',eaatltal.tree, vigorous grower and 
quality of the fruit is not nearly so good as whe^i^?^-V?rb®8r8~8nd then the 
We put the fruit away, and when it becomes fully ma urïitïashe.fruît 'featured, 
a very fair eatmg pear, and for canning purposes^onX good ^ ^ "

S,"';: «“™ “7

fruit-grower canning should not be condemned but ™tbJ tb® ge“eral mterests of the 
a market that otherwise would not exist and „=«= encouraged, because it creates
Hooding the market. I believe .fte,1he thousa„dVU^,n 8t°ckthat ™uld 8™P'y be 
-P». in cannera ‘Z

'
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The President : I would like to hear what new fruits are valuable ; perhaps some 
ones have been tested at Ottawa.
Dr. Saunders : I would rather wait awhile. There is a box or two to come from 

'Ottawa with some of the newer varieties of fruit, and especially a good many of he 
llussian fruits, which do not improve on acquaintance. I don’t know whether they are 
good enough for canning ; most of them are not good enough for eating.

Mr. Huggard : We have had considerable discussion over the Japan plums through 
the columns of the Horticulturist, and I was very much pleased indeed to read them. 
My experience with three or four kinds is that they super.-eded almost all the varieties 
that I have planted previously, with the exception perhaps of four or five. They bear 
abundantly ; they are beautiful looking ; they are large, which is a great point in the 
market, and necessary to obtain a large price. I am not speaking of canning, but tor 
selling them by the basket it is necessary to have a well colored and large plum to get a 
good price ; and l find that Japan plums so far keep up equal with the very best of our 
common kinds.

Mr. R. B. Wiiyte (Ottawa) : Have any members of this part of the country tried 
the Mayberry—the strawberry-raspberry 1

E. Sherrington (Walkerton) : The strawberry-raspberry is perfectly hardy

new

Mr. A 
with me.

Mr Whyte: What about fruit—is it any good Î

sim ir i SÏÏS1SÆ2
hand—it is like a piece of leather ; there is no juice, it is dry. We had enough this year 
to can a iar, and they were delicious canned—(laughter)—very rich ; but in my experi
ence it will never be profitable, for the simple reason thefe is never enough, unless you 
have a very large plantation, to pick any quantity at a time. They are out in bloom and 
ripened fruit and green fruit coming on all the time. You cannot get sufficient to ma e 
•tnv pickings that would be any good in the market. You might have a bed for homo 
use ff they^were thought sufficiently worthy for that, but I could not recommend them 
tor planting for marketing purposes. The plant dies down in the fall completely out of 
sight and they come up in great trees in the spring. I sent a sample to our Secretary, 
and Û very correct photograph of it appeared in the Horticulturist, but of course it does 
not show the color It is very fine in appearance. I would not advise anyone to plant 
it for commercial purposes.

Mr. D. J. McKinnon (Grimsby) : What about plums 'I
I have the Abundance. With me the tree is just as hardy as

other varieties. One bore twoMr. Sherrington :
anv other. They blossom at the same season as our 
samples Fruit matured very fine in appearance, skin thin and tough, and I consider

Wickson has made over three feet of good growth this season ; it was planted last 
spring. Another peculiarity I notice now is their wintering ; they grow late in the 
-fall hut this fall those that were out two years cast their foliage just as early as all 
other kL£ but those that were planted this spring carried their foliage up till late m

the spring.
Mr. Orr : How old are the oldest trees you have planted 1 
Mr. Sherrington : They have been out two years.
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foot in length ; cut back to that length we allowed three or four shoot» to remain and
SeedVnc6 Tviï W“ thr“e ™to"r It fa « little better quaHty than PondÎ

" I ttle more rounded, and to my taste, it is better in quality Of the other 
Japan plums I believe there are at least a dozen on the market that ,„„n “«other 
cultivation. The R,d ,„d i, S',
some call it the same, but with ns there is a difference of probably ten davfin .tL 88 
rand while I have not tried the Hale I think it will be perfectly hardy^ The Burbank 
is a promising plum where you can grow any kind of plum Thn ok.»//™, ., .“fbJfr
plum is that it blossoms a lew days earlier thin the h.rdv varieHe. , ! Tlth th,s 
time is a little more tender in the flower, but fully as h^y wWetheTÎinln T™ 
afraid of the Wickson as far as hardiness was concerned. It is a seedling n/th K but with us it has proved perfectly hardy, and seems to me one of .W th<8 K®,aey. 
plums. The Grand Duke has been a very promisingplum WehaL* /, J8pan 
five years, and that, with the Black Diamond Monarch and Kin/at™ ,f?r
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The President : Confirming what Prof. Taft has said, I may say concerning the 
Wickson that, we have grown a great many trees and they have stood twdve to fifteen 
degrees below zero without injuring the top bud, and 1 think so much of the nlum tW T 
have put out an entire orchard of the Wickson—I am so convinced of it. * 1
commercial purposes. Other Japanese plums we have found = • , 8 ? * j8 Ue for
o,di,„, The „„1, JL, i„ SXS.wij&’S?
where they make sometimes a very heavy growth "and then the tL i V th ,5 6 1°"’ be killed back ; but after that we had no trouble with that at a,I T? ^ 
hardy as the ordinary varieties, and the fruitHn abundance is cerfllv i1^”6!.^^ 88 
ont of the can in excellent shape and has a peculiar flavor that T th' v ^ 8°°d‘ comea 

"■ --B",Lt' *“

A Delegate . What about the Satsuma ?
The Prkisdknt : I have never fruited that, but in 

we don’t have any trouble with it killing back.

Mr. Bvrrki.l (St Catharines) : My own experience has been this year that the 
Abundance has been of better quality than the Burbank I don’t " y,\ that the 
is any difference in the season. We thought the Abundance was a more sohIm T there 
flavor m every wav than the Burbank, which seemed heavy and soggy /would HfcTto
some time ** """ expulnoB in pickin8 plu™» keepfgthem to iïpen fîr
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Prof. Taft : I never picked them before the time of riocnino T •
when you would call them ripe. They softened and bad a « P. 1 8,' 1 pl k them Jast
.hose freshly picked. P y d 8nd had 8 8Weeter' P^asanter taste than

last
The President : You consider them good for shipping ?

ll” *”7 b“

Mr. Kuooard : My experience with the Abundance and Burbank is a little differ 
ent from the expressions here. We picked some as soon as they would be useful So 
before they matured-and we used some of those and found them not ’ t, y
About a week later on we picked some more that were more ripe, and some mo^eTt on

a the 
is all 
,te in

f
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the tree for two weeks longer, that would be four weeks from the time of picking the 
first ones, and the last were decidedly the best in flavor, and they kept firm right to the 
end, and they didn’t rot on the tree. We hadn’t one rotten plum, although they were as 
thick as they could possibly grow on the branches in knots.

Mr. Burrell : Those that you picked very early you didn’t keep as long 1

Mr. Huggard : No, we just picked them to taste.
Prof. Taft : A question was asked about the Ogon. I don’t think it is a very valu

able plum. It is productive and of fair quality, but only medium sized, and has a very 
dirtyf unattractive color—a dull greenish yellow ; and we have the other kinds—Willard 
and Burbank and others—coming on at the same time, and I don’t believe it would be of 
any great value for market.

The President : Will some one suggest any other fruit 1
Prof. Taft : There was a question asked about this Logan berry and Mayberry, and 

answered also in regard to the strawberry-raspberry. I want to advise against even 
testing them if you care anything about the results. To my mind that strawberry- 
raspberry is a regular pest. It is worse than what we pride ourselves on calling the 
Canada thistle. (Laughter.) It will sucker and spread. I put out six plants and the 
next spring they covered a space that was a rod wide and the full length of the rod, and 
although we had fruit it was of no value whatever. You can put your thumb up inside 
the berry and have a thimble, and that mass is most all seeds. That is worthless. With 
us the Logan Berry is of no value. We have a few fruits occasionally. It is somewhat 
tender, won’t stand even zero temperature, and I don’t know one of that class of fruits 
that is of any value even for amateur purposes.

Mr. Whyte : Have you had any experience with the Wine berry 1

Prof Taft : I thought that was out of the question entirely. It is rather an attrac
tive plant and the berry is covered over with a husk that closes over the berry till it is 
two-thirds grown, but that will not stand without protection anything like zero. It 
grows to the ground even with us at Lansing, and only by protection do we get any lruit 
at all. The fruit is acid and of no value.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Mr. Race read the report of the nominating committee, which was adopted. The 
list of officers appears on page 2.

EXPERIMENTAL SPRAYING OF FRUIT TREES.

By W. M. Orr, Fruitland.

During 1897 the experimental spraying of apple trees, carried on by the Depart 
ment of Agriculture of the Province of Ontario, was conducted in twenty-nine orchards, 
situated in twenty three counties, covering the Province from Sarnia to Lancaster. The 
original plan was for six sprayings at each point. This would have finished the work 
early in July About this time, however, scab was making such headway that it was 
decided to make another application. Accordingly the men were sent out again and the 
work was completed by July 18th.
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Only one solution was used—Bordeaux mixture—according to the following formula:

Copper sulphate
Fresh lime........
Water.................

4 lbs.
........ 4 lbs.
40 gallons.

To this, in every case, was added four ounces of Paris Green.

and on'1 aeennn^nf laW’ which f<?!'bids the sPra7inK of fruit trees while in full bloom, 
were dhcount^ nVr,’ appl«"*»» ™e omitted, and numbers of application^
results wemSlvLH f 7 b6,ng Cl08ely PreLC6ded °r,ollow by rain- However, the

,oo% ™ »«*“•

A great deal of interestwe nnraeo i j-j h • . taken in the work and the gentlemen in whose orchards
almost to if?non m velr SOWer t0 a88,i8,t U8- The “tendance during the season reached 
woTk done and f 7°° knoLw of a man «-ming forty-three miles to see the
structions in «nravin—mf0rJn-fttl0n' ,Thlrty thousand sixteen-page bulletins, entitled “In- 
enemies and Pfn7„rg’ “°nîam'uRal80a Bhort paragraph on each of the more common insect 
enemies and fungi, with illustrations, were issued by the department and distributed
rec iv drenL?eP ri0n8WWr made f°r th68e by ™ail- Numbers of requests were 
tnwn Jl i ha;° ‘be,work done at points we were unable to serve. In one instance a
secured fÏrWth ? f rf was‘nstruot«d to 'Dfluire upon what terms the spraying could be 
in-, 'd ,, that locality. The people are gradually waking to the fact that spraying is
nedrlvP n“owb t6h ° ^ Up:to-daue orc.hardist. and every year the experimental, or more pro- 
1 erly now the instructional spraying of fruit trees is attracting more and more attention
timestegnreatCe ^ 6°% ^ than ""‘W aad -q«ry by mail wTten

In a recent r*P?rt by the entomologist of the State of New York, three hundred and 
each Unknown68 t°t C°Ti<; dePredations on the apple are catalogued, and
R when other ntnlTJ0' ^ ^ u‘PP'! ,>0m choice- Many others will feed upon
anytime th P b T* “ lack,n*- and he add* “The least harmful among them may at 
Z.1m71|UC 80dden ftnd inexplicable multiplication as is often witnessed lathe
orne Z of ZmnV,8erlOU,8 Pf8t' • Add t0 the86 the in'uriona a"d you will have 

eff™ tivî artillerv we h ' 0ff.en“ the aPple gr°™r has to face. I believe the most 
must^nieH7! 1 hTe,18 the spray Pump, but to be effective the proper ammunition 
3ne,»ble wia ° right m0meLn> With every insect there is a time when it is most 
season b pnT fhhi«ame treatment- wblch can onlV successfully applied for a few days in the 
trees "are 5rea,8°n ."“l haveLobJected to the loss of the time during which the 
r intne, b bloom, claiming that to be handicapped at that season is unjust. Professor
in b“oom foPrewhfdha *8t °[ 8eventefn common insects which feed upon the apple while 
nravinT’fn md Th f ??*** : “* the pr°P6r treatment 1 a=d our agents who did the

Oureubn h ,° «Wm8 TeCta at work while the blossoms prevented sp aying:
bud moth bandH K leaforu“pleg- cankerworm, tent-caterpillars, leaf-roller, eye-spotted 
aniwereZ ^b arer;i. W® found difficulty arising from the regulations,

6 ter and "fully dealwith Lct8 by

apparent cause. The interests of the horticulturist and the apiarist are allied and it “ dM'°! b“ “ P.-™ ™ SS!

, Ï ^ant to give you a few of the actual results obtained in our work this vear In 
calculating the percentage of perfect fruit the following plan was Jopted 1 part of

was
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76 prr cent, clean»
75
!K)

8 per cent, clean. 
No clean fruit.

20 per cent, clean.
5

10
711 5

bpy.................
Snow....................
Wealthy..............
Summer 1‘ermain
Baldwin..............
Bottle Greening.

h.xperimental
spraying. Unr prayed.

In Mr. Warner's Orchard at Trenton.

the tree was stripped of every apple. These were carefully examined and any specimen 
which had a worm or a spot, no matter how small, was rejected.

Experimental
spraying.

... 00 per cent, clean.

Uneprayed.

10 per cent, clean.Spy ................
Colvert..............
St. Lawrence...
Snow................
Golden Hu-set.
BelleHeur........
Swaar..............
Red Astrschan

00
75 10
75 25

2500

75 10
75 10

1680

In Mr. J. P. Thorn’s Orchard, Picton.

The packers said it was the best fruit they had packed this year, and Mr. Warner 
says the increased value of the crop on the twenty-five sprayed trees was $100.00.

In George Adams’ orchard, Smithville, Swaar experimental spraying 80% clean 
and held its fruit. Swaar unsprayed, dropped 75% of its crop and not a clean specimen. 
Roxbury Russet, experimental spraying, 90% clean and held its crop. Roxbury Russet, 
unsprayed, dropped most of its crop and what remains is worthless. Oanada Red, 
experimental spraying, 90% clean. Oanada Red, unsprayed, worthless. Snows, experi
mental spraying, 80% clean. Newton’s Pippin, experimental spraying, 90% clean. Spy, 
experimental spraying, 90 p. c. clean, and well loaded. Spy, unsprayed, well loaded but 
under size and not a clean specimen to be found. There are ninety trees in this orchard ; 
we sprayed twelve. Apart from these, Mr. Adams says he did not have more than two 
barrels of clean fruit.

Mr. Bradt, of Port Rowan, who spent several weeks buying apples between Port 
Rowan and Smithville, says he has not found an unsprayed orchard that will give more 
than 7% of clean fruit, with the exception of one which he thinks will give 15%. He 
says there is five times as much clean fruit on the twenty sprayed trees in Mr Adams’ 
orchard at Smithville, as there is in any other entire orchard he has seen. He reports a 
fair crop in many orchards, and spoke of one in which there will be three hundred 
barrels, but said there would not be more than ten barrels of clean fruit and not more 
than seventy barrels that will be worth packing The fruit on some orchards is so badly 
scabbed that Mr. Bradt says he will not handle any of it.

14 FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Thorn says that the spraying of the twenty-nine trees we worked on was worth 
$75.00 to him. He further says that while unsprayed Spys were worth $2.00 per barrel 
he was getting $3 50 per barrel for sprayed fruit.
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In J. J. Mokkat's Orchard, Wingham.

Blenheim Pippin, expeiimontal spraying
Greening experimental spraying....... .........................

un sprayed.......................... ...............................
85 per cent, cl 
95 “ an

can.
and good crop, 
clean.HO

Crop light, most of fruit having dropped.
Spy, experimental spraying.... „

JmTT'1’ w<,U loadpd with undersized fruit'and' not a 
single clean specimen to be found.

Uucheas experimental snravimr
unsprayed........... ............................

Maiden’s Blush, experimental spraying...................
‘ unsprayed _..................

lallman s Sweet, experimental spraying.. .
unsprayed ..............

Snows, experimental spraying......... ........................
unsprayed .............. ...................................

100
.-)0

. .95
50
95

a
100

5
"Irees loaded, but fruit almost worthless 

Colvert, experimental spraying 
unsprayed ........... 90

40

In Mr. Cameron’s Orchard, Foi th Lancaster.

St. Lawrence, experimental spraying . 
unsprayed ....

Maiden s Blush, experimental spraying
unsprayed..........  .

.•snow, experimental spraying
“ unsprayed .........

Alexander, experimental spraying.......
unsprayed..........  .......

Baxter, experimental spraying
unsprayed _____..."

Hash, experimental spraying...............
“ unsprayed...........

90 lier cent, clean. 
10 “

ICO
no clean fruit.
100 per cent, clean, 
no clean fruit.
100 i>er cent, c’ean.

HI
90
10

loo
20

■e,4ZdJud^?h Thiaoth!4dP’r br1;kUn8pr^d Blush Rt

« remarkably free from inlt enemiZ " ,U8t °° the bank °f the St. Lawrence and

effect We %“ay'ing‘fa‘when pronerfa ^ V” *l°VC are 8ufficient to show how
annually sustained by the fruitgrower00^ r/* a.8° fbow8 what »u enormous lots is
Spraying not only increases the percentsgïo^ïean'frouït the'6^ °f the'r ordhard8’ 
brighter, better flavoured, and possess aunLio, , .frult- ”Ut the specimens are larger, 
protected from injury by insects and t'nnoi ,i P!?8 Because the foliage isfunction properly. 7 * tS 8nd fun8'- and> he>”8 healthy, performs its important

«... ttr iSrl !r with aP'el“UU ..id
that instead of breaking up the snrav uh/u«satisfactory resuiIts. The trouble was
settles on every part of the tree and fruit hu* 9«d°nt’ U,Dtl, lt looka *‘ke a vapor and 
which it is impossible to touch every part In this w8’ hld JT**,11 c<wse 8Pray with 
to thrive, and much of the foliage was not noL!n . y.the 8cab badan excellent chance 

spray is used the work ,?s on7v half/ m8eCtS feedin8 UP°” * When
every drop which falls to the ground iî lost ’ 6°d her61S “ great waste of “«“«rial, for
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work of the last fifteen years, since spraying was introduced. I should like to draw 
attention to one or two points in the report. One was the list of insecta which Prof. 
Lintner, gave as insects which attack fruit trees at the time they are in blossom. I don’t 
think it was a particularly wise thing for Prof. Lintner to have ever published that list, 
because there is no insect that need be treated at that time. It is an injurious practice 
that there is no good in, and on the other hand a great deal of harm. I don’t know of 
any insect that the trees need be sprayed while in bloom to destroy. There is no 
necessity for spraying fruit trees while they are in bloom, and it is better not to do it, 
because there are better times. Another point was with regard to the general principle 
of spraying. Why is not spraying adopted all through Canada to day 1 There is nothing 
new about that report. Those figures can be found for years from good men, and now 
you have got it in your own report ; you have it printed ; but I know from experience 
you are not going to adopt it ; you are not going to do your spraying. Some of you may 
—the more progressive men—but the frut growers of Canada will not spray ; and one of 
the r< aeons I find they will not spray is that the buyers of fruit say they will not buy 
fruit that has been sprayed. Only last week a man in my orchard said, “ I dare not 
spray, or people will say, ‘ You spray your fruit,’ then my people won’t buy.” This is 
founded on ignorance. There is no man yet, able to get arsenic or arsenical mixtures on 
the fruit without destroying the bushes. If the life can absorb arsenic, it in itself is 
destroyed. Long before the fruit can be rendered poisonous it is rendered unsuitable and 
unmarketable ; therefore the contention that there is any danger in spraying fruits is 
foolish, and has been shown so over and over again. Why people don’t spray is simply 
because it involves a little trouble and a little more expense, and we are loath to take 
trouble if it is not necessary to do it. Every man who has sprayed systematically and 
properly has always reaped those percentages Mr. Orr has shown us. ' I hope the fruit 
growers will adopt that method of spraying. Over and over again a few orchards have 
been picked and treated, and on the other side of the road orchards have been left alone, 
and every time the bénéficiai results have been attained. About ninety per cent, of the 
spraying is not spraying at all. You take a man and duck him under water, and that is 
not spraying. That is about the meaning of the word spraying by ninety per cent, of the 
people, with cheap spraying pumps and cheap nozzles. You turn a fire hose on a tree, 
and that is not spraying. I think this is a most valuable report, and if the gentlemen 
will follow it out they will get the results mentioned in this report. How is it that 
entomologists for the last fifteen years have always got those results, and men who are 
practical fruit growers do not get them 1 Simply because entomologists take earn to do 
it properly, because that was their chief business, while to the fruit grower it 
secondary. That spraying is just as important as any other operation that you put in 
practice on your farms, and 1 think the gradual acceptance of that is getting wider-spread 
through the country, and the only difficulty that seems to me to arise is, that buyers are 
supposing that if it is known the trees are sprayed, there is still that old idea that the 
fruit can be poisoned. Well, you can challenge it and get a chemist to prove it for you, 
or you can even prove it with a microscope, because the particles of Paris Green are so 
large that they are easily detected by a microscope on the outside, and if the arsenic is 
dissolved you can detect it by the injury to the bushes. I eay there is no danger at all.
I have examined the matter very carefully so as to be able to protect myself in making 
statements as positively as I do now.

Mr. McNeill : It is over ten years since I bought my first spraying pump. After 
listening to the various speakers wondering why tki fruit growers did not spray more, I 
came to the conclusion that one of the great causes was the imperfect machines that we 
have been using. I first used an old-fashioned pump that cost me $10, but it was the 
dearest $10, in one sense of the word, that I ever invested, because I would work with it 
a while and then go and hunt for the hired man to help ; and the hired man would play 
out in two or three hours and want a new job. The second season it would hardly do 
anything ; the third season, I think, we threw it in the fence corner. For two or three 
years I did not spray at all. Since I have bought a modern pump the difficulty of spray
ing is nothing. My neighbors who do not own a pump but who rely on me for the use
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Following is a report of experiments in spraying fruit trees with ice water while in 
bloom, to ascertain the sfleet of cold rains on the fertilization of blossoms an.1 the 
setting of fruit ; also to ascertain if heavy bloom could be partly sterilized in this way, 
thus saving the labor of thinning fruit :

The work was done by Jos. Twetdle at Fruitland, Ontario, and was in connection with 
the experimental spraying of fruit trees carried on by the Department of Agriculture 
for Ontario.

Three trees of Langhurst peaches, three trees of Shipper’s Pride plums ; three trees 
of Kitfler pears, and one side of an Astrachan apple tree were selected for the work. The 
peach, plum and pear were in full bloom at the time of commencing work, and the apple 
bloom was just opening.

For spraying, a barrel of water was cooled to the lowest temperature possible with 
broken ice. The tripple nczzle was used. One tree each of the peach, plum and pear 
was drenched for seven minutes ; one each for three and one-half minutes, and one of 
each had cne side drenched for seven minutes, the other half remaining unsprayed.

One side of the apple tree was drenched for seven minutes.
This work was performed on May 13th, 14lh and 15th on all the trees, and on 

the 17th and 18 on all except the peach, from which the bloom was falling.
On the 18th the plum and pear bloom began to drop. The weather was fine and 

warm, excepting a shower on the afternoon of the 15th. Results were carefully watched, 
and no diflerrnce could be noticed in the crop set on sprayed and unsprayed trees of 
the same variety, nearly 100 per cent, of the blossoms setting in each case.

It would appear from the results of the above experiment that a cold rain during 
the blooming period does not injure the blossom unless so prolonged as to interfere with 
the fertilization of the blossoms

Dr. Fletcher : The question was asked whether there was any advantage in 
spraying in winter. It is just as well to discuss why we spray at anytime. Spraying 
will not destroy everything and kill every fungous disease. The q. estion whether it is 
advisable to spray in the winter must be answered decidedly “ yes.” Why do we spray 
in winter 1 We spray to kill, chiefly, the fungous diseases—the b’ack spot of the apple ; 
and it is wise to do that because that fungus passes its life largely on the trees in the 
winter time, and you must not spray with Paris green or kerosene emulsion ; you must 
spray with a fungicide, and the cheapest and best at that time of year is su'pbate of 
copper, one pound to five gallons of water, and if you spray with that solution you will 
destroy all the fungus you reach with it. It passes tbe winter on the fallen leaves, so 
you must spray again in the summer. Then there will be a large quantity of spore s left 
on the fallen fruits and leaves, from which infection will come again ; therefore it is 
necessary to spray during the summer again, but it certainly is wise to spray in the 
winter. That may be done at any time after the leaves have fallen or before the spring 
opens, and perhaps the best time is as near as possible to the time when the vitality of the 
whole tree revives, because the fungus is then more susceptible to injury probably than in 
the autumn ; but if it is more convenient to spray in the autumn, from time or any 
other reason, certainly spray in the autumn, but you can spray during the winter with 
any spray to d< stroy fungicide diseases. You must decide what insect you want to fight 
against, and you cannot make one application that will destroy everything. That is one 
of the mistakes that is made. Paris green does not by any means destroy everything, 
although that is the general conception of it throughout the country. It is only by 
bringing it up in meetings like this, time and time again, that men gradually learn. Men 
are interested in it to-day that thought nothing of it two years ago. Certainly in regard 
to fungus and black spot it does pay to spray in the winter time.
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bushes down into it and held it there so that every berry that was then formed was 
thoroughly covered, and I noticed berries afterwards with a coating of the mixture on 
the outside, and actually the mildew developed right there almost underneath that coating, 
bo I was satisfied then that there was something very wrong with either myself or the 
mixture, because it didn’t have any effect.

Mr Burrell : I don’t think Mr Race’s experience is exceptional, because Mr. 
Morton, of Wingham, told me last winter that he had given it a very thorough trial on 
gooseberries with the same negative results that Mr. Race found, and another very care
ful experimenter, Mr. Pafford, of Niagara had found it not so successful. In my experi
ence I cannot say 1 have found Bordeaux mixture absolutely successful for mildew on 
the gooseberry.

Mr. A. H. Pettit: Does Dr. Fletcher class the black rot as mildew Î The 
sulphur remedy spoken of by Mr. Orr we find very well in regard to one kind of mildew, 
but there is another kind of mildew that Grimsby has not been attacked with at all.

Prof. Fletcher : To state the matter shortly, there are two mildews of the grape—
two names are so close alike thatthe downy mildew and the powder mildew. These 

they are somewhat confusing. The powdery mildew, which is prevalent in the Niagara 
district, is the one which is treated with sulphur with considerable success The downy 
mildew, however, is a much more serious disease, and one which is not prevalent in the 
grape-growing district of Niagara, but is very prevalent in some other parts of Canada. 
For the powdery mildew the sulphur is the remedy, and can be used in a paying manner, 
but for the other it is no use at all, and you must use the Bordeaux mixture, and that is 
the only remedy that I believe can be used effectively. It is the most serious disease that 
is at Ottawa, and it is not an unusual thing to see a grape vine drop the whole of its crop 
after spraying. These matters have been treated at great length in the reports of the 
Society, and it is unwise for anybody to take a verbal statement such as this is. I here 
are endless printed accounts of these different diseases We have them in the IfortKulturut 
and in agricultural reports ; you can get these from Guelph and Ottawa, and it is wise to 
get these printed reports and follow them—not make them as most women make a pudding, 
have the recipe before them and never follow them. Most people think that, when spraying, 
if a pound of an ingredient is good two pounds would be better ; but get those rules and 
follow them accurately and you will get results. I am surprised at Mr. Race taking a 
the trouble he did with the Bordeaux mixture, and not using first of all the sulphate of 
copper spray, which is very much more effective. Of course I don’t say any of these reme
dies are going to be perfectly effective every time ; in fact I will tell you before you 
begin that they are will not, but the spraying experiments conducted from year to year 
show it is a paying operation, and a man who says he has not time to try them is the man 
who says he has not time to make money, and if a man has not time to save / 5 per cent, 
of his fruit crop he has not time to save 76 per cent, of every dollar he makes.

Mr. McKinnon : I have had no mildew on any of my grape vines since five years 
ago till this year. Tnis year I sprayed more faithfully than ever before, and nearly all 
the Rogers vines were affected, and some of them seriously affected, with mildew. I 
found that especially the case where they grew most rankly on the richest soil 1 he 
Niagara were slightly affected, but a great many Rogers vines were absolutely worthless, 
although they were faithfully sprayed, even more carefully than in former years.

The President asked Dr. Taft to give his views.
Dr Taft . We have been doing a good deal of spraying on all these lines, and as 

the gooseberry was mentioned I would say that I have gone a little furtherthananyone 
yet from the fact that I used three different materials for spraying. 1 be brat is this 
copper of sulphate solution that Dr. Fletcher advises, applied in the spring before growth 
Btarts Then both against mildew and currant worm I used Bordeaux mixture with 
Paris green about the time the leaves are half open. Before they blossom, and as soon 
as the fruit is set, 1 spray again with Bordeaux mixture and generally add 1 ans green ; 
and after that, for the mildew, I have relied on the liver of sulphur and find it is very 
effective and does not spoil the fruit ; it is nearly harmlees in avery way except against
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THE EXPORT OF TENDER FRUITS
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December, 1896, th”advi»Mlity tif‘“makiV"'1 Grower‘*. Association at Kingston in 

Britain of tender fruits, such aa peaches tomaf8 8°me exPerimental shipments to Great 
fully discussed. An 8amm6r ePP'-. ”a
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tien.” Some half cases, containing about six dozen < aoh, of this pear sent over on the 
steamer “Georgia," arrived in excellent condition, and sold about October 1st for $2.30 
per half case, or the equivalent of about $15 per bbl. This is sufficient to prove the 
market for such goods, especially for well grown samples ; while, on the other hand, it 
has been proved that a second grade cannot be exported without loss. The first ship
ments ai rived in an overripe condition. This was not the fault of the packing, for the 
fruits were gathered very green, carefully wrapped with paper and packed closely and 
firmly in shallow trays. In this way each finit was separate, so that rot could not spread 
from one to another, and ffiere was no chance for heating from bulk. Eight of these 
trays were put in a bushel cate. The only fault in the package was that this bushel 
was at first tightly covered at the top, which prevented a free circulation of the cold air, 
a fault that was remedied in the later shipments.

One cause of the failure of the first shipments was the temperature both in the cold 
storage warehouse at Grimsby and in transport, which was from 40 ° to 48 0 , with a 
still higher temperature, of course, inside the cases. This is altogether too high a tempera
ture for the carrying of such tender fruits, without change of condition, and fjr this 
reason chii fly, added to the lack of free ventilation in the packages, the Orawford peaches 
and Bartlett pears arrived in the English market in an over-ripe and unsalable condition.

The first packages used were too large for peaches and pears, and too expensive, 
being bushel cases, each containing eight wooden trayr, but towards the latter part of the 
season, a half case, holding about six dozen pears, was adopted, which proved much more 
satisfactory, for, while a case of Bartlett pedrs sold for 15s., a half case of the same, at 
the same sale, brought 9a. 7d. The temperature of the later shipments was held some
what lower, averaging about 38 ° . If this can be still further reduced, perfect success 
must result.
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The following are some extracts from the account of sales :

Fruit, ex.,S.& “Aferrimac,’' sold in London, October 21st, 1897. 886 cases—loss £64-7 9

30c. to 72c. per buahel case.
Nil to $2.07 “ “
78c. to 108 
NU to 1.22

Bartlett pears.............
Clapp’s Envoiite peare
Tomatoes......................
Crawford peaches.........

Fruit ei

CrawfiThe peaches and pears all anived too ripe, and in a very wasty condition. Mr. 
Crandall expressed the opinion, when he saw it, that the fruit appeared to have been 
carried at too high a temperature. It was thought that the packers had put the fruit up 
too ripe, but this is not the case, for, on the othi r hand, it was shipped so green that 
many feared it would not ripen. The cause of the failure of this lot, therefore, was, in 
my opinion, entirely due to the high temperature at which it was carried.

firopei 
Turn it 
llartlel

Fruit, ex.

Fruit, ex.S.8. “Sardiniansold in Glasgow, 27th Sept,, 1897. 542 case*.
Net returns, £16.0.1. Bartlet

Duché*
Anjou
Louise
Hi well
White
Penchei
Drapes
Tomato
Tomato

4<c. to 61c. per bushel case. 
30 “ $1.22

Crawford peaches.. ..
Bartlett pears.............
Moore’s Early grapes 
Tomatoes ...................

2 " 30
26 “ 1.34

Temperature 48° F. for most of the voyage.

Carried at such a temperature, no’.hing but failure could be expect#d, but the fault 
was with the engineer of the “ Sardinian,” who was instructed to keep the temperature at 
38 0 F. His excuse was that there were eggs in the same compartment, which he was 
instructed to keep at 35. 0 As a matter of fact, the temperature in some parts of the 
hold must have been about 56. ®
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Fruit, ex.S.S. •• Iona," sold at London, October 7,1807.

23
he
30 19h cassa—net returns, £1.6.8

:::::: 2Î“»,1Soperlïï,heioî«.
..........  NU.

he
Bartlett r. 
Toma tees. 
Plums....

pears ....it
ip*
he
nd Fruit, ex.S.S. “Vancouver,» sold in London, October 10, 1807.
ad 694. cases. Loss £87.18.6.

30c. to *ui per bushel case.

12c. " 1.09 
24 o. *• 91

fruiÆppJd byathI-^r;rrV^yé"'etior»reW^r fro“eCtS T™ imJ,rovem««“ on the 

fn™ ? ^rthlce, most of theu. Sa/ed an. r ten''1'^,1? 4010^' The P-b- 
n some of the cases decayed and rotten ” He then1 A! the Pe,*rs 8re over ri|>e, and 
^e npen. ss of the fruit when packed instead ofThe^0^8 ‘° blttme the an,/
whtcb, I believe, is in fault in each case. temperature of the old storage.

Fruit, ex S.S " Kastalia,"

386 Bartlett pears.
Plums..............
Peaches.. .. .** 
Tomatoes........

186
dr,

>ld
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168
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sold in Glasgow, October 15, 1897 
returns £21.0.8.

are
752 cases. Netat

se
ll rapes..............
Tomatoes ...'. 
Tomatoe-, half 
Duchess pears, 
Bartlett pears.
Anjou pears................
Kibston apples........
Kl-mkh Beauty pears 
Crawford peaches........

tes
4 c. to 30c. 
4 *• *1.23

per bushel case. 

75 per half ease.
1 22 per.,bu8hel case.

cases.

30 ••
2.07

177 " 2.58'.9.
2.01

2 “ !I7

Fruit ex S.S. “ Numidian," sold in Glasgow, October 15, 1897

returns, £48.165.

Crawford peaches............................
Ora,!™.........,Ut 0i 87 Ca,0s mado net returns of *92.02.' N'' ‘° ,3 ,i6 bu,h

Tomatoes.......... ".V.’.ï."  ..................................................... ......... 48o “ 2.08
Bartlett pears............

—336 cases.—Net

tfr.
sen case.
up

bat 1.44
2.00in

Fruit, ex. S.S. “ llwona," sold in London, October 
returns, £30.1010.

21 % 1807—786 cases.—Net

Bartlett pears.. 
l>uche«H pears 
Anjou pears.... 
Louise pears ... 
H« well pears... 
White Doyenne
Peaches........ .
<ir#pes ..............
Tomatoes..........
Tomatoes..........

*1.04 C' ‘.?*22®2 per bushel

•-•••• •••• 1 34 •*
$3.41 to

case.

3.90
2 07
3.01

73 o. to 2 44 
24c. “ 1.86 

*1.23 l.7i
G1 halfmit

-» '* ? *•» “« «.w.appearance ia about equal to that grown ’here ^nd üf France W ^ g°°d The Suerai 
a 'forma. . . There is no reason to doubt that if the f " >BOt ,"1Ual t0 that in
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Fruit, ex. S. S. “ Labrador,” told in Liverpool, Octobe,r 29, 1897.—888 cases.—Net
returns, £86.8 2.

40 c. to $3 40 per bushel case. 
“ 2.04 
“ 2 40 
“ 2.92

Grapes .. 
Tomatoes 
Peaches . 
Pears ...

64
11.44

1.46

Fruit, ex. SS. “ G err ma," sold in London, November 4, 1897.—597 cases.—Net
returns, £7.10.8.

30 c. to 56 c. per case of 20 lbs.
.............. $2.92 per bushel case. *

3.00

Grapes........
Duchess pears 
Anjou pears 
Louise pears 
Tomatoes ..

3.53
48 o. to 80

Mr. Urandall wrote concerning this shipment : “ The tomatoes were in fine shape, 
And the size selected are more in favor than the large tomato, a medium size being pre
ferred. Buyers object to mixed varieties of grapes in the same box, and would prefer 
each variety packed by itself. I regret to find a prejudice here against the flavor of the 
Canadian grape. This must be overcome before they sell readily and realize their 
value."

The consignee wrote : “We beg to advise you of the arrival of the “Gerona.” 
Eveiything did well, with the exception of the trapes, of which the peculiar flavor is not 
appreciated in London. Grapes from Spain and Portugal are being brought to our market 
in large quantities, in big bunches, and being sold at 2£d. to 3d. per pound. The pears 
did splendidly, and, as the season advances, the results are sure to be satisfactory for 
good apples."

Fruit, ex. S. S. “ Sardinian,” sold at Glasgow, November 2, 1897.-1,029 cases (mostly
grapes).—Loss, £81.16.6.

16 c. to 90 c. per case of 45 lbs. 
$1.22 per bushel case.

2 68 “

Grapes............
Peaches ........
Kieffer pears. 
Duchess pears 
Anjou pears 
Sheldon pears. 
Tomatoes........

$1.96 to 2.80

$1.95 to 2.19
30 c. to 86 o. per hall case.

2.19

It is worth noting that about the twenty-first of October California pears and 
peaches cease to arrive in Great Britain, thus leaving Canada a special opportunity to 
capture the market for these fruits from the middle of October onward. It will, there
fore, be worth our consideration whether we can hold back our Bartlett pears and Craw
ford peaches in cold storage in Montreal until about the 10th or 15th of October, before 
forwarding them. Also, whether we can grow such desirable late varieties of pears and 
peaches as will suit the British market at the time above mentioned. The Louise pear, 
for example, succeeds beautifully in Southern Ontario, especially when grown as a dwarf, 
and the same may be said of the Duchess and the Anjou. Another magnificent late 
pear is the Clairgeau, which would be one of the finest for the export trade. Even the 
much abused Kieffer would export in fine condition.

Tomators have succeeded as well, or better than any other fruit, so far as condition 
is concerned, and prices have been good, considering that the variety Ignotura was too 
large to suit the English taste. Some smaller, round, smooth variety will give excellent 
results.

Grapes have been a complete failure, the fruit having been about given away, the 
very best not bringing more than one cent a pound, the cost of transportation. The 
salesmen write :—“ The grapes are of no use here, the peculiar flavor not being very palat
able ; and in quality they are in every respect inferior to those grown in Spain and

/
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Portugal—thin skinned, white, sweet grapes, which are brought here and sold from four 
to six cents, a pound. ’ A consignee in Liverpool, however, writes more favorably, and 
we hope jet to create a demand for our grapes that will ensure a profitable trade.

Peaches. In the export of this fruit there appear to be great possibilities, both of 
loss and of profat. For example, one shipment of one hundred and thirty cases of beauti 
ful Crawfords reached Glasgow in such bad condition as to bring the shipper in debt 873 
besides the loss of his fruit, valued at $325, or a total lose of $398 ; and another shipment 
of forty cases returned a net profit of $77.01, an average of $3 66 per case.

Early Apples were so great a failure in crop this season that it was impossible to 
maka up any cases of them for export. Next year, should the crops be first-class, some 
experimental shipments will be made, beginning with Red Astracan and Duchess in 
August, Gravenstein, Ribston and Blenheim Orange in September, and Fameuse, 
Wea thy King and Cranberr- Pippin in October. These are all excellent varieties, of 
beautiful color, woich are bound to bring the top prices in any market.

Altogether we can report encouragement, although the season’s shipments on the 
whole have been a serions loss. We have learned (1) to use smaller packages with better 
ventilation (2) the importance of lower temperature in transportation, and (3) that fruit 
should be placed in a cool room as soon as gathered, and cooled even before it is packed 
in order to attain the best results. r

With these conditions observed, we expect to report success next year, such as will 
lead to private enterprise in the export of our tender fruits

.x*“ssispeach will soften on a hot day in twenty four hours, so that it cannot be shipped even to 
a near market, and that the greenest Bartlett will yellow up and become mushy in a few 
days if shut up close in a tight package and kept at a high temperature. Evidently 
therefore, a low temperature is necessary to keep such fruit for two or three weeks’ trans
portation to a distant market. Evidently, also, this temperature must be kept up from 
the hour the fruit is packed until the time it is opened for sale.

At the great cold storage warehouses at Chicago, where our Canadian fruit was kept 
for one year for the World’s Fair and placed under care of the writer, who was Dominion 
Superintendent of Horticulture, the best results were obtained where the temperature 
was held at about 33 F. Fruit so held came out in perfect condition.
„ . T,he °.eneBee *ruit Company, Rochester, N. Y„ aiming at the best results, engages 
to hold certain products in cold storage at the following temperatures ; Apples 30 33° 
grapes, 36° ; pears, 35° ; peaches or plums, 35° ; quinces, 35».

Now, if it is possible to have our fruit carried at an average temperature of 35° F 
1 believe we are sure of success, and I would not be afraid to venture to ship freely. 

Regarding our packing, we can never

;

„ , , - — expect uniformity under the present method
of each shipper packing his own fruit. Some will do the thing well, and possibly get a
for Caanadian0fruitelr braDd8’ bUt th® multitode wiU do h carelessly and get a bad name

If it were possible to encourage the establishment of packing companies, managed by 
experts to do the packing for export, the difficulty would be overcome. Such companies 
would build cold storage warehouses at central points, and adjoining packing sheds, and 
agree with certain shippers to receive a certain quantity of fruit per day, and pack the 
same in the best manner for a certain sum per case, loading the same in refrigerator cars 
from day to day. Each case would be stamped with the trade mark of the shipping com
pany, and also with the owner's mark, so that the returns would be made direct to him 
from time to time.

The President : This is a very important pa|>er, and I think you will want to dis- 
it pretty thoroughly. Probably before going into the discussion we had better hear 

from Mr. Fisher on the same subject.
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Mr. George E Fisher : The operations at Burlington we conducted so irregularly that

calculations on the cold storage warehouse, and had to try it without that advantag!-'
We held a little meeting and decided we should be doing somethin?, and if we ever did 
anything that we would have to make up oui mind to go it alone. We therefore decided 
upon thipping a few Bartlett pears as soon as they were ready, and also a few boxes of 
plums; we had some apples and tomatoes, and I think that these constituted our 
shipments I am altogether without account sales, for the reason that when we decided 
to ship we felt that we were without any business connections in this matter, and it ■ 
would be necessary for us to make use of our friends to get to our destination. I addressed 
a letter to Messrs. Hart <fc Tuckwell, of Montreal, with whom 1 have been doing business 
for a great many years, and asked them to act the part of forwarders and to get our 
shipment on board the ship with as little delay as possible and in the best possible cold 
storage. This they undertook very readily to do. They took a great interest in 
undertaking, for they said we deserved encouragement ; so we put up a little shipment 
and sent it down there in a refrigerator car. When it got to Montreal, much to our dis
appointment, we were refused admittance to the ship. There was a vessel there going to 
Liverpool. Our shipment got there at 5 o’clock in the morning. It laid in Montreal 
that whole day till midnight in the heated city before they would allow it to go on board 
the veteel, and this merely because a shipment of butter that was expected had not 
arrived. We were at a great disadvantage in this way. It appears that the Govern 
ment have subsidized the vessels, and one of the conditions of the*subsidy is that butter 
and eggs shall have a preference in cold Storage. We were the more disappointed 
because of this di lay as we had been given to understand by the Minister of Agriculture 
that if we undertook any work on our own account we should have the privilege of cold 
storage ; that was promised us in the winter. Well, our first shipment got away with 
this much delay. It reached Liverpool, the report said, in good condition. The pears 
sold at 17s. a case. This is the Burlington cold storage case. (Sample shown ) It is 
four-fifths of two cubic feet in size. Here is the old apple case that we used, which is 
exactly two cubic feet. (Sample shown.) The apple case is one-quarter larger than the 
other. Our pears sold at 17s. a case, and the Montreal house shipped goods in connection 
with ours, and they got account sales showing the sales of their goods and ours too. They 
sent me this account sales to look over, with the request that they would be returned to 
them ; therefore the account sales in connection with our portion are on file in the office 
of the Montreal house, and I have not seen them since shortly after I got them for I 
returned them without delay, so I am quoting entirely from memory, and it is a good 
while ago now.
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Mr. McKinnon : Was the average price 17s. ?
Mr. Fisher : They sold them at the uniform price of 17s. ; that was the price that 

they all sold for—those that we shipped on that occasion ; it was not a large quantity. 
The Secretary : You don’t remember the number of boxes?
Mr. Fisher : No, I don’t remember the exact number of boxes ; there was not a 

great number of boxes—in the neighborhood of ten. Then our tomatoes we shipped 
green. We didn’t know in what condition of ripeness to ship them, and when they got 
there they were still green, and of course thev were not decayed and rotten, and they 
sold them for a trifle more than enough to cover exjienses ; but we learned that we 
needed to know what condition of ripeness tomatoes should be sent in. We received our 
cable returns for the sale of the first shipment of pears just a day or two before the Gov
ernment shipment started, so that we were in the field early. As soon as we got this 
word we found it was necessary for us to. know something more of the condition in which 
tomatoes should be sent, and the next shipment we put them in four conditions of ripe
ness—one quarter ripe, half ripe, three quarters and fully r'pe—and the returns showed 
that those that were shipped in a half ripe condition reached there in perfect order and 
told at a fairly good price, but the average for these ft iff. rent conditions of ripeness’ was 
not large, although those that arrived in good condition was all right.

1
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that Mr. Buhrbll : What do you mean by calling them half ripe-just coloredour little 1 up a
a*e.

a JSJSSSta*“wSTSLT Zt HUSST T1 b*Lf™r. ILtktt p»™, which I «Km, „ï,hW T “„J&ZïLZ 51 ”“t 
lb.»‘ Ihc kite, that ... publi8.b«l > comfog free, the

koow in whit condition those pears arrived in Liverpool__in snlendid ennitii; « •
«..«I j.il the, h„Ur„ opened u Mo„l,„l. SJTsÆ? JVî
the advantage of cold storage at Montreal. It was during the season ot small fruR sh^ 
ment, and plums were going still, and we put our cases of fruit in the car with those olhiw 
fruits to Montreal ; but a little later in the season these cold storage cars stopped and we 
were without even that accommodation, and we had only the alternative of shinnl h W aîfthi«fc eharge-about forty cents for one of thtLca^ 

by boat at eight cents per case, which wo preferred to pay and we put up Quito -, ^ „*«r æ sraur «es::
of'sTfif)1 °f 398 CaS,rS 8«rd at Pnc<?s that netted us at home 8570-in the neighborhood 

Mr. Burrell : How much would that case hold 1

t1 T I/I®[IER : Fo.ur °f tho8e caaes just a little more than till a barrel We ant 
ff, K-P«are Brlato1- In Liverpool the Duchess pears sold for about 12s 

hf.Hn ‘ li f°h-Kl< ffT ,NT'm our exPHripnce not only in these cold storage shipments’ 
tbnrnui hi 1 ^ U “ a ve,7 important considérât-: to have the f“S
thoroughly cooled before it is put into the case. [ put great val , n that I t !
cult for us to do it at all times, because we sometimes have 0„ .? t Ï time to do
f or instance, the Bristol ship leaves on Thursday. In order to , Monuell L u 
storage car we have to ship on Moody night/ Monday niiht and Tuesdav ii/ht

.hi^i^

not the advantage of a cold storage building, and in every case where we shipped*near*" 
put into the packages hot we found that the prices realized were from one to lut*” 
below these realized for pears that we put up cold I™ thinme^t ? 7 ! 'e*8
warm”1 f think "id f?ut,onethird of thcM '>ad been putcooHand two thirds puUn
ih...J S la™ h 'fc'SLT:"■ fc{‘h“rt-v&jr *fihVr“ r*r l* 2 ,£r‘a. ;sv°tc cM *"w »
* «7 A££S

.IM tiS
MoTtrea|1Vh, t7h ,lvehrp0°' °Ut °f condition ^ kerned to be all right wb-uthey 
Montreal, but that shipment was a failure, and that is the only loss wo have had in

■ pments. In the first shipment we made by the steamer “ Ocean ”
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of grapes. They went to Montreal on the boat and from there in cold storage. They 
arrived out of condition, and sold at less than cost of transportation ; and I >>elieve those 
few cases of grapes, less than a dozen, were the only packages that didn’t pay their way. 
With the exception of these grapes the packages were all fairly remunerative, and on the 
whole the Burlington people have made money by shipping to the Old Country. I have 
done considertbly better than we could have done in Montreal with our pears. The 
worst we have done is about $6 a barrel, and the best would be #15 to $16 a barrel. We 
have madtf a good average and feel that we have made lots of money by shipping to the 
Old Country.
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Mr. Burhei.l : You are speaking of net prices now ?
Mr. Fibber : No ; the $16 a barrel would not be net, but the other prices I have 

quoted would be net.
Mr. Burrbl : Six dollars a barrel would be net ?
Mr. Fisher : Yes, and $8 a barrel. We got $8 a barrel net for a good deal of 

the pears that went by the “ Ocean.” Now, as regards cold storage against ventilated 
chamber, I have a friend in Toronto who has been shipping some this year in the 
ventilated chamber. He packs his tomatoes and pears in peat moss and they do not go into 
cold storage at all, but. they go into a well ventilated part of the vessel, and those packages 
have arrived in Bristol in first class order, just as good as those that went in cold storage. 
Now,if we can ship in a ventilated chamber in safety it will be much more profitable to the 
shipper, because the cost of transportation was so much less Between Montreal and 
Bristol the charge per ton, that is forty cubic feet of space in the vessel, is 17s. 6d., 
and the additional charge for cold storage is 7s 6d., making a total of 25s. Now this 
larger case here containing two cubic feet go twenty cases to the ton, so that twenty of 
these cases shipped to Bristol would cost 25s. The small case, being four-fifths the size of 
the other, would go twenty five to the ton, so that the cold storage to Bristol would 
cost us exactly one shilling a case.

A Delegate : What do you mean when you speak of cooling the fruit Î
Mr. Fibber: The only way wo cool the fruit is to pick it and pack it in the 

forenoon up to the time that it gets warm from the heat of the day—the sun and 
the warm wind. Then I don’t want any more fruit packed that day. We pick it 
and leave it on the table and leave it to cool, let it lie over night and let it cool off 
all that dav. My packing house has sliding windows ; it is on the upper floor, and 
we leave these windows open and the wind plays through them, and this fruit gets pretty 
well cooled off by next morning, and we let onr pickers go on and pick all the fruit they 

the following morning while it is cool, but just as soon as the fruit gets warm 
we don’t want any more of it mixed with that cool fruit ; we put it by itself, and then 
there are girls that wrap these pears in paper, and we go on with our packing, and in 
the field they are picking and putting in another part of the building.

A Delegate : Suppose you have a very hot night I
Mr. Fibber : It will cool off. They will cool ofl very much more in the night in any 

kind of room. I think this is a necessary process because of the process of the cold 
storage people. They have a room called the tempering room, and if fruit goes into their 
warehouse hot, they don't put it into the cold storage at once|; they put it into the tempering 

Within a month 1 visited a cold storage building in Toronto where they had a 
large number of baskets that were put in during the Bartlett pear season, and the pears 
were still in splendid condition, having been kept at a temperature of thirty-eight degrees. 
They bad been sold to the Queen's Hotel, and one of the conditions of the sale was that 
they should be ripened for immediate use before being delivered to the hotel, and when 
I called there were a number of baskets sitting about the stove on the floor being ripened 
for delivery to the hotel. They had been there three days when I saw them, and they 
were still hard after being kept for several months.

Prof. Taft : How ripe did you ever put pears in cold storage and keep like that I

can on

room.
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Mr Fisher : I never put it that way, but these pears that went to the Old Country 
were just as ripe as they could be, but they were not soft, and I was very much surprised 
myself at the report which came from Liverpool regarding those pears ; and there were a 
number of pears just ripe enough to get soft, but they were not soft. The Burlington 
people in their operations this year have been trying all such features of the work, and 
endeavoring to get all the information they can. We have not aimed at making money
could d^ We W6re aft6r WM t0 g6t the fruit there in good shape and find out what wê

The Secretary : Do you think your case is sufficiently ventilated i The 
are proposing to use is much more ventilated than that,

Mr. Fisher : We have not used any other case, and I have given you the results of 
using this case. It may be that a more ventilated case would be better, but we think 
that that case is sufficiently ventilated. When we fill our case the fruit stands about 
three-quarters of an inch above the edge. We have a frame in which we place an ordin
ary screw press. When the box is full we just shove it into this frame ; we place the 
cover on it just as you see it here, and then we have a little frame made of pieces of 
wood that sits ecross the top, and two slats, and theie right across the cover ; then we 
bring down the screw and press this home, which opens up the spaces at the sides more 
than you see them open now, and they remain so. It is ventilated at the top, bottom 
and side. 1 he Toronto people say they do not want a ventilated case, they would just 
as soon have a tight barrel as an open barrel ; they say they have just as good results. 
rh8“yb GhlCBg0 6 have taught them thlt' 1 don’t know from exjierience

case we

Prof. Robertson : Do you use the same case for tomatoes ?
Mr Fisher : For shipping tomatoes we get some little baskets made like they 

in the twenty four quart berry case, only they are as long as the box is wide, and so 
wide that three of them would reach the length of the box. Wo put these in, till them 
with tomatoes, and then put a slat on the top. They were as deep as one half of the 
dox, and then we put a row of these baskets on the the top and put on the covers. 
. ow about the one-piece sides. A great many cases they made for me were two-piece 
sides, although the contract was for one When they come to make them up they said 
they hadnt the material, and we allowed them the privilege of using two-piece sides, 
which we consider was not at all to our advantage, on the consideration that they 
would use this iron (showing two narrow strips of hoop iron about nine inches long and 
one inch wide). Now this is an idea of my own which the Ooleman Lumber Co give 
me great credit for They say they intend to use it on their boxes right along. In 
shippmg the old apple box to the Old Country, a number of my friends at Burlington 
said they could not sleep after a shipment went away unless the boxes were banded • 
they were afraid they would go to pieces in handling, and consequently a good many 
of them were banded ; and when they got to the Old Country the consignees in Glasgow 
complained fearfully of the bands—they said they could not sell them because they 
went right into private families, and the people cou d not get the boxes open (Laughter.) 
They said the ordinary family had no better kit of tools than a poker nd a pair of 
tongs, and they could not do anything with the boxes (Laughter ) In order to do 
that we set ourselves to strengthen the boxes without putting the band on the out
side, and when we consented to take the two piece sides, the maker of these boxes con- 
sented to put that piece of steel across the end before they naile i the sides on It 
goes inside the covers. The nails go through it, and these two pieces of steel will , rry 
pretty nearly a ton The box is practically indestructible with that band in there.

• A PrElL,0aTE : You 8&y y°u Prefer a four fifths box to a bushel box at the same
price. Why do you prefer that size a bushel ?

î*r‘ : 1 don t know that do. When we shipped that box to the Old
Lountry hrst, they sent us a message from Liverpool on no account to change that box— 
that we were shipping the finest package that came to Liverpool. You can stow that box 
on the top or sides or endways, or any way you like, and it will tit. The vessel people
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like it, and thpy like it in the warehouses, it was just what suited them, and they wanted 
nothing else ; but it was only because this Burling'on people had the boxes made up and 
the material all cut that we were using this box. However, for our cold storage puipises 
it is certainly a very fine box. We find it a useful package. I don’t know whether it 
is too close or not.
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Mr. Wesley Smith (Winona) : There is an idea that they want the air to circulate 
free. If packed so solid will fruit carry as well I Should they be separated )

Mr. Eishkr : I don’t want to appear as an expert. 1 really don't know anything 
about this business except what we have learned from the little experience we have had 
this year.

Mr. Boultkr : You are satisfied that the lumber should be thoroughly seasoned) 
11 would affect the fruit to put it into new made boxes )

Mr. Fisher : We found that by experience in former years. It is our practice to 
get a number of boxes made up early in the season. Last year 1 shipped 5.000, and we 
didn't have enough ready, and we hid to go back to the factory for more, and word came 
from the Old Country that the fruit tasted of the wood.

Mr. Boulter : f have just got a letter from Mr. Larke, our Canadian Commissioner 
at Sidney, Australia. I sent him some goods, and amongst others evaporated apples, and 
the complaint is that they taste of the pine. They were put in new-made boxes.

Mr. Fisher : That was another reason why I think these basswood boxes would suit 
us tletter. There is no doubt basswood is better than pine to ship fruit in, but these boxes 
were sold for fifteen cents when they were made up, and they say they could not afford to 
make them at the price they sold them to me at, but they had them there, and in order to 
get rid of them they were willing to supply them at the same price at which I could buy 
pine boxts. The piinting of course was a disadvantage, as we had to do it with a stencil 
and shoe brush and ink, and it is a slow process, and we cannot do as neat a job as they 
can with the mschine. My idea in bringing this box here was to learn all I could from 
criticism. This strip of steel saves the boxes from destruction in handling.

The President : 1 would call on Prof. Robertson for his address in connection
with this subject.

CANADIAN FRUITS FOR THE BRITISH MARKET AND COLD STORAGE.

Prof. Robertson, who was received wi'h applause, said : I have no verbally 
prepared report for this afternoon, but I am very glad to be here. I came a good deal 
more to learn how our Department could serve the Fruit Growers than to try to ofler 
you very much of advice and suggestions. At the same time, having learned a good 
many things during the last summer about cold storage and transportation, I brought 
with mo, in addition to what I carry in my head, as full reports as 1 could collect of all 
that the English people said about our fruit and our packages, and the advice they 
give ns as to how we could best meet their wants. The fiuit men of England are like 
the other importers of England—they insist on having things done their way, even if 
that he not in our judgment quite as good a way as the way we suggest ; and so we 
have been trying, so far as we could during the progress of the season, to send over, in 
the shipments that we sent under the supervision of the Department of Agriculture, fruit 
packed in just the kind of way they said they wanted it. But before I speak of that I 
would like to make a very few observations on the two addresses we have just heard, 
to make quite clear one or two matters that didn’t seem to me quite clear in regard to 
what they had presented. Now, it is known without explanation from me that the 
Government did provide cold storage on steamships for the carriage of perishable pro
ducts. That was begun first to carry butter—that being the only product that then 
sought that accommodation—consequently all the agreements were drawn up’with the 
steamship companies saying that fresh made creamery butter should always have the
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desire to make experimental shipments and will get carload lots, the Department will 
provide the cold storage expense, railway cars from the starting point to Montreal, will 
keep a man there as we did last year who will see that the fruit if not put immediately 
on board the ship is cooled or put in cold storage, and will ensure such space on the 
steamships thoroughly cooled as the fruit-growers will notify us beforehand they want. 
Of course you cannot put space in a ship in a week, but any authoritative information 
in regard to the amount of space wanted in time to provide that, the Minister says will 
be provided this year for trial shipments of fruit of the tender kinds. Now it is 
very well to discuss varieties and methods of growing fruit, but unless the fruit 
can be marketed at a profitable price of course the whole business must fail—(hear, 
hear)—because a large orchard with a small demand for its fruit is only a source of 
expense to the man who owns it. Now, how can the demand be made steady, and be 
made as far as possible at profitable prices ? Well, first of all by taking away as far 
as practicable the risk of loss to the fruit merchants, the men who now in Canada 
handle the fruit. During the summer I have taken a great many opportunities 
of going into the fruit shops, both retail and wholesale, and talking to those 
people. One thing that keeps a man from paying even a fair price is the risk he 
runs of having the fruit somehow go bad on his hards. Now, I think that main risk is 
caused because of the fruit leaving the fi uit-grower’s hands in a warm condition. That 
applies to nearly all kinds of fruit that I have seen this year. If the fruit could some
how be cooled before it leaves the place where it is grown its natural term of life would 
be nearly quadrupled, and then that risk would be very much lessened, 
tremendous loss in Toronto this last year from peaches going there and going bad on the 
streets, in the shops, even with cold storage there, because they get very warm, and men 
had to get lid of them right off before they got worse. If they had been cooled before 
they started, or held back a few days, it would be a great protection to the whole fruit
growing interest It would pay the fruit grower to put up a small cold storage building 
in his own place at a cost perhaps of $250 complete, enough to hold five or six tons of 
fruit. I only suggest that, now, as being a most desirable means whereby the fruit grower 

protect himself from great loss and ensure that the merchants who get fruit from him 
will have more confidence in the future trade with him. Then the next matter that will 
affect the demand for fruit is to make it possible for the consumer to get the best quality 
of fruit in the best condition. It is not easy in Canada in many markets to be quite 
sure you can get a perfect package of fruit in good condition. If you buy California 
fruit you can get a package with every single specimen of fruit like every other one ; but 
if you buy a basket of Canadian grapes or peats or peaches you will find some very good fruit 
and some rather poor fruit ; not the good always on top. I am not speaking at all of any 
tricks of the trade. I am speaking now of the need of catering for the best class of 
customers by a uniformly fine article which they can roly upon being the same all through. 
Now, a cool place to handle fruit will give every grower a chance to send that kind of 
fruit to market, and that will mean that every family both here and in England, and 
in England particularly, would eat twice as much and three times as much and by-and-bye, 
six times as much Canadian fruit as they now consume. I have been enquiring of the 
householders in Ottawa this season why they don’t eat more fruit, They get home one 
basket, and one part of the fruit is good and two-thiids bad, and they don’t buy 
That applies to all perishable products, so it is most essential whatever the Government 
may do in cold storage, either at warehouses or at steamships, that every fruit grower 
should provide himself for some convenience for protecting the fruit as well as he 
protect it, so that hoth he and the merchant will have more confidence that they are not 
likely to lose what they buy. Now, the home market is the best market for everything 
we grow in Canada. I say that without any qualification at all—that out of every $10 
worth grown in Canada $9 worth is eaten at home. But if you have a dollar’s worth at home 
that the people do not want, then the other $9 worth is not worth so much ; so that while 
the home market is the market to cater for, the home market price may be determined 
by what you can get in the foreign market, as the rate per basket of many kinds of fruit 
in a few years will be determined by the rate per basket or case you can get in Liverpool 
or Glasgow or London. That brings me to speak of this next, that the price of Canadian
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Freight to Montreal, counting those large sized cases

MSs3SatS&ri‘““,i“..........
Making a total of 70c. a case into Convent Garden, England, fro n Grimsby with addi 
mown charge of 5 per cent, commiaaion for the a ale an°d gu^rantee That wlaM vaîv 
more as the fruit sold high or low. Now the coat to Glasgow ia 64c. per case the Glas- 
gow delivery being rather cheaper than the London delivery The coat to Tivpmnni 
...IJ X.IIUI. I» .Mil the Cl«,„ eM.-Ji S: p
Perhaps I might interject here a statement of what the fruit would realize as sold in them, 
markets. I take first the fruit as sold in Glasgow, which did not give as good retnrw as 

3 F.O.

194c.
Me.

311c.

17c.
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London for, perhaps, two reasons : the Glasgow market, so far, has received no California 
ruit, as far as t can learn, and therefore the people are not prepared to buy imported 

fruit, as they are in Convent Garden ; and then, besides, the first shipment that went to 
Glasgow was the one that was carried at a temperature of 48° by the ship’s instruc
tions to kefp the hold at that temperature to save some eggs that had been put in. 
Of course there was a clear case against the ship if one should wish to push it 
but in the experimental work we did not want to lay the blame on anybody. But that 
was one reason why Glasgow shipments did not rejize as much at any time as the ship 
menta to London. Take the peaches first. They landed i:< very poor condition, and I 
give you about the best price of those that went to Glasgow. There were some fancy 
dessert peaches by L. L. Hagar sold at only 4s a case, that netted 29c. at Grimsby. 
Ihen others at that rate. Then grapes we practically gave away, and I do not think 
because they were given away that theiefore we should not make any more shipments of 
grapes. Where the grapes were put on the hotel table the guests would pick them off 
and spit them off on their plates. A big hotel dining-room was watched, where the 
Canadian grapes were put on in the best copdition, and that was the result. They were 
put on every day for a week, and by the end of the week they were eating the grapes ofl 
the plates. (Laughter.) One sees the same thing by any Englishman and Scotchman 
and Irishman coming to this country. They don't like Canadian grapes, but in a while 
they devour as many of them as any of the rest of us.
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, prof- Rodkrtson : Yes, I dare say they are energetic and of good capacity. So 1 

don t think because the grapes were given away, and that w*s the cause of a great deal 
of our loss—because there was a larger quantity of grapes sent than anything elae, and 
tie expense Was piled up in carrying the grapes-that was a bad inv.stment : and from 
my standpoint I am prepared to say this, that it would be a good investment to send 
many as ten carloads of grapes next year over the country as a whole even if they did’nt 
much more than meet expenses—(Hear, hear)—for we are growing so many grapes that 
we must find an outlet for our surplus, and, perhaps, if you 
people to eat grapes they will take kindly to 
which are now eaten in

l<"

can educate the English 
grapes as they did to our tomatoes, 

, , , volume from the Canary Islands and the Channel
Islands anu England itself. The pears sold from 15s. a case downwards. Those sold at 
15s a case realized at Grimsby $2 78, that, is counting every expense. Those that 
realized 8s^3d. a case netted $1.24. Then tomatoes realized all the way from 5s. 2d. 
—57c. at Grimsby—down to 31c. at Grimsby. Then there were a few lots which were 
practically given away altogether. Then of the shipments that went to London—and 
tao l qiiote from are the very highest prices that were realized—peaches were sold at 
15s. 4d. a case, realizing at Grimsby $2.84 a case after all expenses were ofl. Peaches 
were sold at 12s , lealizing $2.04 at Grimsby, and these were not landed in the very beat 
condition—that is, in as good condition as I am quite confident we could land them in 
with the experience that we gained in regard to a lot of little things which I will refer 
to when I speak of packages. Pears were sold at 16s., realizing $2 95 ; at 14s., realizing 
$2.49 , and 12s , realizing $2 04. The highest price realized for Bartletts was 12s, and 
tor the Louise Bonne 16s and 14s.—higher than the Bartletts. I find also that the 
Enfler pears to one case were sold for Ils, and the Beurre d’Anjou for 15s. in Glasgow 
-both prices being higher th-.n the Bartletts, I think the main reason of that being that 
they landed in better condition—perhaps a kind of pear that would not injure so quickly 
Tomatoes realized 9s. 4d„ realizing $143 at Grimsby. Let me interject an explanation 
there, that these were small sized tomatoes. Now, that was the kind of tomato that 
was advised to be sent from all over Canada. The horticulturist at the Experimental 
Farm bad issued a bulletin a year before advising medium and smell-sized fruit to be 
sent, and in the same lot we sent some large-sized fruit.

Mr. Boultkr : What particular variety ?
The Secretary : We shipped the Ignotum.
Prof. Robertson : Large size fruit sold for 6i 81 netting 62o. against $1 43 at 

Grimsby, and that occurred twice over, with the statement back from the consignees each
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nia Unie, “ Lirge sized tomatoes don't sell well in our market even in the best condition " 
Then grapes sold m London at 4s., netting 22c. down to 10;. and down to less lhan 
nothing, bat the last shipment bringing back a better report from the retailers who got
»oa<rTri • W,6 J,d“t 8end many P,uma altogeth-r, but they sold at 15s. 61, realizing 
»2.8J at Grimsby. The apples we sold at 8a. 3d, realizing $1.18. These are among the 
best prices that we got for the fruit that landed in reasonably good condition, but I 
conndent, from what I saw of the work this year on the steamships and at the wa e- 
housos in Montreal, and on the railway cars and back to the starting point, that the 
ruit this year didn t land in England in as good a condition as the same fruit 

can be sent next year, if we merely just carry out with fair judgment what we have 
learned this past year. Now, the next thing I find on my notes to bring before the 
convention is the matter of package itself. What is the best package in which to send 
Canadian fruit to Great Britain 1 Now, there is no best package that is equally suitable 
for all kinds of things, and no package will suit all markets equally well. There is a 
market preference as well as a fruit need in regard to the package that will be selected. 
Hirst of all we want a package that will provide for the safe carriage, and in all the 
tender fruits the safety should be against attack from the inside rather than from bruising 
or from lujury from the outside. The first shipments were conducted in a very unsatis- 
factory way in that sense. They were thoroughly protected against any possible injury 
rom the outside, and that protected them from being cooled by the cold storage current 

to the extent that they decayed from the inside. I would like to make that clear so it 
wi ep you in any package you want to use, that the safe carriage is one protected from 
danger from the interior and not from the exterior of the package. Then the pickage 
must be cheap and suitable for any kind of handling, and. lor such things as tomatoes and 
peaches and grapes, the smaller the package the better, consistent at all with strength and 
sa e stowage Half cases sold every time for a good deal more than half the price of 
whole cases, because they gave much better satisfaction-» reasonably small case rather 

an a large case, such as one of these bushel ones, for everything except apples and the 
more hardy and firmer variety of pears. I think a package as small as the Burlington 
package or this other package is quite small enough for firm apples or pears, but for 
peaches and tomatoes, and grapes and plums these packages are abundantly large to 
enable one to get the best results Then retailers don’t care to buy a large package in 
many cases from the wholesale men in Covent Garden I would rather, after saying one 
thing more in general terms discuss the particular kind of package yon want in each case 
by Î®, N°body w?uld thlnk of packing apples in the same kind of package that you 
would pack strawberries in. One thing more : The package in which tender fruits are 
packed must be provided with thorough ventilation. There is no possibility of carrying 
fruit safe to England in large quantities, unless each package is provided with thorough 
ventilation. If you have a few packages—a dozen or twenty packages—perhaps you 
would carry these packages quite safely without each package being ventilated, because 
you would only have a certain little generation of heat which would he taken by the 
atmosphere ; but if you have a great mass of packages, each one generates some little 
heat unit1 you raise the heat of the whole mass 5, 10. 16 degrees, and then there will be 
rapid decay , so that there must not only be ventilitation for each package, but a large 
amount of room for circulation around the packages on the ship. Take this 
instance: Lunnage, this last year, me of the firms in Go vent Garden, who have not 
much experence in importing tender fruit, bought 6,000 packages of California pears in 

m=oldbt°reKe. 8®ld to l>e in the best of condition, and they packed the ship 
ith .hat fruit quite full, and they had the misfortune of having to sell the fruit fora 

mere song, it being found in a rotten condition ; whereas another more experienced shipper 
pnt m about 4,500 packages in a 6,000 package apartment and left a space around every 
package for the circulation of air, and he landed his fruit in splendid condition and made 
a very handsome profit. Now our first mistake on the ship was that we left only Gate 
letween the boxes and the slat between the boxes, with the boxes at all filled with 
moderately warm fruit, does not allow enough air to carry of the heat ; and in our late 
shipments we left space between the boxes and the best was cooled going on the vovage. 
The essential difficulty of a package like this (sample produced) in packing fruit as in
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bUU!' "Î* “aing a Pine Paek*8e. which is the most objectionable kind von can 
use as to material ; it imparts a very offensive odor, and while the odor of pine is exceed-
nralLriP'ît'hü m ,t8elf> "ben the odor of pine is mixed with the odor of any food 
product it becomes exceedingly offensive. Now a package that is built like this 
(McKinnon package) with a cover close on top and left that way will in half an hour 
become full of heat, say all around as low as that piece (half way^own -he side) The
ti l ilk? g° d,°Wn “ T °PLthat Way’ and if y°u have cold sir all around thaMt 
,h'r t?ke 8 very.,0D* while for the cold air to be diffused through this warm aii If
But thffnâf °m > thw top ? :aMe U t0 riee it will cool the package very quickly 
But the safety of that package, I should judge] is that you have just enough of a spread 
there at the top to let the warm air out, whereas in this package each specimen of fruit 
becomes a small slow drawing stove, the fruit being the fuel and the generation of 
heat going on ; so that you may have a thermometer outside the package down to 38° 
-where it is held down at ship-and the thermomet, r inside the box is 68°

Mr. McKinnon : May I ask if the fruit in the upper part of the cases was found to 
be more decayed than the fruit in the lower half of the cases 1
no rein?!’ ?°BKRT80N : *n tbo8e I ««mined in Montreal, yes. From England I have 
no report, but some packages that landed in Montreal in a very warm condition we kênt 
there and sold there. I had these opened, and counted the peaches out myself I had 
these cases at one time in Montreal kept in a large cold storage room where the ther 
mometer was 36° all the time and with a 600 h/plant there was no treuUein hav
infide lî C00r lnk ^7”’ and after the ,rult bem8 th«re for forty eight hours the fruit 
inside here I should say was something over 66°, whereas the ventilated package that
would allow an escape of the air like that would get cooled down in less^han twelve 
ours. We have so much of fragmentary information on this part of it that this I may 

say to you : not grudging the cost the department was at last year in this matter we are 
going to have a cold storage building in Ottawa this summer just to And out these’ things 
and we will know exactly, having it under our eye all the time so as to learn preciseW
kh!da°o7!ft t,6kea î° 7° ce.rta,,n Packl8ee, wd the temperature at which the diffrre/t 
kinds of fruit can be kept in the very best way. There is no way of knowing except
M^urnfitT86 T tkM Wa^' and 7e are doin8 “ in that way so that the publient large 

«“time ma»Te sure of ventilation near the top where there is none, 
and let the hot air escape. What I have to say next in the way of suggestion and also 
perhaps a text for somebody’s remarks afterwards, is not on the package*but on the pack
ing Now there .. a wide difference between the two. You may have an exceZnt
th^hagndnnd 80 vaCk 7i° ™ake lhe fruit 8P°Ü quickly. The packing includes first
lfi«thT hll g^ NtW 11°' 1 knOW very little «bout the handling of tender fruits-at

est I have this knowledge from my general knowledge of the causes of decaying sub-
tances, that R U far better to handle the tender fruit like the peach once than sixtimes
«™!Zrd W TCh 8a,ef to handle the fruit "hen in cold condition than in a
reached ’ rjhe. V“e’ WLhen you can raana«e >*• So if in the handling of 
peaches they could be picked from the trees and then put in a cool place at once in
baskets before any attempt was made to sort or pack them they would not suffer whereas 
th?m tl8a™iWkf8Vf bn8era showing where they were pulled or handled over, causing 
to wWhT i u pIace, firtf- 1 thmk ‘hat is a matter that should be looked into J 
orchard h«nd I W°n.1.d.“0t be better ‘0 have a place to put the fruit directly from the 
sun id i t tb®rV°r 8ay twelve hours before any sorting or wrapping7was done
Then’in packing a g^ deal oTTmuIt S

mo«. 7nrI lke tbl8—thoroughly close and padded all round with excelsior or wPith peat 
Tl'f eaob ,eParate fruit wrapped in paper—and then put a tight cover on and have 
a tight box, if each separate fruit was quite cold when put in the ice I could send that 
thkknm'of *.E?gUnd w,.tb°ut cold storage at all ; the cold fruit being insulated by Îhe
f^m KUin^t ttfreir hev' *-r V e*°®,«ior «n*»* -»f paper would keep themoUture 
from getting at the fruit. Now, if I pack that fruit in a box warm I do precisely the
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pears will stand probably two degrees lower with advantage, just because they are more 
liable to decay. I will not say what I thought once of saying on the matter of cold 
storage principles, but pass on to say a few words about the package itself for the cold 
storage building. There '8 no use of sending to Britain any small peaches, any small 
pears, or any small apples, and there is no use sending to Brit ain any large tomatoes. If 
you will bear this in mind in regard to these three things, you will get twice the price 
you would if you send the wrong thing large. Then, every packer should so pack his 
fruit that whatever the size will be or whatever the selection will be, it will be a) ways the 
same. For, in Glasgow, and Liverpool and L'ndon, you will see men waiting around 
there in the auction room and holding their bide till the fruit of the packer they like goes 
up ; and when that brand that three or four men all like goes up, the price goes up at the 
same time. If every packer could spend a week over there looking at the difference in 
price, there would not be a single packer that would not strive to have his packing of the 
best, and uniformly the best. It will pay every packer to put nearly one thiid of his 
finit, if need be, out into his------.
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It is telling every year more and more, that the man who ■ land the fr
packs uniformly well, and has uniformly fine fruit, will have hie brand set off and bid for ■ be the best
until he gets a bigger price. That brings me to say a few words on the packing of soft 1 the edeel-
apples in connection with this fruit. In all the soft and tender varieties of apples if they 1 able fruit 1
are packed warm and the barrels are closed up at once, and they are sent over to England I much easie
in the usual way on the railway and on the ship, the experience has been about sixty per I will give i
cent, returned back “ wet and slack,” and the feeling here has been rather of suspecting I excepting "
the Englishmen of fraud. Now if a soft kind of apple be packed in a barrel while it I wonld can
is warm and the barrel be closed up, the barrel will generate more heat, and the heat will I The Glasce
cause the apples to occupy more space, and they will shrink and be wet. I am not going I the ship ha
to argue that beyond telling you that this season 267 barrels of early apples were sent in 1 with paper
cold storage in one of the best ships for cooling things down after they are put in the ship, I carrv the fi
and in the same week a shipment was made of the same stock of 325 barrels without cold 1 trays for sn
storage and not being cooled down. The first parcel netted back in Western Ontario $2.46 I let the tray
a barrel, and the other parcel averaged 76 cents a barrel—the same stock The proportion I complained
of wets and slacks returned in the one case I think was about 200 barrels out of 325, and I quite cold
there wag not a single barrel returned for wet or slack out of the 267 barrels that went I damp • and
to cold storage. Thereby hangs a very, very valuable piece of admonition in regard to 1 ing from ev
the shipment of early apples—that if the apples are packed on a hot day then they should I suitable pa
be put in the cellar for a day before the heads are put on, and then the heads or staves of ■ larger pack
the bariels should have holes that the heat may get out, and they ought to go in cold g cost vet
storage, and you would not get back more than three per cent, of slacks t.s against sixty 
per cent, of slacks that have been reported in past years. We have also learned a good 
deal about apple shipments ; and before shipping the things at all I wrote every steamship 
company which was to carry apples a special letter urging them to have put in their ships 
for even fall and winter apples not a cold storage but an electric fan that would suck the 

air out and let the cool air down to the bottom, of the apple hole. Two of them 
that have done that said they never had as much satisfaction in carrying apples before.
(Hear, hear.) I believe with little things like that you could have the late fall and 
winter apples landed in England at bigger prices, and cause consumers to want three, 
four, and five times as many Canadian apples. ! have sent some odd barrels myself to

Mr. Burrell : Pig pen 1
Prof. Robertson : Yes ; pig pen or worse—put it wherever he can so that it will 

not go to anybody’s table. If fruit had a higher fertilizing value than it has I would say —
it would be a valuable thing to make a compost'of it ; and that is not saying anything 
against the fruit growers, because any man who uses his eyes knows that you cannot have 
any large quantity of good things without a large quantity of poor things. Now it would 
be a good deal better to use them in any kind of way than to put them on the consumers’ 
tables, and especially to use it in any kind of way that would not let them go to the con- 
sumers, especially in the same case with the beet fruit. This year in apples one man’s 
brand was wanted very actively at 30 and 35s. a barrel, while another man’s brand 
not wanted at 18s. a barrel.
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a”d Government : “ That having gone as far as ho has gone this year at the request of 
the Fruit Growers’ Association and others to try and open up a trade in Great Britain 
for Canadian fine and tender fruits, that any further information that is needed in regard 
to packages and methods of packing and methods of transportation, and even methods of
distribution in Britain, that can be gained by trial or experimental shipments that
information on all these lines that can he gained will be gained this year for the fruit 
growers by any reasonable amount of attention here and also in Great Britain. On the 
British side, what I think needs to be done further is, in addition to what I have said, to 
have a dt part mental agent at Covent Garden market in London and at the markets in 
Glasgow and Liverpool, when regular shipments are sent forward, who would inform fruit 
buyers, fruit salesmen and merchants, in say fifty surrounding places, by either telegram 
or telephone or post card a day before, that an auction of Canadian fruit was to be held 
at a certain hour, and thus try and bring in the additional competition of country buyers 
to that of the operators in the cities alone. We want to get our Canadian fruit back into 
the towns of England as well as into those great centres, and so we hope this year to do 
these things and profit as well as we can by the mistakes that we made and which we 
paid for rather too dearly, I fear, but by which we gained information which we could 
not have got in any other way than by experimental shipments on the fairly large stale 
which were made.” (Applause.)

Mr. G. E. Fibhrr : I would like to ask the professor if, in building the box, he has 
any regard for the size between the thickness and the length 1 ] consider that the length 
of the box should be some multiple of the thickness. For instance, this Burlington box 
when turned up on its edge, which is the only proper way to ship, is just twice as long 
as it is wide. 8
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Prof. Robkrtson : The only objection to that one thing from experience is this, that 
on board steamships unless you have some thicker packages there is a very great degree 
of lose of spaee. Steamship space is about six feet high. If you ere two inches short 
there is a good deal of space that is wasted that you have to pay for, whereas if you have 
thin packages as well as a package like that I think it would serve the purpose of getting 
the space filled up. 8 8

,?

Mr. Fisher : But in arranging the length of your box in proportion to your thick
ness the length must be some multiple of the thickness in order to have it pack properly 
to assist the stowage, so that there will be no waste of space in stowing.

Prof. Robertson : I don’t know that I have ever given that any thought at all.
Mr. Fisher : In any package I have ever had anything to do with arranging the 

proportions of we have always given that matter consideration. We have it so that they 
will always pack both ways. 3

Prof. Robertson : Take the California and the French fruit packages, there is not 
one geometrically proportioned as to length and thickness and width.

Mr. Fisher : I think they should be. There is another matter I would like to ask. 
I don’t exactly understand what our relation is to the Government in securing cold 
storage accommodation on the vessels If I understand you rightly, you said that all 
we have to do is to ask for it and we shall have it. Now, I ask for it now -(Laughter) 
—that the vessel people be instructed to give our shipments of perishable fruits space as 
long as they have space, without anv regard to anybody else. We were told that we 
could not get space earlier than two days before the vessel sailed. Now, that practically 
did away with our securing space, because if we could not secure space earlier than two 
days before the vessel left we could not prepare the shipment and have it there in time.

Prof. Robertson : The arrangements are like this—and then I will speak of what 
we may do this year. The steamship people in Montreal made a bargain for half of the 
space for people who were shippers outside of Montreal as long before as they like, but 
one half of all the space of each steamship must be held for Montreal shippers, to give 
them their fair share, and that 1 suppose cannot be gotten till two days before, but the 
other half of the space may be bargained for as long before as the men will make the 
engagement. Then this is the same also with regard to the fruit, that the Goverment

II
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Mr, Fisubr : I am much obliged to you. (Laughter.)
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number of grapes, as one often does, then, after the first half dozen, I like the Canadian 
better. (Hear, hear.) In Liverpool I went to the fruit market one Saturday night and 
bought grapes at 2s. a pound, and bought nearly as good grapes—except out of condition 
and off the stems—for 4c. a pound ; 50c. and 4c. were the two prices. One was a little 
out of condition and the other was perfect. So I think if we keep on pumping at the 
British public with grapes they will get to like them by-and-bye and eat a great many 
of them.

Prof, 
no cold s( 
grapes inti 
them even

Mr. B 
Engliehme 
Agawam a 
more thanMr. A. H. Pettit : In regard to grapes, don’t you believe if we had a system of cold 

blast, gathered by pipes leading up with a funnel-shaped mouth to the wind, that would 
force the air through a cold chamber and drive out the aroma and moisture from the 
grape compartment, that our grapes would carry better than in a cold storage compart 
ment absolutely closed ? Here we have some grapes to-day on the table kept firm in a 
cool cellar where they have had plenty of air and exposed, not in cold storage at all. 
Now I believe those grapes are in better condition than had they been in cold storage. 
We want the moisture and the aroma of the grape that would collect carried away by 
some process, and if the air wag forced through by cold blast I believe they would go in 
better condition.

Prof.
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Prof. Robertson : I think the grapes are like the fall apples—they don’t require 
cold storage but require ventilation. The grapes that we landed in England were in 
capital condition except twenty boxes, so it was not the condition but it was the inherent 
flavor they complained of, and that would bç improved slightly by the means you have 
suggested. Let me say this, that some of the first grapes were sent over, they thought, 
without being ripened enough, and I have got a good deal of information from 1 think 
the best authority on grapes in the world—a man who sells 50,000 barrels a year—and 
he says that every kind of grape meant for England should be ripened until it is dead 
ripe before it is taken from the vine ; that while you may pluck pears and such other 
things that will ripen on the way, grapes do nothing but deteriorate after they leave 
the vine, and therefore all the grapes should be thoroughly ripened, and they will cling 
to the stem longer whan thoroughly ripened than if picked too early.

Mr. Whyte : What varieties were sent in those shipments 1
Mr. M. Pettit : What varieties of Canadian grapes, if any, did the Englishmen 

speak favorably of 1

culture of Cc 
new article o 
is an entirely 
its meritsProf. Robertson : They did not speak favorably, in that sense, of any. The reports 

all came back that they were not the kind of grape they liked ; but they sent over the I Put **■ 0,1 yeai
Concords and Niagaras, then afterwards the Vergennes and a large number of mixed I ourselve
varieties. There were several different varieties of Rogers, some of the Brightons, and I tune t(( have
some of the Agawarns, and they complained of those that were mixed and said that they ■ “JP nicely r<
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ought not to have been mixed. There was no difference in the price between the kinds 
that are called the best varieties here, like the Brighton, Vergennes and Rogers, and the 
prices we got from the Concords and Niagara.

Mr. A. H. Pettit : I notice that many of the Concords brought as good prices as 
many of the others. One word about the “sleeping” apple that you were speaking about. 
I imagine where they take the first nap is in the orchards of this country, where they are 
put in large piles on the warm ground in cool nights, and there left for weeks. There is 
where you get the sleepy apple for the British market.

Mr. Burrell : I hope no Champion grapes were shipped to England ; but I would 
like to bear out as an Englishman, who spent about twenty-five years in England, the 
truth of Prof. Roberison’s remarks about grapes, and I hope we can overcome it. As a 
matter of fact all of us who rome out here do what those people did in the hotel —we spit 
them out ; but after a while we become accustomed to them and can eat from ten to 
twelve pounds a day. (Laughter.) I believe we could overcome that if we persevere. 
Personslly I like the Spanish grapes, and they can be bought so cheap that we can never 
get so big a price for our grapes as we can for our peaches and pears. I would like to 
ask about the market of Blanchester, because I have always been under the impression 
that it was one of the bett markets in England for fruit.

Mr. Burr 
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problem is an entirely different one Look ^ ?8ed to’ and consequently the in the first place I maintain we ha^e nXthe „ , here in »ur own count™
the quantity of Delaware that will ever make ?!,“ * y 9e aware > we can never K-u„ 
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heap nicely rounded up. My contribution to the dinn,ff°rnla graPea were there in a
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surprited me was the little grape scisaon at theTast S''0’’” Eng,‘8h table. »nd what 
here, and I didn’t venture on anything tiÛ lXwXe J*™* °f fruit tb»t was 
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people with regard to eating grapes—I had bf J“8t !rbat were the habits of the English

a tingle berry. Well, my friend told „ thla matter of having to take onlv
English tables, and he said that any man that wou^Ttake6*1 W'tk,the habita of the best 
be considered a hog. (Laughter). °Uld take more than three berries would
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that it will follow the same course that the banana has in onr own country, where it used 
to be sold in small quantities and is now sold in enormously Urge quantities.

Mr. Whyte : The reason that Concord grapes sell in large quantities is because it is 
cheap. (Hear, hear.) In Ottawa this season you could buy any quantity of Concord 
grapes, ten pound baskets, basket and all, for 6fteen cents. At the same time you would 
pay twenty five cents and thirty-five cents for Delawares, and Wilder thirty-five cents. 
Now, if you could grow those others at the same price as Concords there would be a great 
deal of money.

Mr. McNeill : I would rather grow a Concord at one and a half cents than I would 
grow a Delaware at five cents.

Mr. Whvtb: When grapes go to England they don’t want them because they are 
cheap, they want them because they are good, and they would a good deal rather pay 
twice as much for the Wilder than they would lor the Concord I always think it is a 
mistake to send the Concord or the Niagara to the old country. We want to send the 
very best we have, because the freight is a very large part of the cost of laying them 
down there, and the freight is just as large on a fifteen cent basket of Concord as it is on 
a fifteen cent basket of Wilder.

Prof. Flktchbr ; I have been carrying cn experiments for a good many years 
bearing right on this subject. Being an Englishman, and having come here a good many 
years ago, and having what I think is the characteristic dislike of the Englishman for 
the Canadian grape when they first come, I was surprised in about two or three years 
that I gradually got to like the Canadian grapes a good deal better than either the Spanish 
or the California grapes—(hear, hear)—and as a matter of curiosity, whenever I caught a 
raw, uneducated Englishman, I turned him loose on some of our Canadian grapes ; and as 
bearing on the varieties that are likely to be of use to Englishmen I will tell you the fruit 
that has taken their best fancy, First of all the Delaware, that is something like the 
Sweetwater in taste, so they are educated a little to like it Then comes the Brighton 
every time, and after that the Bindley, and they think that is something like a rather 
large Delaware—they don’t discriminate very much. As to what Mr. McNeill says about 
giving it to them as something else than a grape, if you would call that Indian Snow- 
berry or Indian Red-berry they would investigate it as something that they wonted to 
to know about ; but I cannot help thinking it would be a long time before ever they got 
used to Concords, because that is about the strongest, and if you could teach them to 
call that strong flavor “ musky ” instead of “ foxy " they will get accustomed to it sooner. 
Another of my experiments that is amusing is to give an Englishman a Concord or 
Niagara grape, but before giving it to him I say, “ Come and have some of our Canadian 
Muscats,” and they will taste them and say, “ They are not as good as the Muscats of 
Alexandria, but they are nice.” Then they take the other and they say, 11 Yes, they're 
nice, but they are very much like the other Canadian grapes.” (Laughter.)

Mr. Boulter : I would like to ask if there has been many grapes shipped to the old I 
country before this year, 1897 ?

Prof. Robertson : I am not aware of many going commercially. I know some have I 
gone to the exhibition. This year we sent over 2,700 cases.

Mr. Boulter : In sending goods to the British market we should remember the I 
Englishman’s taste. There is no use of us arguing from the point as to what is the beet I 
thing for the Canadian palate. I agree with Prof. Robertson that although prices have I 
not yielded satisfactorily it would be in the interests of the fruit growers of Canada to I 
continue on sending and trying to educate the Englishman to eat our grapes. In my I 
experience as a canner of fruit and vegetables we find the Englishman will not eat com. I 
They have got so that they will eat tomatoes. I have been advocating that we should I 
send over com and force it down that Englishman’s throat in some way. (Laughter.) I 
And we did it ; I sent them a full car of corn and I told my agents in London, “ Put it I 
in the eating houses, put it before them. Find out if you can't make them eat it. Send I 
them recipes of how it should be cooktd, and in every shape and manner induce them to I 
learn to eat it,” because as soon as you get an Englishman here, like Prof. Fletcher,—he I
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Mr. Race : Before this discussion closes I would like to have some definite expres
sion of opinion of that one point that Mr. Pettit brought up, about piling apples up under 
the trees before being barrelled. That is a custom that is very generally followed by the 
apple buyers, who have a habit of referring to all members of thi association as “experts," 
and laughing at their so called theories. I have come into conflict on several occasions 
with these apple buyers on that very point. I know from my experience that the apple 
is cooler when it is hanging on the tree attached by its own stem. If I put a few barrels 
in the cellar for winter, which I always do, I like the apples packed fr. m the trees and 
put into the barrel and then into the cellar ; I believe it is cooler ; but the apple buyers 
laugh at that idea ; they say it is necessary that the apples should be picked and allowed 
to lay in heaps before being barreled. If that is a wrong idea this error should be 
remedied, and a strong expression from such men as Prof. Robertson and other men of 
th>s Association to that effect would probably have some effect on these apple buyers. 
If they are pursuing a wrong process, and thus injuring the apple exportation trade, l 
think that it should be remedied by notifying them of it.

Mr. Burrell : Was not Mr. Pettit referring to the early apples and the warm
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paper.Mr. A. H. Pettit : No, I was referring to the fall apples. Apples have been put in 
piles, and they become mellow and ripe without any crispness about them. I have 
refused on one or two occasions to pack apples or buy apples if they had been piled for 
any length of time, because they have beem mellow and lose their crispness. There was 

two days elapsed between the picking and toe shipping of my apples at any time this 
and I venture to say I hadn’t three barrels out of 100 slack, wet or waste in the 

whole lot. It shows if they are picked properly and lightly they had time on the voyage 
to do what sweating was necessary ; but you pile them under the trees in the orchards 
with the cool air of the night over them and the warm ground underneath and the sun 
coming out the next day, and in one week your apples have no crispness left—they are 
simply mellow and you can never bring back to them that life again. They are what you 
call a sleepy apple. I I ®m her

Prof. Robertson : 1 frankly confess that 1 have no information to offer on that topic I extend to yon 
to the effect of treating apples in the two different ways ; but if any of you are ship- '■ 'n

ping early fall apples in cold storage be sure you send instructions to the consignee to ■ and bJ
leave them two days on the other si le after they come out before they are opened. If ■ ‘‘aBle w, and 
they come out of the cold storage very cold into the atmosphere of England they will ■ is country 
sweat—meaning that there is a condensation from the air on them ; and I find that com- ■ marketing hot 
plaint the same as the egg men complain of the egg sweating. Eggs left two days after ■ informât» 
coming out of the cold storage are perfectly dry. ■ whfoh wül* *

Mr. E. D. Smith (Winona) : How long will our fruit keep after it is taken out of I w{jicb is about 
cold storage, supposing it arrive in the best condition 1 The remark was made that it ■ the farmers of 
would sell better if kept six days than three days. I presume our peaches would not ■ 
keep three days. How do our fruits compare with the California fruits in the length of ■ 1,8 * REf
time they will keep after being taken out of cold storage 1 ■

Prof. Robertson : We have no definite data, because our experimental work this I a[j ^now tj,at 
year was to find these things out. I think California fruit will keep twice as long as the H pleased with tl 
Canadian fruit, because it has a tougher flesh. California peaches and pears will keep ■ the nDmber of 
longer. There is a notion that fruit that is in cold storage will spoil quicker when taken ■ Q8 (he d jn( 

. If the cold storage be steady, and anything from 38 degrees downwards, 1 think ■ genera| prog 
the fruit does not gain one day in fourteen in ripening ; so if the fruit would keep six ■ yon ^
days when it is put up here it would keep five days after it landed there. I think some of ■ hear ftn(j 8pp]a, 

fruit, except ripening peaches, would keep for eight days over there. I interests are m<
Mr. McKinnon : I made a rough analysis of my account sales, and I think I may say, H ested in fruit ci 

speaking rouihly, that the Rogers grapes brought double the price of Niagaras ; that the ■ local horticultu 
Niagaras and Rogers assorted, half and half of each in the same tray , brought very little ■ and when we n 
more than pure Niagaras ; and this othir fact struck me, because it surprised ms very ■ show our appre 
much, that the Worden grape, which I shipped purely as an experiment, not expecting it ■ benefit of any e
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lots, and the rep'rrtsLvIaîl'come bacTth^th^fruiril dT •T°J°nt° in three different 
1 would not pay at all to ship anything like lachét in a ct ,1“ ,_COndition' but
of pears in sphagnum without cold storage Jf - iftr„ f ke that. or the softest kinds 
stoiage there would be a heavy loss Sphagnum hai snM ?h,p“en* was SPnt without cold 
ton, and I think it can be procur'd less" thfn that “ °UaW8 1 think at about « 11 a 

Mr. Burrbll : Is it in the form of 
Prof. Robertson : Powder form.

to ask one question on that sphagnum
or peat moss,

warm moss or powder Î
It rather blackens the fruit when

Mr A^M. Saim : Is there any Lad flavor absorbed from it 1 
Prof. Robertson : No; it is a very great absorbent.
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ADDRESS BY MAYOR SNYDER.

extend to you a he^wdcome CltWe ir/kniVth ’‘T0 °OUnoil eePecially, to 
association in the past by your practical tests oMh^dfff* T h,aVe derived fr°m your 
fruits, and by investigating the different disease- j • ®8.ren* c a,*8e8 and varieties of 
liable to, and by considering remèdLs therZ, andlb'îî'h- Whi°h fruit ‘™8 «e 
this country, and also by giving the people infnrm-fiwhing them in detail throughout 
marketing both at home and abroad By invitinv vT. h h ***** to dipping and 
this information from the discussions. We hate nothinv tneTi*Xpe°î t0 derive 8ome of 
especially at this time of year We have . I u 8, 8pec,ftl M a town to attract you, 
which will compare favorably with^anî town in th of. manufacturing industries here 

which is about 3,000. We hope that vonr ProPortion to population
the farmer. of this section, and that they will ben^fit^eatlyTy wh^y h?^‘7 *

and your tovra’iTpeople foMheheart^welcome'you^iave^™00*1*1'011 ^ybave to tha“k yon 
mg to us all to see the ladies here to-night. (A^plaîse )8 Where n.1* " 68Çecia,17 ple“ 
all know that the cause is good. (Hear hear f" Wo L„ ere they are interested we
pleased with the meeting in this place. Our welcome h It no doubt that we will be
the number of persons here to night representing « hearty in every way, and
ns the deep interest that is taken in our society Y°have W t0W“ °u Waterlo°- «bows 
general prosperity of your town, as evidenced by tlm fine H^K muoh.8‘ruok with the 
tones. You have, however, also a Dominion reputation d fllHlg8 end Prosperous fac- 
hear and applause)-.„d for that reason I am satisfiedth-t town-(hear,
interests are more centered in manufacture» -fill ^ 4" 4 although m the town your 
ested in fruit culture and horticulture. I am proud^o 6vlde°cea that you are inter- 
local horticultural societies in the Dominion ^on h— ^0U bave one of the largest
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to the whole Dominion. Fruit growing ia one of the largeat induatriea now in Canada, 
and we have arrived at a period when we are able to supply not only the local demanda, 
but the supply of fruit ia such that we have been forced to look for outside marketa. 
This ahowa that fruit growing is prosperous, and I am satisfied we will be able to find a 
market for all our surplus fruit. I am proud to say that fruit growers aa a body are one 
of the moat intelligent, progressive and industrious claaa of people in this commercial 
Dominion of Canada ; and we are going to show the people of the Dominion that although 
it looked as if we might have a eurplua in fruit growing, atill we shall be able to find 
marketa for all the fruit that we are able to grow. I think Canada is particularly well 
situated for the growing of fruit. It is natural to the climate, which enables ua to raise 
the very best specimens of fruit. We have alao to thank both the Dominion and Local 
Governments for the interest they have taken in this importantpndustry. By their aid we 
have made experiments which at the meetings^here have been fully brought out, and which 
will show the people who are interested iti fruit that this industry is not going to go 
behind that of any in the country. (Hear, hear.) Again I thank you on behalf of the 
Association.
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THE FOOD AND THE MAN.
i

By Prof. Robbhtbon, Dominion Agricultural Commibsionrr, Ottawa.

I must congratulate you on the excellent annual address, and this Association upon 
the most useful educational work it is doing in the Province of Ontario. Some people, 
who live on farms particularly, have a notion that everything educational is wholly con
cerned with words—the names of things, language, literature ; but I think education is 
hardly worth the name that does not somehow help a man and a woman, a boy and a 
girl, to do the things of their ordinary life rather better than they would otherwise be 
able to do them ; and so this Association is doing excellent educational work in helping 
the people who live on land to make that land produce more, and more beautiful and 
better things, for those of us who are so unfortunate as to be compelled to live in towna. 
I bear to this m ting the message of the Minister of Agriculture, who asked me to say 
that he was e -emely sorry that public duties detained him at Ottawa, and made it 
impossible fo: him to be here to meet this Association, and to say to the people themselves 
how much he was interested in the work of the Association and in the educational cam
paign it was carrying on all over this Province of Ontario. He belongs to Quebec, and 
notwithstanding the fact that he is a citizen of that Province he still has a very whole
some respect for people in Ontario—(laughter)—and that is rather more than some 
people m Ontario have for people who live in Quebec, who are quite as good as they are. 
(He; , hear, and laughter). Now, sir, I must address myself to the subject that I thought 
I w aid say a little about to-night, and that ia the food values of fruit for people in 
Canada. Half the struggle of life is a struggle for food. Of course, you say, that is 
quite time of savage people and of animals that fight for their share, but it is equally true 
of the most highly civilized communities, who also fight for their share, and if they fight 
in a more polite way, with more polished weapons, it ia not any the lees merciless in these 
latter days, and to earn a man’s bread and butter and hia apple sauce nowadays is just as 
hard as it was in the long ago, when he had to take hie part in the war and to go out 
and fight for what he got. I think, sometimes, the wounds of swords and spears were 
easier healed than the wounds 
struck the body only, and left 
keep a man’s heart and soul his own that is striving to get bread honestly in the stem 
and severe and merciless competition of these latter days. Anything that will help the 
people to get better food easier would be a great boon to the people, and it ia not want 
in Oanada of good food that makes it hard to make ends meet, but it ia the utter waste 
of food and getting the wrong thihg at the wrong time. Now, the struggle for food 
seems to be a sordid subject ; but in Waterloo, I will warrant that more than 60o. of
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piSlSiSi
tender on the engine-it is a store of fuel to be called on at any time it 
be burned up to furnish force for any kind of big undertaking. That is whv 
one always delights to see one fat, because one always knows a fat man can do 'a 
great deal if he feels inclined to try it. (Laughter.) The carbohydrates, which 
fuels, composing 5 per cent, of the body, are the starches and sugars and gums that are 
taken in as food, just as wood is burned up in a stove ; and you have mineral matter, 8 
per cent that is lime, that is the main constituent of milk, that is why skimmed milk 
often is the best thing you can give to growing bones. Nothing in the whole economy 
will give such toughness of bone, fine quality, as a great amount of milk. The opinion 
nowadays that milk is not the best thing to have in the honse is getting prevalent in 
some quarters, which I think is very unfortunate. I had some pigs put into different 
groups from the very same family, so that the families were the same, the brood was the 
same, the inheritance was the same—and some of those pigs fed on grain alone with no 
milk from the time they were weaned. Other pigs were fed a liberal allowance of skimmed 
milk with a little grain, and after the pigs h. d been grown up, fattened and killed the 
bones were taken out and put under the test of a lever, and weights were hung on to see 
when they would break, and the bones would go snap with about 80 lbs. pressure when 
the pigs had no milk, and when the pigs had milk they didn’t look any biggar, but they 
had that toughness that they would never go snap. You don’t know when the strain 
comes on a boy s mind or conscience, and his body goes snap from weak bones, which is 
a very bad thing for a boy. You cannot grow boys’ bones twice, boys’ bones are grown 
°n u-° j06 t /t.“7,°rth a,lot, °! information to have boys whose bones are well grown, for 
all kinds of faithfulness, both for patient continuance in what they believe to be right 
and achieving things without any consciousness or seeking of self-ease. There is nothing 
at all for that that is equal to milk. That is why the first foster-mother, the milk cow, 
is very valuable in giving to the nations faithfulness. Milk is valuable in giving elements 
that those other things don’t furnish at all. That brings me to speaking of things that 
are wholesome and requisite. The boy’s definition of wholesome food is, '■ Wholesome 
things are things that are tasteless and nasty.” There is no reason why things that are 
particularly wholesome should not be quite as beautiful and quite as nice as the things 
that are perhaps not quite as wholesome. On this chart I have shown you the source 
of some of these things that we call albuminoids and carbohydrates of fats for foods to 
show you they came lrom the same things that those apples and pears and grapes come 
from. Albuminoids are composed of things in the atmosphere and water—nitrogen and 
the carbon and the oxygen and the hydrogen When a man grows a field of grain or an 
apple tree or a grape-vine thereby be gleans from things that were useless and makes 
them valuable, lhat is cnatmg wealth, if a man goes to the Klondyke or some other 
place, and claims and brings back gold, he acquires some wealth for himself and com- 
munity, but he does not enrich the community any more than the man who does these 
other things by making wealth in useful forms ; and so the real wealth of this country 
after all will always come from the labor of those men who make the most out of the 
natural resources through the production of food of all kinds. This is merely to illustrate
that point of albuminoids, that many human foods come from those sources as well__
atmosphere, sunshine, water—and you have from an an acre of Indian corn 873 lbs • that 
is a pretty large amount of albuminoids—enough to keep a man well nourished for' nine 
years. An acre of Indian corn would serve a man for that period if he could digest corn 
stalks, leaves and all the rest of it. Now he need not tackle that task unless he is a man 
who has forgotten h,s manhood. He might buy a cow, or grow a cow, and make the 
cow do the work she is adapted for of turning corn-stalks into cream, and he might drink 
the cream at the other end. There are lots of men go on eating corn stalks instead all 
through their life. They are unjust to the cow, that is all I can say. As to these other 
things I will not spend any time further than to say that you have food from these
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sources and they go to make human bodies. They can be gotten in the daintiest of 
forms, the most delicious of forms, perhaps most elevated forms, in fruit They can be 
gotten m the cheapest of forms in the cereals. That is why the Scotch people from 
their economical habits prefer oatmeal at 2£ cents a pound to peaches at 8QPcents a

.(LaU8hte.r'> I»»11 show you from the next chart the comparative value of 
these foods-cereale, animals and others, Before 1 pats I would like to observe that
MdThe toertS^whi1 Vtltina6 iDT aUÎS0UgI1 movi"g-and the inert substance in soil 

latent, then the sunshine will waken it up in the most gentle way. A man’s heel wouM
Tit !'°u !fJ,e°Pie try t0 awak'" things up in that way, and R does n^t do 
(Laughter.) But though sunshine is so powerful that if you could conceive of the earth 
f®“lng “ ht‘le na?rer- ■iu8t sizzling the whole globe in about two jiflies, it is so gentle that 
delicate'in W1 ït “?P 6 ^ Wlt|10Ut hurtin6 A man cannot think of the most 
down root! ? T,Dg “T gently- And. then !t g»;8 on and does things, and sends 
t , . and ®ende nP shoots, and then it becomes a tree, because this sunshine has 

e n playing on the inert material and making it active__making it dn thin™ j

tNr-u, \ar rteh of siœi,e to**> trhs
on the horticultural life of Ontario. I don't think it may hope to load information on 
it can haveroAe”r^ «°" than you would Ioad fertilizers around the apple seed, but Tl

* g,Up a"d rea°hing up and going out, a beautiful life in itself as well as -he useful to

lÎaMunsC'^’VT^^iF't ^^‘tlÏ’a^n'aurloZ'r^to'mlke

annîe mo» 7.0uld °Jtherwiae 8° dissipated, useful if it passes through the

“ T , , Then. «Peaking for a moment on those classes of food like cereals to
hydratesPr°ndrttheEre?s ^"iiSdï’.ïï^fcS a'ndÏhe^caS

nlt conl n m ,>ÀDg uh;at prodrn«: Then wheat is almost as good, WUt does 
the fat is in th e*î0Ug ?*’,a“d bread contains still lees fat because a large part of 
tùe fat is in the bran which is taken off in the grinding That is whr tn lt-zxs *rd ‘r1’ .**,■-* » * ««a l.1ÏU t 'Aôb.r»ï
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and it is worth it, and more too.” (Laughter.) It would take too long to go 
the lists of these foods. Animal food contains a much larger proportion of the flesh- 
forming part, so that beef would be a very poor kind of food, an ill-balanced food 
unless it was mixed with potatoes, which again are very deficient in the flesh-forming 
parts, the two forming a well balanced food together. Then if you have very fat pork it 
is deficient in the flesh-forming part, so you should have beans, which you e 
contain a very large proportion of albuminoids You would never think of any- 

liking beans and lean roast beef, but you would find people liking pork and beans, 
and if you take even those common dishes you will find they are well balanced foods’ 
only some of them are rather unwholesome, and some of them are rather more unwhole
some than others ; but the common sense of the people in that way has been merely 
causing them to do what scientific investigation now merely explains. Then if you take 
a fish like salmon, a very rich food, and have that with rice, you will find it the food of 
the Japanese, which makes a very well balanced food, about the very same as potatoes 
and beef, or about the same as pork and beans. I need not pursue that at all by trying 
to show you that the value of foods in some measure, or the kinds of food, affect the 
quality of the people. This rather lends itself to a good deal, at least of suggestive 
study, to see how certain foods aflect the people who have lived largely on them You 
have rice, the typical dish of the Chinese, a dainty and delicate and rather forceless kind 
of food, and a forceless kind of people ; and if you find people living on fried food and 
fat pork, you will find the Chinese disposition in regard to a great many things, because 
the bodies are not nourished, and the nerves and the parts that need to be nourished to 
make people forceful and self-controlled and masterful.
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Then I come to this last chart, and the composition of foods in the whole of fruit, 
and I have not much to say about them so far as the nourishment they contain is con
cerned. They are not very nourishing per pound, but they have some effect on the whole 
system that soothes and pleases and enables the body to make better use of things that 
are swallowed. Apples contain a very small percentage of the albuminoids and fats and 
a good deal of the carbo-hydrates, and the rest is water. Oranges about the same, a 
great deal of water. Prunes, apricots, figs, grapes, it is not quite so wonderful that some 
gentlemen are rather quietly boasting to day that they could nicely put away from five 
to eight pounds of grapes per day—(laughter)—it was not so very marvellous after all 
you see, because if one in the hot weather is exceedingly thirsty, you have so very much 
water in grapes that it is simply a question of drinking your water in that form and tak
ing it in smaller mouthfuls at that, because the amount of nourisnment in the grape is 
not so very large. There is, however, a very fair amount of nourishment in the most 
comforting and stimulating form ; and I want to say in this connection, which I didn’t 
mention this afternoon, that the market for grapes is very limited in this country, and an 
effort is being made to acquire a foothold in the market and create a demand there • but 
I think it would pay the grape growers to cultivate very studiously and very carefully a 
consumptive demand for the juice of the grape. I am not in for making Canada a wine
making country, not saying a word either in favor of plebiscite or the prohibition party 
or the other party ; but this 1 think at any rate is to be known by anyone who has 
thought out the conditions ot life here, that Canada can never be a wine-making country, 
and never can exist as a wine drinking country. Whatever other peoples may be able to 
do, a people who live in a climate like ours and whose social and other conditions are like 
ours, cannot afford to drink wines in any ordinary quantities like they do in the Old 
Country at all. If you will watch the men who drink wine here and watch the same who 
drmk in England you will find a teetotal difference in the effect on them, their condi
tions, that are not perhaps unreasonable altogether. Certainly this will not be a wine- 
drmking country for fermented wines ; but I do not find any kind of drink, except milk 
so comforting and nourishing when one is working to the edge of his strength sometimes 
as grape juice unfermented and mixed with any sort of aerated water you like, and 
of us in Ottawa have been trying to develop a taste for that, and people who get it once 
say it is the best drink they can get, and they like it better than anything else they get 
only the Canadian make, so far as I have seen samples, does not compare with the 
United States’ make yet for the concentrated grape juice, which is exceedingly agreeable
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that cotton seed meal and that class of foods do in d^etTu
experimenting on them that a very small ouanHtv i. oil *u g .1 aDd we hn,l by 
healthy. I might mention in passing“hat nearly lll frutaZ™ ““1 P6r dBy and be

chickens—depending entirely on whether the do» hf? i a ;®urtT. ,per oent> an(l 
muscle or the chicken has been left to feed to deîln f i n ch,cken to devel°P

meat in summer that there is no better midday meal than chee» 80m®tlm«8 to get fresh

JÜ“X, nÎÏÏ?f-?"t"°Canada we are living extravagantly When we come to u ‘^l”8 that in
cheapest, there they can undersell the other fellows so it 8^0^”^neoT ® T,Hve 
study out the best foods to make their brains clear and their bodies strong In En' ! ? 
fafty-one per cent., Germany fifty-three per cent., in the United Staton *2,an<^
percent of the total earnings of the people «o fZ ood I thin! r!n 1 ^ th”«
way between the two extremes-about fifty-five par e nt of th! „,d,V about balf
people go for food. 1 want to say this in closing !hat with the fn! °f tbe
good deal of beauty in appearance with palatabilftv and thatm'ght come a

tion to make the best use of the nourishment that is taken . ü„i *, “ blt of stimula- 
could not do better, in following what is the highest nf eh v u d * j® W0!nen of Cana<la 
how best they can iounsh the p*eopï-^ tha" ^dy

nourisher of the people, the nourisher of man’s body, the bodies of the* family 8thWn tb6 
ishers of the men’s minds in scores of ways, the nourisher of thei, hi! , ^ the nour’ 
ways ; and if the hand that nourishes the people fallsatt!lk h!L “ 8COr6i ol 
people 1 Does it make a woman less o* a woman Ll “ t°W Can yo? 8ave “**

mon sense study of foods in the schools and in the dubs and ev!ry other J» C°u 
redound to great advantage to the people of Canada at the nresent tim tl yL Would cause us to make the most of this Canada of ours in everysTnse we ean ^T6" 7/"

to say a word on that. The people in different parts of Canada will make alldhe m 
of themselves, however, if they will think out into the lives of other. Ü r 1 .7 more 
and believe that Canada, while a wide country, a big countov is î.to ? theycan' 
the Fruit Growers’ Associations have a very Iarae8i!,Zen^ • J! Î coun‘ry. Now, 
feeling of union in our Dominion. The Fruit Growers' Assotiatün'If \° ce“ent.that 
the Annapolis Valley, and of Prince Edward LlandTd NW BrnnawL Sc°tia’ to 
m British Columbia and up through Quebec all wati-hin» th l c 1L’ and awaJ °ut

otherwise. That is not the only tendency, but is one of the vre.t t!!J • *l7.woold 
let people understand each other and like?each other better Vause t^havetK!
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characteristics in our people, we are all the better off on account of that. We have the 
French, who are a little bit artistic, some of us think ; they see things a little different 
than we see them. It is a good quality if not left alone. Then we have tho Irish, who 
say than some of us think they might say—(laughter)—but some of them blossom into 
orators, and they delight us so much that we can have a good deal of compassion for the 
other men that talk so much, and they do it so well that we don’t object to the way they 
do it—that is the ruling passion of the people in Ireland, and I, of all men, I think, 
could speak of the utmost kindliness and appreciation of them, but they have a gift of 
the gab in a wonderful measure. (Laughter.) Then you have the Germans, who intend 
to keep before us the value of musical culture, and you are not without a good deal of 
that, in an instrumental sense, in this town, as one can learn from this evening’s proceed
ings. We may call them a singing people, perhaps, in Canada. You have the English 
who keep on doing things. One characteristic of an Englishman is that he is always 
energetic, doing something. Scotch people have no chance at all, so they just boss the 
job. (Great laughter.) Yet we are getting along in Canada pretty well. I hope that 
we as Canadians will think a little less of our town and our country and our Province 
and our Dominion and look right out and think of our country and the Empire of which 
we are no small part, that gives us our institutions and guarantees us a chance to make 
the most of ourselves ; and while doing the best for ourselves in our own limited sphere 
meanwhile, in the larger sphere do the best we can for our country and humanity and in 
that way our lives will be helpful in every sense in good works. (Loud applause.)

Prof. L. R. Taft, of Michigan, then ggve an address on the legislation of that State 
in regard to the San Jose scale and other insects. Copies of the Act were distributed.

Votes of thanks to the speaker and orchestra were passed and the meeting adjourned.
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Thursday, December 16, 1867.
The Skcretary read a telegram from Prof. John Craig, of Ithaca, sending greetings 

and best wishes. He said Prof. Robertson had been called away and therefore could not 
give details as to the packages which he had collected at Oovent Garden, London, and 
brought with him to Canada. The various packages were placed on the platform for 
exhibition and inspection.

Mr. A. H. Pbttit drew attention to a ventilated crate that had been specially 
factured, and which he thought would be specially useful during the coming year.

Mr. E. D. Smith : I have here a resolution with regard to the matter of cold storage. 
I think we are delighted to have found out that it is possible to ship a number of our 
fruits to Britain with success, and I think we ought to express our feelings with regard 
to that, and thanks for the information we have gained.

Moved by E. D. Smith, seconded by Jas. Twebdle, That this Association has 
listened with deep interest to the information furnished by Prof. Robertson and Secretary 
Linus Woolverton regarding the result of the trial shipment of tender fruit to Britain in 
cold storage under the auspices of the Dominion Government, and desire to record 
thanks for the same. We appreciate the fact that these shipments have been experi
mental in every sense and oonsequently perfectly satisfactory results could not have been 
expected the first season, and while on the whole the results have been unsatisfactory 
from a present financial aspect, we are glad to know that they lead us to believe that 
with further experience a permanent and lucrative market may be confidently looked for 
in Britain for at least pears, peaches and tomatoes, and probably for grapes. We would, 
therefore, respectfully urge upon the Government, in view of the vast interests at stake, 
to continue on an extensive scale the experimental shipments another season, putting 
large quantities of suitable varieties of Oanadian grapes continuously upon one or more of 
the British markets to test fully whether or not the British palate will ultimately become 
accustomed to and like the flavor, and conducting at the same time further experiments 
with other fruits to overcome the difficulties found to exist in getting them landed in
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profitably under proper conditions and safeguards. U 8 Can >e exP°rte<*

ton

The President : I think this is a very timely resolution. 
Mr. A. H. Pettit :g,,., ÎL*SSr W’tt"! '* T

may take the beef, butter, cbeeie and all the other product, of that nature and on. MU
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to a successful issue, as far as any reasonable amount of work or money will do
sure the Association will be well backed by the efforts of the Minister, but he will need
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or wasted if the temperature in the hold would be made the same as that outside it, 
which seems to me would be a very easy matter to make by fans or air-pumps, either 
drawing the hot air and allowing the cold air to draw in itself or by pumping the cold 
air in as is done by cold storage plants in winter. Just as soon as the temperature gets 
down to freezing point, those cold storage plants simply use the outside air, and the 
machinery necessary to draw in the air is very simple. Two or three horse power will 
run it, and occupies but little room. I have often wondered why our steamship com
panies would not take hold of this matter and put into operation on the boats what is 
done by the cold storage plants. By passenger steamship companies the cold air is drawn 
in the second and third decks from above, so that the temperature can be regulated as 
they see fit. Shippers of fruit and vegetables find no way by which they could make 
these steamship companies do this, but when the Government takes hold of the matter 
and urges it, then they will do something. I am glad to know that they have done 
something in that line, and if the fact had been disseminated fully that a thorough test 
was going to be made of it, those lines would have got all the apples. Anyone could 
readily see what an enormous thing it would be to this country ; it would mean millions 
and millions of dollars in the past ten years if our apples hid been carried over there 
sound, which I maintain they could be by the cold-air blast. Cold storage means an 
additional twenty-five cents a barrel on the apples. The steamships, I suppose, hope to 
make a little additional profit on the cold storage. We know we must have cold storage 
for summer and some of the early fall apples, and for peaches and pears and tomatoes, 
but the other and cheaper system will be better in my mind for all kinds of winter apples 
and late fall apples and grapes, and I hope that the Government will continue to prod up 
and if necessary bring force to bear on the steamship companies to give us this accom
modation.

Prof. Saunders : 1 meant to have made a remark on the suggestion of Mr. Pettit. 
It seems to me that it is an exceedingly good one. Any of us who have stored at any 
time any of those musky or foxy grapes in a room know how the odor and flavor becomes 
intensified. That is especially the case in my experience with Niagara and other grapes 
of that character; and I think shut up in a closed cold storage compartment, the exhala
tions from many of those fruits that have that flavor in any considerable degree, would 
be more or less absorbed by the other fruits and effect the whole to a considerable extent. 
I think that idea of Mr. Pettit, as he said, of circulating the air, which would help to 
carry off any exhalation of odor, would do much to free our grapes—at least to some 
extent—of that objectionable flavor which the English people find in them, and which 
we know only requires a little education to remove altogether. The difficulty is to get 
the education in, and if we can get it in any more effectually in that way by the method 
of cooling fruit, it is a matter well worth consideration, and I hope it will be thoroughly 
tested. (Hear, hear).

Mr. G. E. Fisher : While I did the business, a number of others in and around 
Burlington contributed the fruit, and I don’t wish to take the credit of having done the 
thing myself.

The President : I think the remarks we have heard from gentlemen are on the right 
line. I am satisfied the main trouble has been with the steamship companies. As long 
as they can put the apples and fruit in the smallest space and get their money for i* 
they care nothing ; but we never get rid of a grievance without an agitation. We are 
working on the right lines. The Government is certainly to be commended for the help 
they are extending to us in this regard, and I am glad you have moved this resolution, 
and would suggest that the secretary be instructed to forward a copy to the Minister of 
Agriculture at Ottawa. With that understanding, I will put the motion.

The motion was put and carried unanimously.
Mr. G. E. Fisher : By way of encouragement to those who may wish to ship, I 

might mention a paragraph from a recent letter from Bristol to me, received in the last 
ten days, which reads this way : “Those who bought your fruit this year did so with 
much misgivings, but it has turned out so well in their hands that they will be not only 
ready but eager purchasers another year.”
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MEÏHODS OF MAINTAINING THE FERTILITY OF LAND
IN ORCHARDS.

By Wm. Saunders, LL.D, F.R.S.C., Director of Dominion Experimental Farms.

• ltT18. a\wtya ,a 80.a,rce of 8rpat pleasure for me to be with you at your annual meet-
f,8' n °°^ bBCk r7lth Very mUch Interest to my early connection with this Fruit Grow 

ers Association. It may not be known to many of you that I was nnp nf tl,„ r
directors. I believe I was made a director shorJy air I was made a memtr The 

fficulty in getting directors in those days arose partly from the fact that they had to 
pay their own expenses and hotel bills, and in the early times, before we had anv Go^ 
eminent grant or anyindorsation whatever from the public authorities the work of the 
Association was carried on mainly through the individual efforts of the mem hers wh, 
oo an interest in it. I think it must be about thirty years ago when I first had tin- 

honor of occupying the position of a director of this Association, associated wkh mv old 
“ 'iln° d..an?,De,npRfiy. and others who have passed away since then to the bettlr 

land. When the Government proposed to take into its care the Fruit Growers' Vsso
giant nwUasÎ40Ôeotg$50ûtUral ‘if U an.ann"al «rant-I think the first annual 
grant was *400 or $500—we thought a great feat had been accomplished. At that
th f|fr° A BCk °vVUndS 8nd havmg no journal or annual report to bring our work before 

Canadian public, it was naturally carried on with much difficulty. 8Still we were all 
enthusiastic in it, we all put our shoulders to the wheel and worked most harmon 
musly together for the common good, and from those early beginnings this Association 
has gradually grown to its present position of prominence and importance. I mention 
those early matters to show what a strong link there is which holds me to this Associa- 
lion and the reason why I always take such a pleasure in being present with you I had 
the honor for five or six years of being president of the Association, and durin» that time 
ü'111 I.^U,d ‘O father the interests of the work ; indeed, I was occupying fhat honor 
able position at the time I was appointed to my present office as Director of Exneri
ln,8 ,Farr “1 hBd \° re81gn in °rder t0 take the work 1 oow carrying on Mv 
sympathies have always been and still are with the fruit growers and horticulturists of 
this country quite as strong as with the agriculturists, and I am very glad to have the
you° thUat i> to mt'in I T y°“ ^ ‘ 8UbjeCt Wbi°h 1 hoPe wil1 P™e helpful to 
you, tnat is to put in a clear common sense sort of way—so that every farmer
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It is the chief aim of all intelligent cultivators of the soil, whether engaged in rais 
mg cereal or fodder crops or fruit, to so treat the land as to secure satisfactory crops and
SjfcttK Ume mamtam th6 fertiHty °f th6 80i‘ 8‘ that good crops may to7 Slued

ound 
e the

Formation and Nature of Soils.

intermixture therewith of'organic taUe/multing from Ïh/d^of'

of^helrocki1froii^whi^th^Uhave1l>Mn*foru^li*part^,to ^eir^^chanical^condTtio8*^^
texture and also to the variable proportion of orgLc^tfrr they onH Tht "varia 
tions are commonly distinguished by special terms, such as clayey loamv «IndlT 
gravelly soils, indicating the materials which form the larger proportion of their bulk 
Ihe productiveness of a soil also depends partly on its power of holding water and of

8ar?P ,6,l °f ri8tUre,fr0m b6l0W Water' which in the soil is usual y more or 
less charged with carbonic acid gas is the universal solvent which nature employs to con
vey food to the rootlets of plants. A good loamy soil will hold much more moTure than 
uther clay or land, and hence usually produces better results in cultivation.
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Stores of Fertility in Soils.

All soils contain more or less plant food in soluble form, which is immediately 
available for the use of growing plants. On the other hand there is always a large pro
portion of the elements of fertility which exist in the soil in a comparatively insoluble 
form, which can only be made available gradually by thorough cultivation of the land 

’and exposing its particles to the beneficial action of the air. By thorough working, the 
power which the soil has of retaining moisture may be increased and the loss of water by 
evaporation from its surface lessened. Soil is nature’s great store house of fertility in 
which is laid up treasures more valuable to national life than gold. There are many 
mineral constituents in every soil, and quite a number of those are taken up by living 
plants, but in most instances the quantities used are small, and the store laid up in the land 
ample. There are, however, three ingredients which plants take in comparatively large 
proportions from the soil, which must in some measure be restored to it if its fertility is 
to be maintained, these are nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid. All arable lands 
tain these important ingredients, and usually in considerable proportions.

It is estimated that an acre of soil a foot deep weighs on an average 3,500,000 
pounds, and that good ordinary loam in Europe will contain, on an average, not less than 
3,500 pounds per acre of nitrogen, and sometimes more than that. The quantity of 
potash in the same area usually ranges from 6,000 to'8,000 pounds, and of phosphoric 
acid from 3,000 to 6,000 pounds.
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From the analyses of soils which have been made by Mr. F. T. Shutt, Chemist of the 
Experimental 1 arms, during the past few years, many of them representing large areas, it 
would appear that the soils of Canada compare favorably with those of Europe in their 
richness in these important constituents. Those analyzed from different parts of Eastern 
Canada have average per acre as follows : nitrogen 6,200 pounds, potash 6,500 pounds, 
phosphoric acid 3,600 pounds, while the average of those examined from the Northwest 
plains give over 10,000 pounds per acre of nitrogen, 10,500 peunds of potash, and 5,000 
pounds of phosphoric acid.

Elements Appropriated for the Production of Apple Wood.

Trees during their growth take a very large part of their substance from the air. The 
carbon dioxide or carbonic acid gas which animal life everywhere is constantly exhaling 
is absorbed by the leaves of plants and trees and converted into woody tissue and starchy 
and saccharine material so necessary for the food of animals. If you bum a piece of apple 
tree wood weighing 100 pounds you find as a result less than two pounds of ashes, 1.297. 
The combustible matter destroyed with the exception of a small proportion of nitrogen 
has all been taken from the air. These ashes include all the mineral matter taken from 
the soil, aid are said to contain about twelve per cent, of potash and about four 
and a half per cent, of phosphoric acid, with a much larger proportion of lime. On 
this basis an apple tree would take from the soil for the production of 100 pounds weight 
of its wood less than two and a half ounces of potash, about one ounce of phosphoric 
acid, and probably not more than five or six ounces of nitrogen.
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Constituents of Apple Leaves.

Let us next consider the constituents of the leaves which, however, are eventually 
nearly all returned to the soil by their fall and gradual decay. The leaves of several var
ieties of apple trees have been analyzed by the Chemist of the experimental farms at 
different stages of their growth with the following results. Gathered on the 25th of May, 
when they were scarcely fully expanded, each 100 pounds contained an average of about 
welve ounces of nitrogen, a little more than four ounces of potash, and less than four ounces
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phosphoric acid, about fourteen ounces of nitrogen*1.!' p0t<18h and a 8ma'ler proportion of 
of.phosphoric acid, with fourteen ounces of lime in eLhToTpouLd^f' 1“™™ °UnCeS

Composition of the Fruit.

composed of the compressed cellular structure of the ftuit wkh the^p,”1C8- 
with some of the flavoring material The ne.“ult w“*> the cores, seeds and skinr1”*- "> "or it re;:mt *,u ™*«cent., and sugar from six to twelve per cent with1 hu u * ? and a qaarter Per
thing in the juice excepting the waters compounded 
from the a,r, and hence there is no drain on th’e soil in

nitrogen, ami 'atter are rich in
forces of the tree. For this reason heavy cron» u °nmderab,e tax on the vital
if the fruit be thinned. The fruit produced is thus^nmm^^™® ‘° Wg0r °f the tree 
capacity of the tree for future ponction^ecünomb7FllT™ “d ‘he
100 pounds about four and a half ounces of nitrncon t PP e Pomace contains in every 
one-third of an ounce of phosphoric acid. g ’ W° ounces 0 Pot»ah and less than

"•*. ■»<- *•« *.<srz
the soil in bringing the tree to maturiïv and in “tUen* ref^ to are taken from 
fruit. Suppose we estimate thewZh?oTu* trSi“T1 kprod”otion °f ‘he leaves 
pounds—which is only a rough guess-and that ÏTÏvüîî- of the tree at 1,000
eight by thirty-eight feet on an acre these will h l, lr‘y auch trees planted thirty- 
wood growth from three to ?our 2^7 L of T ^ ^ t0 prodace **

twenty pounds in all) and not moTth^wen^-fiv™8 ’ (mne‘>r‘° °=e hundred and 
phosphoric acid, equal to about fortvsix nound./f *u ,noes 0 P°‘a8h and ten ounces of

p.rtL tociS'B rnf01 ,be«... «s. 0, tl, -Md, ,trjnre o, lh’
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The Fruit.

Supposing the thirty trees per acre in the orchard tn 
s.x barrels per tree of 130 pounds each, or 180 barrels 4 400 "7 T Cr°P °f
would be taken from the soil for the growth of the fruit rrnn V P°“n •* per acre- th»re 
pounds of nitrogen, si, pounds of potash, and less than one pound TjZsïhZ ‘adT*1
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Tub Waste and How it May be Returned.

In estimating the total withdrawal of fertilizing constituents from the soil as the 
amounts are small, we may venture to add to the annual drain on the land for the 
growth if the leaves and fruit, one-tenth of the quantities required for the entire growth 
of tie wi ody portion of the trees, as follows :
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All the ingredients taken from the land may be replaced by the use of barn-yard 
manure, each ton of which of average quality contains while in the fresh condition from 
eight to ten pounds of nitrogen, ten to fifteen pounds of potash and from six to eight 
pounds of phosphoric acid. If the manure has been rotted under favourable conditions 
the proportions of the fertilizing constituteûts will be somewhat increased. A dressing 
of about fifteen tons of manure every three years would more than restore the full quantity 
of nitrogen and more than three times the quantity of potash and phosphoric acid 
which has been taken from the land. It must however be borne in mind that the active 
feeding roots of the trees do not cover the entire ground and that they must find all that 
they require within the area of their distribution hence the return should be liberal.

Nitrogen may be more economically applied by the plowing under of green clover. 
A fair crop of this sown in the spring and plowed under late in the autumn will give 
to the soil from 100 to 150 pounds of nitrogen, and if left on the orchard as a cover crop 
and plowed under the following spring, from eighty to 100 pounds per 
will also gather potash from the soil and subsoil and present it in available form for the 
of subsequent crops to the extent of 100 to 150 pounds per acre and phoshoric acid from 
thirty to thirty-five pounds. The nitrogen which the clover crop supplies to the soil is 
taken largely from the ait and the fruit grower thus obtains assistance from nature in his 
endeavours to maintain the fertility of his land. An unlimited store of this valuable 
element exists in the air which is composed of four parts by weight of nitrogen with 
part of oxygen and clover in common with other leguminous plants, has the power of 
taking in and storing this element in its tissues. This work is said to be done through the 
agency of colonies of bacteria located in the small gall-like swellings, so common on the 
roots of thrifty growing clover plants. The roots of clover extend over a wide area and 
penetrate to a great depth in the subsoil and they are thus able to draw upon supplies of 
plant food lying beyond the reach of other crops and in this way this plant acts as a perma 
nent enricher of the soil. A careful study of the root system of red clover, has shown that 
plants one month old have roots extending seven inches into the ground that at two 
months some of the roots bad reached a depth of two feet, and at four months to a depth 
of four to five feet. In addition to the gain of the fertilizers referred to, the organic 
matter in the roots and tops of the clover plowed under, improves the texture of the soil 
and makes it more retentive of moisture. The growing clover also acts as a catch crop 
during the summer and autumn and appropriates the nitrogenous fertilizers which 
brought down by the rain and which when falling on bare ground, on account of their 
ready solubility pass through the soil and are lost in the drainage waters.

Nitrogen may also be conveniently given in the form of nitrate of soda. This 
in large beds in Peru, and other parts of South America, mixed with common salt and 
earthy matter from which it is extracted and purified. Each 100 pounds furnishes about
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slacked lime and the whole moistened with water. The ashes being rendered still 
caustic by the lime acts on the bones and gradually softens them until they can be 
crushed between the fingers to a soap-like mass. When reduced to this condition the 
compound may be mixed with dry muck or loam and applied to the land—100 pounds 
of hard wood ashes are said to be sufficient to reduce about 100 pounds of bones.

Phosphoric acid may also be supplied in the form of superphosphate of lime made 
from the mineral phosphate. This as supplied by the manufacturers usually contains 
from eight to ten per cent, in the lower grades, and thirteen to twenty per cent, of soluble 
phosphoric acid in the higher grades.

Thomas’ slag, known also as basic slag or odorless phosphate, is a third source of phos" 
phoric acid. Many iron ores contain minute quantities of phosphorus which reduces the 
quality of the ore. In the manufacture of such iron into steel, the process is so conducted 
that a chemical action takes place in the presence of lime at a very high temperature 
whereby the phosphorus in the iron is converted into phosphoric acid, and combined with 
lime forming a phosphate of lime. This is said to be easily decomposed and rendered 
soluble by the products arising from decomposing humus in the soil and is thus presented 
to the rootlets of plants in a form easy of assimilation. It is stated that the German 
factories now turn out about 400,000 tons of this slag annually, and a considerable quantity 
is also produced in Great Britain and the United States. The phosphoric acid in this 
waste product is said to be present in the proportion of from thirteen to twenty-one per 
cent. The slag also contains about fifty per cent, of lime and varying proportions of 
oxide of iron, magnesia and silica. It is odorless and tasteless.
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The exhaustion of the soil seems to be greater in all cases from the production 
of the fruit than it is from the growth of the substance of the tree or vine. The ashes of 
the pear according to Wolff of Germany contains a little more than twice the quantity of 
potash that is found in the apple, the proportion of phosphoric acid is also one-third larger. 
In the fruit of the plum the potash is given as a little higher than that of the pear, and 
the phosphoric acid the same as in that fruit, whereas in the fruit of the cherry the pro
portion of potash is the seme as that in the pear, and the proportion of phosphoric acid 
somewhat larger. It should not be forgotten that in the growing of all these fruits the 
drafts on the soil for potash are heavy, and hence this element should be supplied with a 
liberal hand.

It seems when you look at the figures I have given you that almost any soil, how
ever poor, ought to continue to grow good crops of apples for a long time, seeing the large 
stores of the elements of fertility which are laid up in the land ; but you must consider 
the importance of the point I have already mentioned, that the roots of your trees 
occupy only a limited area, that they must take all the material they require from this 
limited area ; and hence the importance of treating your soil liberally and regularly with 
such things as careful analyses have shown are really taken away from your land, and 
which makes the land poorer every season you grow your fruit unless you take the pains 
to restore to that land an equivalent. ,

The peach ranks aboi t with the plum in its consumption of potash but uses twice 
the quantity of phosphoric acid, whereas in the production of grapes the soil is drawn on 
to the extent of three pounds of potash, per 1,000 pounds of fruit and fourteen ounces of 
phosphoric acid. While the grape uses these elements of fertility freely in the produc
tion of its fruit it uses only about one-fourth this quantity in producing the wood and 
branches.
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The raspberry and blackberry are said to consume one-fifth less potash than that of 
the apple for the same weight of fruit, and the strawberry according to the analysis of 
Dr. Goessman contains about two pounds twelve ounces of potash for every 1,000 pounds 
of fruit, and about fourteen ounces of phosphoric acid. The str. wherry plant according
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We have a heavy mat of growth by the fall, and in the spring turn that under and leave 
it for the next crop of grain, and there is thus added to the soil a store of fertility which 
will return you very good results in after crops. My impression is that it would be wise 
to do this every year. It costs a dollar an acre to do it, and it gives the farmer as much 
nitrogen as he would get from at least ten tons of manure, and the roots of the clover 
plant going down so deep bring up potash and phosphoric acid. Though they do not really 
add these to the soil, they bring them up from such depths and store them in the tissues of 
the plant and place them within the reach of subsequent crops, so that the clover may 
be regarded as an enricher of the soil in potash and phosphoric acid as well as in nitrogen.

Mr. A. H. Pettit : Do you consider the turning under of the clover any protection 
to the roots 1

Prof. Saunders : One would think that it would act as a mulch in that way perhaps 
almost as effectually as it would the other way ; yet you have to bear in mind that the 
turning under of the soil loosens it up and makes it more permeable by the air, 
and that the cold is more likely to penetrate a loose surface of that character than it is 
one where the clover has been allowed to grow and the foliage covers the ground. 
Another point is ; if there is a very little snow the clover leaves will catch it in a way that 
bare plowed ground will not. Every farmer and fruit grower must be expected to use 
his own judgment in these matters. I have tried to give you the results which have 
l>een obtained by us under both conditions, and the experiments should be carried on by 
every man of common sense according to his own judgment.

Mr. Tye : How many bushels of ashes would you recommend to the acre for apples?
Prof. Saunders : A bushel weighs I believe about forty pounds.
Mr. Burrell : More than that ; nearly sixty pounds.
Prof. Saunders : It depends a good deal on the moisture in the ashes. II they are very 

dry they would not I think weigh more than about forty pounds ; they might weigh fifty, 
or more than that if they had been exposed to the air and got damp. Supposing them 
to weigh fifty' pounds, then sixty bushels of ashes would give you 3,000 pounds, and 
taking five per cent, of potash as the quantity in the ashes, which is about what you 
can reasonably calculate on, you would have one hundred and fifty pounds of potash added 
to your acre of land, which would be a very fair dressing, and you would also have about 
sixty pounds of phosphate of lime. You would have besides that a considerable quantity 
of lime in these 3,000 pounds—probably 600 pounds at any rate.

Mr. Tye: You made a remark that pears require more potash. Would you apply 
more potash to pears than apples ?

Prof. Saunders : I think so decidedly. When we know that potash is taken out 
of the soil by a crop we must restore it if wo want to maintain the fertility of the land, 
and according to the analyses that have been published the pear fruit takes more potash 
from the soil than the apple does.

Mr. McNeill : You also noted the immense store of mineral food in ordinary soil ; in 
addition to this artificial way of improving the soil, you would also of course strongly 
recommend the cultivation of the soil, the original manure—from manus, the hand—the 
working the soil to make this inert food available in addition to adding the material 
from the outside 1

Prof. Saunders :—I would for ordinary crops ; there would be no question as to the 
advantages of cultivation in such case. But we know there is much difference of opinion 
among fruit growers as to the desirability of keeping their orchards cultivated or unculti
vated, that is in grass or clover, that much must be left to individual judgment. If a 
man finds his trees are making too much wood, and he does not want to stir his soil 
on that account he can add from some of these other sources sufficient plant food to 
repair the waste.

Mr. E, D. Smith : Why will not the apple tree roots penetrate down and take out 
fertilizing material from the soil ?
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we generally like to, we find that the season is so dry that we cannot get a good catch. 
The result is that the clover is very weak and often winter killed. For that purpose we 
find the Crimson clover better than the Mammoth, and it is apt to be winter killed after 
September, and its growth at best is not so large ; and although oats do not supply nitro
gen, except what it takes from the soil, we use also largely them as a cover crop. We 
sow the oats when we work the orchards the last time. They will get to a height of a 
foot or two feet before they are cut down by the frost, and they will supply a large 
amount of humus. We value that fully as much in our orchards as a practical supply of 
nitrogen for our peach crops. We have too much nitrogen there when the growth is 
rank and results in winter killing, but this humus turned under will aid in holding the 
plant food, preventing the leaching of the soil, and thus we find it conserves the food if 
it does not supply it ; and we have used this crop too with our crimson clover, sowing a 
bushel, possibly, of oats with the crimson clover ; it acts as partial nurse crop and will 
tend to hold the snow. Of course in Ottawa I suppose they won’t need to hold that 
snow so much, but with us it blows off and leaves the ground bare ; and holding the 
leaves as well, it will lessen the injury from the freezing and prevent largely the lraching 
of the valuable elements out of the soil. So that we find these cover crops, whether 
oats or clover or rye, of great value. Another reason that we like them is that we find 
along in September and October, after a period of drouth, rains and warm weather are 
likely to start late growth of the trees and result in winter killing, Now, if you have 
that cover crop there, it tends to take up soluble food, will check the growth of the trees 
and aid in the ripening. Our orchardista are using them very largely for this purpose 
alone. ■

Prof. Saunders : I think as a dutiful and loyal Canadian that I did good service 
to the Association in advising Canadians to keep their ashes and use them at home. 
(Laughter). We are not so much concerned—although we wish our neighbors well—in 
the prosperity of the Michigan farmers as we are in that of the Canadian farmers ; and 
I must only reiterate the advice given from that standpoint. I am much obliged to 
Prof. Taft for the suggestions he has made, because he has put the question in another 
light. I had not supposed that any of our orchards were too rich ; and where that 
occurs, and the soil becomes highly charged with nitrogen and you find a strong rank 
growth of wood, the cover crop Prof. Taft suggests would be admirable—that of the 
oats ; but the plowing under of the oats merely returns to the soil the fertilizing elements 
which they have absorbed and assimilated. Every plant takes up a certain amount of 
these elements from the soil and stores them in its tissues ; and these elements are 
returned in a very soluble form when the plant is plowed under. There was another 
point which Prof. Taft's excellent observations emphasized, and that is this : That 
where the soil contains a large proportion of nitrogen, the leaching that Prof. Taft has 
referred to becomes sometimes a source of serious loss to the soil, because all the nitiogen 
compounds are very soluble and easily washed away. It is not so with either the 
potarh or the phosphoric acid compounds. They in a very short time after they are 
applied lose to some extent their solubility and are stored up in the land for future use.

Mr. Burrell : I think this is an extremely valuable discussion. Speaking of 
the Niagara district I certainly have not observed any peach orchards that have any 
excess of nitrogen, and I do not think there are a great many of them in our district ; 
but this question of the Crimson clover is a very valuable one to our particular 
section. 1 have been trying for the last three years to ascertain what time it would be 
beet to sow, the amount of seed, and the practical results and so on, and as Prof. 
Taft says, I found that in the earlier sowing the results have certainly been very 
much better, and after a great number of sowings, I find it is always most satisfac
tory to sow at the end of July, and by that time, although one year we did not get 
very good results as it was so dry—three years ago—the last two years I have suc
ceeded in getting a growth of from five to eight inches high by the end of November. 
At that time the average plant would be about fourteen or fifteen inches in root 
system, containing as far as I have estimated 600 to 800 to a thousand nodules of 
bacteria, nitrogen secreting nodules ; and Mr. Veers, who has made a very close study
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of the Crimson clover, tells me that he thinks if that were plowed under it would 
give an equivalent to seven or eight tons of barnyard manure. I was under thî 
impression that even if it should winter kill there would not be very much loss unb as 
it was a very open winter, that the loss of nitrogen would be con!paratively small 
that even if it did freeze in the winter it would still be a profitableP cron and if it 
didn t freeze in the winter of course we know it is very much more valuable In our
rr r,h“Ve 8u,c,ceed,ed •* end of May in getting a growth of 2 and 21 ft* 
high, and the results of such growth have been most satisfactory, showing it is “equal 
to a dressing of ten to fifteen tong of barnyard manure. We sow about twentv 
pound of crimson clover per acre, because the seed being twice as big as the l V

rürrïof ruirea a bigge; 8°;ing-1 be,ieve * * « 5 i e8z^:r.rto follow a strawberry crop, and if I were a large strawberry grower I would al wave 
plow down my strawberry bed after the first crop and sow crimson dover° I “think 
many growers who are supplying a large amount of wood ashes to their strawberry 
crops believe it to be the best fertilizer we can give. The land is fairlv »inli ■ -, y•» -h. .f ,h. pL™ih,.,^'Vî s.ss
takes so much potash and phosphoric acid, we supply ashes, and so far as I under 
stand it the bacteria work far morereadity whence is a good supp,y of lime and

to a large extent I believe it ia

find
r are 
have 
trees 
•pose

potash and as the ashes contain both these elements ™„™.6C„louu x oelleve la
an .deal crop for clover to follow, and in each case I have had far greater satisfaction
voul,rh etrry P °Wed hl my Cl0Ver than in °»? °ther shape? and in that 
you get the nitrogen as well for the next crop. way

had =frhf' Sadndkrs ; I didn’t mention the crimson clover for the reason that we have 
bad such poor success with it in Ottawa. It always winter kills with us, and the only wly 
we can get a crop at all is to sow it early in the spring and sow it alone, then we get 
a fair crop at the end of the season ; but the root system of the crimson clover bem» 
an annual, is comparatively shallow and since the roots are valuable and rich in nitr^en*

rZd 7h t "P M rL,te?,Clrer8 ; but if y°u can U8e jt t0 advantage in Niagara it is â 
frimson ?Ler. ** ^ etCher *° 8‘Ve “ little of his exPerience tests of

rvice 
ome. 
—in 
and 

d to 
ither 
that 
rank
the p /o' FjKTC”br : The results of the tests of crimson clover were practically ae 

Prof Saunders has said. Sowing at the different times, we have never been able to car™ 
them over winter in a satisfactory way—three-quarters of the plants were always killed7 
Sown in the spring they made before September a good bead ^of green manure to be

F 18 D?tnW,‘h,U8 8 Valuable cr°P t0 80W all, and we have substituted
lor !t the Mammoth Red if we wanted to winter it over, and then plow it in in the 
spring. One important point in sowing the seed of the clovers is to recognize the difier
“ tb? e.,z® of the 8e®d' and where you sow ten pounds of the red clover, sow six of 
Alaike and sixteen or eighteen of Incarnatum or crimson clover.

Mr. Burrell : Prof. Saunders mentioned that the 
were valuable so far as nitrogen was concerned. You 
that year!

Pi of. Saunders : Yes ; we have no experience with it the second year

atsP? Masses ss
sominhg. f y’ heref°re M m°re valuable t0 Plow it under before bios-

tin» t^eVi ^RDRBWS = Tb® difficulty to get clover seed to take in the summer is get- 
ting the land solid enough if you plow it, and also having the shade. In England they 
use crimson clover to a great extent for sheep food, and they adopt this plan • directly 
a crop of wheat or barley or oats is taken off, having a drill which cuts sham’ into tha 
gronnd and putting it right on to the bare stubble and that takes very welf I have
»stdtian ”Pe7™en* ,thiB 7ear wThich Promises to be fairly successful, and it is this The 
ast time I cultivated my com I sowed it with clover and the catch seems to be very "good.
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Dr. Fletcher : Do you roll it ? 
Rev. Mr. Andrews : No.
Dr. Saunders : We find

ESlSSSF® BeSsSl
Mr. Jones : Ashes has the effect in stiff soils of making them very sticky Of 

course we overcome that difficulty somewhat by getting large quantities of humus in
”eVerthelT’ 1 cau8ea lt to be more compact and harder to cultivate I 

think the German potash salts might possibly be more advisable.

Mr. Bo 
apples, secon

That th 
wait on The 
other fruits 
uniform rate

Mr. Bot 
wt had no ur 
rate on all tk 

I As Prof. Rol 
ling throughDr. Saunders: Where there is that difficulty of the ashes making the soil more 

tenacious the use of the German salts might be preferable, but the addition of fifty or one 
hundred bushels of ashes to an acre of land makes so small a proportion of the soil 
after you plow it in, that I should hardly think that it would as a rule have much 
influence in modifying the actual physical character of the soil. I know it does in some 
cases, but as a rule I should hard y expect that it would ; but where it does, then I think 
the kamit would not be open to the same objection.

Mr. Jones : I was shaking now rather of stiff clay soils that have been under culti
vation for 100 or 125 years, or perhaps longer, and as far as I know, clay cultivated in 
tii&t way guts more packed and closer grained year after year.

Dr. Saunders : Of course clay soils, as they are made up largely from granite 
rocks contain a larger proportion of potash in unavailable form, that is, not immediately 
available, than sandy soils, and as a rule do not need so much potash, since they ha 
very liberal store in their constitution naturally, ana if a soil is worked so 
potash in a soluble and available form, the crop 
nal store laid up in the ground will supply.

Mr. McNeill : I think you will find few farmers on clay ground who will think 
there is much benefit in using ashes. Where you require special quantities of it fruit 
growers are in favor of it. There is a very strong prejudice in the minds of the farmers 
against using ashes, and to day they are selling them because they don’t believe they are 
any good, and they are dealing with it from what they believe to be experience. I live 
right opposite an ashery and the ash pedlars go round near my place and they get a full 
supply and I get all the leached ashes for nothing There are hundreds and hundreds of 
loads there that have been dumped into the marshy places to till up land, showing the 
appreciation that farmers have of ushee. I put hundreds of loads of leached ashes on my 
land and I get some very fine results from their use. I find them to have splendid effects 
under certain circumstances, but I believe the average farmer does not get the results 
that he is led to believe from the reports of such societies as this and from sandy soils 
What has been said in regard to cover crops is particularly true. Different crops require — 
different treatment. 1 would be very glad if I could get a cover crop and get my grapes I 
too. I get much better rese ts by plowing my vineyards in the fall. There are two or I 
three reasons for that. I believe that one of the chief reasons is that we must of neces
sity cut a great many roots in plowing the land. During the growing season the upper 
and richer portion of the soil is being filled with grape roots. When you plow that 
you cut a ^at many of these. In the following spring these roots strike out again and ■ 
once more fall the soil with roots. I notice that in the middle of the furrow we cut larger 
roots than usual, and I was led to examine those roots and I found where the roots were 
cut in the fall, during the winter they actually had nodules on them and in the spring were 
ready to send out a dozen branches from where we had cut them in the fall I believe 
the cutting them in the spring instead of in the fall would cause a considerable delay, and 
that is one of the advantages we have had from plowing the vineyards in the fall We 
always plow in the fall and of course there is the additional advantage of forwarding the 
spring work. 8
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RATES OF FREIGHT ON APPLES.
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other fruits to Manitoba Northwest and’ R* v^rv pre8ent rates on apples and
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™|“ "»•■*«thl, Association 

rate on all the goods packed but also » ucceec*ed in not only getting a uniform
As Prof. Robertson remarked thetome marW™ t0 th® different Pomtsin Ontario, 
ling through Manitoba for the* last fourteen nt? * Very lmportant one. From travel- 
be a very desirable market for the fruit growers^f Ontario ‘"t i^86®11 J* “ goin8 t(> 
myself and I would like to see a chance fo^us to send ? U \ 1 ha? a lar8e orchard 
At present, a large proportion of the ancles used in W?Ur8urPIu8 aPPlea to that country, 
get a barrel of apples there theLiformrata islS^nd-'H T A™™ apPles T*

competition we have with the Great Norther d , ^*6t W on account of the
the Kootenay and sîocan counZ them U a 7 the Northe™ rai|waya, and down in 
great respect for our American friends but t w “t8® a™ount of aPPleB uspd. I have a
think we will make some headway with this Frebrht°Tr ffic^0 “i ,Uanadi{£ aPPlee- 1 
m getting a uniform rate from everv ne.nt ; n 8 . Tr“ftc Association. We succeeded 
rate of apples so that a person ra/buv th^n and we 8hould endeavor to get the
points west. P *“ buy them and consume them in Calgary and those
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amended the resolution to include 
put and carried unanimously.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON REVISING
BYLAWS.
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Your committee appointed to revise and amend the constitution and by-laws of the 
Ontario Fiuit Growers’ Association, beg to report that they recommend the following 
changes, substitutions and amendments :

Art. I.—To remain unchanged.
Art. II. Changed to read : “ Its object shall be the advancement of the science and 

art of horticulture in all its branches and forestry by holding meetings for the discussion 
of all questions relative to horticulture and forestry, by collecting, arranging and dissemi
nating useful information, and by such other means as may from time to time seem 
desirable.”

Art. Ill,—To remain unchanged.
Art. IV Changed to read : “ The officers of the Association shall be a president, 

vice-president, a secretary and a treasurer, or a secretary treasurer, two auditors, and 
thirteen directors.”
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Art. V.—To remain unchanged.
^ 1■ Changed to read : “This constitution may be amended as provided for by 

section 32, sub-section 1, of the Ontario Agriculture and Arts Act.”
Art. VII. To be amended by the substitution of the words “ horticulture and 

foresty,” for the words “ fruit culture,” in the fourth line.
Art. VIII.—To remain unchanged.
It is further recommended that the by-laws be amended by striking out clause 1 and 

substituting therefor :

■

The Board of Directors at its first meeting shall appoint from among its own num
ber or otherwise a secretary and a treasurer, or a secy.-treas., and from among its own 
members an executive committee to consist of three members, one of whom shall be the 
president.”

The Pi 
have to be c

Moved 
the special < 
of motion, t 
that copies < 
Association.

Recommended that an additional clause be entered hereto read : “ The president and 
vice-president shall be ex officio members of the board of directors ; and the president, or 
in his absence, the vice-president, an ex officio member of all committees.”

Clause f!. To be amended by changing the words “ fruit growing ” in the third line 
to “ horticulture and forestry.”

Clause 3. To be amended by changing the words “ fruit culture ” in the fourth line 
to “ horticulture and forestry.”

Clauses 4 and 5 to remain as they
Clause 6. To be amended by changing the words “five members ” to 

members.”

are.
Art. I.
Art. II. 

ing meetings 
culture, by c< 
as may from I

Art. III. 
shall be desit,

Art. IV. 
a Secretary,o

Art. V. 
payment of te
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Clauses 7 and 8 to remain unchanged.
Clause 9. To be struck out and the following substituted therefor : “ The executive 

committee shall authorize all expenditure, and audit and pass all accounts, which shall 
thereafter be paid by the treasurer.”

Clause 10. To be amended by striking out the first words “It shall be the duty 
of, and changing the words “ to keep ” to " shall keep.”

Clauses 11 and 12 stand unchanged.
Clause 13. To be amended to read : “ The order of business shall be ; (1) Reading of 

minutes ; (2) Reading of Directors’ report ; (3) Reading of Treasurer’s report ; (4) Read
ing the Auditors’ report ; (5) Reading reports of Standing Committees : (6) President’s 
Address ; (8) Miscellaneous business.”

Clause 14. To be amended to read : “ These by-laws may be amended at any general 
meeting as provided for by section 32, sub-section 1, of the Agriculture and Arts Act.”

Clause 15. To be struck out and the following new clause added : “The election of 
officers shall take place at the morning session of the last day of the annual meeting in
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each year, the newly elected officers to 
at the close oi the said meeting.”

Th« «oManae to clause 16 to be amended by striking out all the words preceding 
the words : The reasonable and necessary expenses of directors and officers in attending
™feth1enAssoci^tion0"rd DlreCt0rS ftnd of Comn»«*>es, shall be provided from the fundi

Clause 16. To be amended to read : " It shall be the duty of the directors of the Fruit 
GI?.w®r8 A8«°ciati°n of Ontario to encourage the formation of horticultural societies in 
affiliation with this Association.”

Clause 17. To be struck out.

their respective duties and responsibilitiesassume

Clause 18. To be amended by changing the last word “ ten” to “twenty-five.” 
Clause 19. To be amended by striking out the words “at their own request.”
Clause 20. To be amended by striking out the words “ local fruit growers ” in the first 

line, and the word “ to ” in the second line.
Clause 21. To be struck out.

22‘ ,T? 8tand unchanKed 5 also sub-clause to clause 22, except changing the 
word of used the third time in the first line of the latter to the word “ for.”

And your committee would recommend that the clauses of the amended and revised 
constitution and by-laws be numbered consecutively from the beginning, removing all
“ constitution ” and “ by-law ” distinctions. 8 8

M. Pettit, Chairman.

The President cited atticle six of the constitution to show that any changes would 
have to be deferred till next year, and considerable discussion took place or this point

Moved by Jos. 8. Scarff, seconded by Mr. Beall, and resolved, that the report of 
the special committee on constitution and by laws be received and considered as a notice 
of motion, to be acted upon at our next regular meeting to be held in St. Catharines, and 
that copies of proposed changes be printed for distribution amongst the members of the 
Association.

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

Constitution.

Art. I. This Association shall be called “ The Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario."
Art. II. Its object shall be the advancement of the science and art of fruit culture bv hold- 

ng meetings for the exhibition of fruit and for the discussion of all questions relative to fruit 
culture, by collecting, arranging, and disseminating useful information, and by such other 
as may from tune to tune seem advisable.

i
means

ad'EA-w {?s£ssS&£u” k h"" -*tlm- •-d -
Art. IV.

[wymènt .'«‘KLIÏT LZwtX" d"""' “d *

Art. VI. This Constitution may be amended by a vote of the majority of the members 
prcvtous^neetliig^11 “r n'eetmg’ 110tlce of the l,r,,lK,ael1 amendments having been given at the

,i,Arf" VI \ T 16 Balf <)fhcera and Directors shall prepare and present at the annual meeting 
of the Association, a report of their proceedings during the year, in which shall be stated the 
names of all the members of the Association, the places of meeting during the year, and such 
inf- rmation as the Association shall have been able to obtain on the subject of fruit culture in 
the Province during the year. There shall also be presented at the said annual meeting a 
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rect copy ; and a true copy thereof, certified by the Secretary for the time being, shall be sent 
to the Minister of Agriculture within forty days after the holding of such annual meeting.

Art. VIII. The Association shall have power to make, alter and amend By-Laws for pre
scribing the mode of admission of new members, the election of officers, and otherwise regulating 
the administration of its affairs and property. 16. It si 

Ontario to ei 
the Ontario .

17. An 
its treasury c 
shall constiti

18. On I 
such local aft 
sum of eight; 
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initial numbe
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meeting of th

The Direi 
which such so 

I local society ai

BY-LAWS.
1. The President, Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer shall be ex-officio members of all 

committees.
2. The Directors may offer premiums to any person originating or introducing any new fruit

adapted to the climate of the Province which shall possess such distinctive excellence as shall, in 
their opinion, render the same of special value ; also for essays upon such subjects connected 
with fruit growing as they may designate, under such rules and regulations as they may 
prescribe. J J

3. The Secretary shall prepare an annual report containing the minutes of the proceedings 
of meetings during the year ; a detailed statement of receipts and expenditure, the reports upon 
fruits received from different localities, and all essays to which prizes have been awarded, and 
such other information in regard to fruit culture as may have been received during the year, 
and submit the same to the Directors or any Committee of Directors appointed for this puqiosei 
and, with their sanction, after presenting the same at the annual meeting, cause the same to be 
printed by and through the Publication C<\ amittee, and send a copy thereof to each member 
of the Association and to the Minister of Agriculture.

4. Seven Directors shall constitute a quorum, and if at any meeting of Directors there shall 
not be a quorum, the members present may adjourn the meeting from time to time until 
quorum shall be obtained.

a

5. The annual subscription shall be due in advance at the annual meeting.
6. The President (or in case of his disability, the Vice-President), may convene special 

meetings at such times and places as he may deem advisable ; and he shall convene such special 
meetings as shall be requested in writing by five members.

7. The President may deliver an address on some subject relating to the objects of the 
Association.

8. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belonging to the Association, keep a correct 
account thereof and submit the same to the Directors at any legal meeting of such Directors, 
five days’ notice having been previously given for that purpose.

9. The Directors shall audit and pass all accounts, which, when approved of by the Presi
dent’s signature, shall be submitted to and paid by the Treasurer.

10. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep a correct record of the proceedings of the 
Association, conduct the correspondence, give not less than ten days’ notice of all meetings to 
the members, and specify the business of special meetings.

11. The Directors, touching the conduct of the Association, shall at all times have absolute
] »ower and control of the funds and property of the Association, subject however to the meaning 
and construction of the Constitution. —

12. At special meetings no business shall be transacted except that stated in the Secretary’s I 
circular.

1. Stormi
2. Lanarl 

the city of Ott
3. Fronte 

and Brock villi
4. Hastin
6. Durhai 

borough East,
6. York Ï 

city of Toronti
7. Wellin, 

South, Wentw
8. Lincolr
9. Elgin 1 

folk North, an
10. Huror 

North, and Or
11. Perth

city of London
12. Essex
13. Algom 

Parry Sound E

13. The order of the business shall be : (1) Reading of the minutes ; (2) Reading of the 
Directors Keport ; (3) Reading of the Treasurer’s Report ; (4) Resiling of the prize essays ; (5) 
President’s address ; (6) Election of officers, and (7) Miscellaneous business.

14. These By-laws may be amended at any general meeting by a vote of two-thirds of the 
members present.

16. Each member of the Fruit Committee shall be charged with the duty of accumulating 
information touching the state of the fruit crop, the introduction of new varieties, the market 
value of fruits in his particular section of the country, together with such other general and use
ful information touching fruit interests as may be desirable, and report in writing to the Secretary 
of the Association on or before the fifteenth day of September in each year.

The President, Vice-President and Secretary shall be ex-ojfficio members of the Board of 
Directors and of all Committees. The reasonable and necessary expenses of Directors and officers 
in attending meetings of the Board of Directors and of Committees shall be provided from the 
funds of the Association.
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iLocal Fruit Grower»' Association.

16. It shall be the duty of the officers and directors of th 1 
Ontario to encourage the formation of local fruit growers’ horticu c 
the Ontario Association.

17. Any one may become a member of such local society for one year upon payment into
i s treasury of a minimum sum of one dollar ; and a compliance with clause 18 of the^ by laws 
shall constitute him also a member of the Ontario Association for the *

Growers' Association of 
cieties in affiliation with

same term.
18. On the receipt of the names of such members, with the required fees, the secretary of 

such local affiliated society may transmit their names and post office addresses together withthe 
sum of eighty cents tor each to the Secretary of the Fruit Growers’ As,ocmti,,nofOnta",,Vho 
will enter their names as members of that society, entitled to all its privileges providing the 
initial number of such names be not less than ten. privileges, providing the

,Each I®*1 auciety 80 “filiating, with a membership of not less than twenty-five shall be 
entitled to a visit from some member of the board of directors or other prominent horticulturist
To tyei* Vk tenrXWn r.til|U,est.: II beln8 understood that the railway expenses of such speaker 
shall be paid by the Ontario Society, and the entertainment provided by the local society!
the Ut'(UvofPDeCceemhegr8 °f ^ ^ t0**, 8row®r8[ horticultural societies shall, on qr before 
tlie 1st day of December of each year, be forwarded to the secretary of the Ontario Society 
who may cull out such portions for the Annual Report to the Minister of Agriculture for the 
Province, as may seem to him of general interest and value.

21 These local societies, if formed in cities, towns or incur™ rated villages may be formed

z ‘liïziïrcs ;iXA,ii‘.slvTr.Æis. ^ "J ~i"ii*<*» «•
SttS»EîÆiiiÏÏ’” “ •“> ““ “w.... a.

AGRICULTURAL DIVISIONS.

1. Stormont, Dundas, Glengarry, Prescott, and Cornwall, 
the city rfOttawa°rth’ L’""k S°Uth’ Rtinfrew North- Re'lfre« South, Carleton, Russell, and 

and Bro^kOHe”80’ °f King,ton’ Leeda and Grenville North, Leeds South, Grenville South,

4. Hastings East, Hastings North, Hastings West, Addington, Lennox, and Prince Edward.
i 6‘ .^ijrham Durham West, Northumberland East, Northumberland West Peter
borough East, Peterborough West, Victoria North (including Haliburton), and Victoria South.
city of Toronto8*’ Y°rk N°rth’ York WeBt' OnùrioNorth, Ontario South. Peel, Cardwell, and

c 1' Wellington Centre, Wellington South, Wellington West, Waterloo North Waterloo 
k outh’ Wentworth North, Wentworth South, Dufferin, Halton, and city of Hamilton.

8. Lincoln, Niagara, Welland, Haldimand, and Monck.
folk ISan^orfi^ouTh.’ Brant N°rth’ Brant S°Uth' °xfortl North- Oxford South, Nor-

North! andUGreyESouth.Ur0n S°Uth’ Humn We8t’ BrUCC North' Bruce 8outh, Grey East, Grey 

city of I on,Ion N°rth’ Perth South> Middlesex East, Middlesex North, Middlesex West, and

12. Essex North, Essex South, Kent East, Kent West, Lambton East, and Lambton
13. Algomi East, Algoma West, Simcoe Blast, Simcoe South, Simcoe West Muskoka 

arry Sound East. Parry Sound West, Nipissing East, Nipissing West, and Manito’ulin.

West.
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SAN JOSE SCALE.

The Secbktarï read the following report
Early in the month of June it was reported that this terrible insect enemy had been 

found in an orchard near Niagara. Your executive, desiring that our Association should 
be foremost in every good work in the interest of fruit growers, resolved upon decided 
steps for the purpose of stamping out this evil, and of preventing its further introduction. 
An article was written by the Secretary for the Canadian Horticulturist, describing the 
insect and warning growers against it.

The Secretary also wrote letters at once to the Minister of Agriculture, both of the 
Province and the Dominion, asking for united effort in the matter, and that Prof. Panton 
of the O. A. C., Guelph, and Prof. Fletcher of Ottawa be at once despatched to investigate 
the extent of the evil. In response to our request, both these gentlemen were sent on 
Thursday, 10th of June, and in addition Mr. W. M. Orr, Provincial Superintendent of 
Experimental Spraying, and Mr. John Craig, Horticulturist of the Central Experimental

:

I

About thirty growers representing our Association, especially those living in the 
Niagara district, met at St. Catharines, and proceeded with the party to Mr. Thonger’s farm, 
ten miles west of Niagara. Here the scientists, sent by the government, examined the 
trees said to be affected, and identified the insect as the dreaded San Jose Scale. They 
found a large number of trees affected. The1 party then gathered together and appointed 
Mr. W. M. Orr, Chairman, and L. Woolverton, Secretary. After several addresses the 
following resolution was carried unanimously.

Moved by L Woolverton, Secretary of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association, seconded by
H. Bunting of St. Catharines, and unanimously resolved 1. That this meeting, represent- 

in# the Ontario I1 mit Growers Association and the fruit growers of the Niagara district, desire 
to thank the Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion, and the Hon. John 
Dryden, Minister of Agriculture for Ontario, for the kind consideration shown by them in our 
welfare in sending us professors J. Fletcher and J. Craig from the Central Experimental Farm, 
Ottawa, and Professor J. Hoyes Panton of the Agricultural College, Guelph, and Mr. W. M. 
Orr, Superintendent of Spraying for Ontario, to meet us for the purpose of obtaining our views 
regarding the best means to be employed for the prevention of an invasion by the San Jose 
Scale.
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2. That this meeting earnestly request the Ministers of Agriculture, both for the Dominion 
and the Province of Ontario, to send out competent inspectors to inspect the orchards and 
nurseries in southern Ontario at the earliest possible date, and that, in case the area affected 
should be found to be small in extent, that the trees and plants affected be utterly destroyed 
and the owners compensated for the same, and if the pest is found to bo widely scattered, we 
request that very effective measures be adopted for the destruction of the insect.

3. That we ask the Dominion Government to pass vigorous legislation prohibiting the 
importât! in of nursery stock from the I'm ted S titles, except under the most rigorous inspection, 
and that the ports of entry through which such stock may be admitted, be confined to one or two 
points only.

4. That the importation of fruit from States where the orchards are known to be infested 
with the San José Scale be also entirely prohibited.

Another meeting of the growers about Winona, Hamilton and Burlington, was held 
at the Royal Hotel, Hamilton, on Saturday the 19th of June, at which the same officers 
presided, and the same gentlemen were present to represent the Dominion and the 
Province, except Dr. Fletcher. Prof. Panton of the O.A.O. Guelph, Prof. J. Craig of the 
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, and others addressed the meeting. A committee, 
consisting of A. H. Pettit, E. D. Smith, A. W. Peart, Geo. E. Fisher and W. M. Black, 
was appointed to bring in a resolution. The following is a copy of the resolution which 
was unanimously carried :

Resolved,—
1. That the importation from the United States, or any other country where the San José 

scale is known to exist, „f nursery stock and such fruits as arc affected by the scale, be entirely 
prohibited ;
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acrea, 
infested.
many trees have died.

critiJal eB,»mTnard Sho7™a.n>orchard ot 80,000 trees the scale was discovered ; after a 
critics1 examination only thirty trees were found infested. * ’
within three months about 1,000 trees were found infested.

Professor Smith of New Jersey urges upon the owners the 
stamping it out if they wish to preserve their orchards.

In some
thorough spraying has been given. The result; so far^btaine'd* from spraying however
thltTn South JerI«Ct0ry'h ^ alefr dated JanUary 13th- 1896' Professor.Smith reporte 
tnat in South Jersey orchards matters are much worse than they 1
in pThe Pe°rF*a Experimental Station Bulletin, 1897, says, two years ago few orchardista 
m Georgia had heard of the San José Scale. To-day, howevel, our fruit growers are
fiter ûiderstood.PeCt; ^ inC,'6a8e °f the 8cale and ita P™er to devastate are
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were a year ago.

I
It is at last realized that not only are our orchards in danger but the existence of all 

eciduous vegetation is threatened should the pest once become distributed generally

t w0oUuld°remT T A™ “ ^ h°pe °f jt U tinal extinction would he lost and
it would remain a standing menace forever. The people are clamoring for detailed inform

out the destruction of the wood on which it nourishes. Our first advice therefore is 
under any and all circumstances to grub up and burn infested trees.

JulvTm7at«ltTBbUlThn Puhliabed b7,the Ohio Agricultural Experimental Station dated 
: Tbe Pre*ence of this insect on any ones premises is a calamity and 

uncontrolled becomes a public danger that should not be tolerated. Against this most
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Heretofore orchards and nurseries were considered as the only places in special
thiH8w’R 'Tv* dlSrC°7rleS.°f the peat on forest »nd ornamental trees show8Pthat 
m«nl a m,Btttke- It has been found on the black walnut, mountain ash, basswood 
maple, willow, poplar, elm and chesnut. ’ ’

,, It.18. u.,«»lly the case that as we become more familiar with a species, some vulner
able point is found, or a stage during which it can be managed with greater ease than at 
other times, It must be confessed that in the case of the San Jose leak the bettTw^ 
« ° b(; “W* with !t the more we see to fear of its ravages, and of the great 
abor involved in its eradication. No one who has not seen the work of this pest where 
iVr Td fUi 8Way, Can its fearfully destructive nature. If then the variety

ected is not satisfactory or if the trees have passed their best, or the inner bark has 
teen discolored, it would be far better to end the matter at once and save expense and 
trouble by burning the trees. The only scale to be trusted is the dead Lie As far a2 
a“fPrtlCal TuT18 conoerned from natural enemies, this subject might be dismissed
thlt eiTerThfidf b®'® arf, no.ne' ” After making experiments there is nlthing to indicate 
that either the fungous or the insect enemies have had any influence even in holding the
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Thu Scale in Oanada.

the San Joe,' Scak at^C Thonger^èrcharJ Atg"c.ulture' learr>ed of the occurrence of

in the orchard of Mr. JolinPV°an'Horo™^1)* "n'16 8‘*n Joa<! SceIe in Ontario war on trees 
ary, 1897, on trees purchased from the Parrv Nn”^ °f K'mt’ near Ohatham, in Febru- 
A an Horn noticed that some of the trees a, ^.uraerles ,n New Jersey in 1895 Mr was forming on them. He sentspSens ^f tC8’ “f th“* 9 ^ encmstatfon 
Experimental Farm, Ottawa and was «t „ • / ' woo<* to Professor Fletcher of the
the Ssn José scale. Vigomus mealuret to i mf°rmed that h™ trees wereTnfestêd w S 
were treated with whale oil soap, two poundTtTüfT^6® WAre at ODOe begun. They 
two app lcat,o„8 of su|phu 8a|tP anJ ,Pe J^the gallon, two applications, followed by 
the results, and to make sure of their destruction " Yan ®orn was not satisfied with 
Mr Van Horn wrote in November savin* «Th pr?0t°d and burned the infested trees

r.'taSd*’1'0'1 prob*M% a
r if" Van b*0rna These were found infested „ml «, P d“ted °? 9 #arm 8°me miles from 

have not been able to visit this farm and do not knoTwTther »,Urncd ,98t tiPririg.
?.. The thlrd occurrence was in the orchard of Mr O Th ^ *nft'8t9tl0n rem»in«- 
Niagara-on-the-Lake. He thinks that th * , 1 hon8er> m the County of Lincoln

s»f
some of the affected wood to Professor HowaTd ?Cfappf;9rancf'° He sent 
Washington who pronounced it San Jos,: Sc*{e ^'f0! •he,U"partment of Agriculture, 
means be taken to stamp out the nest Mr Th ”d advl8ed that prompt and thorough 
accomplish this. He has sprayed hTs treîî av R6r,bTn at onoe earnestly workZ to 
soap solution, and used a wire brush successful week during the summer with whale'oil 
says that it is easier to destroy the ninety and-ni ne on S™? *ud ‘9rRtir limb3, bat he 
than the one on the small twie Mr Th • on the trunk and larger branch

hw:t-t° destroy the scale8' In his peaf orchard of iY'** the re9ult8 of
was first discovered, the vitality of the cl)ard of 150 trees, where the infestation
them all summer, as some of them were aim»,; ^ .8eri0'J8,y impaired, and after treati 
them all. He says that the infestation in his or h'8^’ upro°,ed and burned
covers eight times the area it did last snrine trP “ °[chard of sixteen hundred trees 
not live in this country as fruit growers alone whAth^8* f*® '8 °0nvinoe<1 that we can-

ÿ&sxsrmhe San José Scale and how to find it from him. d *h firat Practlc»l knowledge of
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4. Was on trees purchased from Lovett’s Nurseries, New Jersey, in 1894, and planted 
on a farm between Grimsby and Hamilton. Eight trees were found infested and 
at once dug up and burned.

6. Was on trees traced from the Lovett Nurseries in New Jersey, purchased in 1894, 
and planted on a farm between Hamilton and Oakville. Two trees were badly infested 
and were immediately destroyed by fire,

6. Occurrence No. 6 was on th*' hrme farm of Mr. John D. Wigle, near Kingsville, in 
the County of Essex. The infestation was brought to this orchard on Abundance Plum 
trees purchased from a dealer in 1894. They were planted alongside of a pear orchard of 
about sixteen hundred trees, nine years old.

In company with Messrs. G. Mills and M. Bronier, County and Township Fruit Tree 
Inspectors, we examined this orchard and found all the plum treesand about one hundred 
and fifty pear trees badly infested. There is little doubt but that the whole orchard ia 
affected beyond cure.

7. Is on Farm No. 2, belonging to Mr. J. D. Wigle, about half a mile distant from first 
orchard. This orchard consists of about five hundred plum trees which were bought from 
another dealer and planted in 1884. We found about one hundred trees infested. We 
examined a peach orchard adjoining and found it infested.

8. Was in a peach orchard near Kingsville. Our time was limited ; we only examined 
a few trees but found the scale. We did not see the owner, and have no information as to 
where the stock came from.

9. Was in a pear orchard half a mile from either of the other orchards examined. We 
did not see the owner and have no further information about this orchard.

10. Was on farm No. 3, belonging to Mr. J. D. Wigle, about one mile and a half from 
occurrence, No. 9. We found the scale quite prevelent in this orchard. Some of the 
trees planted here were bought from the same dealer as those on farm No. 2, and 
planted the same year. It is probable that every orchard in this immediate vicinity ia 
aflected. Mr. Wigle noticed that many of his trees were not doing well but could not dis
cover what the trouble was until he found the fruit covered with the scale.

were

wc re

11. Was an orchard near Niagara-on-the-Lake. The owner was not at home, and I 
could not get any information as to the source of infestation.

12. Was on orchard of about three hundred peach trees, located alongside occurrence 
No. 11, many of them badly infested. I could not get any information about this 
orchard as the owner was absent from the country.

We view with great anxiety the introduction of this most dreaded of all fruit pests 
into our country. We are surprised and alarmed at the extent to which it has already 
spread, and the serious damage done. Although it was thought two years ago that this 
scale could not exist in our country, and that we had nothing to fear from it, it 
appears that the climatic conditions are favorable. That we are in its life zone is proved 
by the rapidity wiih which it has multiplied in infested sections. Not only are our orch
ards and our vineyards in danger cf destruction but our forests also, except only conifers, 
pints and cedars. If unchecked there is no question but that it would soon overrun the 
country destroying all deciduous trees and plants and causing a loss of millions of dollars.

We do not know what extent of country is liable to be infested with the scale. It 
has already overrun the bounds assigned it by some leading entomologists in the United 
Slates. We have found it flourhhing where it had withstood a temperature of twenty 
degrees below zero. And Professor L. R. Taft, Horticulturist of the Agricultural College, 
Michigan, informed me that it had successfully withstood a temperature of from twenty 
to twenty-five degrees below zero in Michigan.
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As to the natural enemies of the scale, as already noted, Professor Webster pays
there are none of any practical service. The only treatment that has been effectual in 
very case is burning. Whale oil soap solution has failed in some cases. Hydrocyanic 
od gas has not been altogether satisfactory. Some have reported satisfactory résulta
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Dr. James Fletcher, Dominion Entomologist, then addressed the Association as
follows :

“ Mr. Orr’s very able and admirable report of this infestation in Ontario is very 
complete All I can do is to draw your attention to some of the dangers in regard to 
this infestation, and to warn you against taking as gospel some of the late writings of 
certain specialists in the United States who have studied this insect. The most danger
ous reports which have appeared are by two leading men there who have lately stated 
that this is not such a serious insect as it was supposed to be. Now, don’t for your 

sakes believe that. The San Jose scale is without comparison the most serious pest 
which has ever occurred in Canadian orchards. If you want to confirm this for your
selves, you have only to visit some of those orchards which Mr. Orr has mentioned. In 
the orchard of Mr. Thonger there were a great many trees so thoroughly covered with 
the scale last spring that, notwithstanding any treatment he might have applied or any 
method he might have used to eradicate the pest, those trees would have died. At the 
same time, notwithstanding his careful and constant attention, the scale has spread, as he 
has told us, through a large part of his orchard during this summer. Another dangerous 
statement—not for entomologists, but for farmers—is this : That this scale does not 
spread very rapidly. Now, the experience of Mr. Thonger tells us that practically it does 
spread very rapidly. An infested tree becomes seriously infested during tie summer in 
which it is first infested, but does not s{tread very rapidly compared with some other 
insects. We find, however, that one infested tri e becomes a very serious source of infesta
tion to other trees ; it becomes almost useless itself in the second season. It has been 
calculated that this insect will kill a vigorous tree in three or four years. It is not as 
much at home here as in California and, th- refore, the fatality to the trees has not been 
so rapid. With regard to treating trees, there are three methods advised : (1) Total
eradication—dig up the tree and burn it; (Ü) Treatment with soap mixtures ; and (3) 
Tryttment with gas. But it must be borne in mind and should have very great emphasis
laid upon it, that a tree once seriously infested can never be sound again_never be a
profitable tree for you to save and keep in your orchards ; Mr. Thonger’s method of 
cleaning his trees with a broom or brush, which has been referred to, is a very dangerous 
thing to make public. It looks to be so effective that many people who will not take the 
great care Mr. Thonger does and follow up with a thorough spraying, might adopt it, but it 
is utterly impossible to brush a tree on all its little twigs where these scales spread to ; and 
ff you shelter yourself behind the assumption that you have cleaned the tree, when you 
have only half done it, you have left your work in just as bad a condition as it can be for 
the scale to go on and destroy other trees ; for, if you left it alone, the tree would have 
been killed by the scale and would have been taken out as a consequence, but if you save 
it, it will go on spreading the infestation, and that is why I think this is a dangerous 
method. Although it appears to be effective, it is most ineffective, because it will leave 
enough scales alive to do a great deal of harm. With regard to the life history, it is 
not worth while telling you the details. It behooves everyone of you to say to everyone 
you come in contact with that this is a serious pest and that we have to fight against 
it and to do it now. Now, whatever condition our bill may be left in when it comes 
through the L-gislature, the very fact that your Minister has prepared that bill should 
make every fruit grower in this country recognize that he is doing all he can to help you 
in this matter. When the first scare arose in 1894, as a warning to fruit growers I used 
up several pages of my report in telling fruit growers to wake up, that the scale would most 
probably come here, and, if so, it would do them a great deal of harm. Now, it is an 
important matter to find out whether a scale found in an orchard is really the San Jose 
scale or not, because there are some other scales that are so nearly like it that it takes a 
specialist to distinguish them under a compound microscope. I do not mean the ordinary lens 
or magnifying glass ; a microscope is a much stronger instrument with which small bodies 
are examined, ai d a special instrument is necessary to tell whether this is the San Jose 
scale or not. Now, don’t suppose that because you find a scale in great abundance on

own
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life histories of insects One of the peculiaritien • It »» necessary to understand the 
tree very seriously infested even nnto death aj vet theT ,0U ™ay tind a single
trees around it. That was the case in Mr *♦» 8pe‘-le8 doe8 not spread to other
because they were standing beside the fence where theylot not -Th6 tr6e8 Were killed 
to make a healthy growVh. The consequence was that £int'f”’M encou,r.B8ement 
scale attacked them so seriously that they died If this n> feeble condition the 
demned and he had been obliged tn that mana orchard had been
useless loss. It was nnt. eh» h.* i„„____,y 8 great m8,IJy ,tree8’ there would have_______

microscopical examination was one a ou Id be scarcely told from it
that orchard being infested at this “2°’ “"V*1 conlirmat*on,

some of the few scales which were on the othe * t 8eaton> lt U perfectly clean, and 
natural parasites. I only want to emnhaÎL that bti6n <le8troyed by ^eir

exactly. Now you have not time and it is not advisable'foryou ^ 8°ale

microscopes and examine these matters for yourself. Why should v * g6t

taken from Mr. Van Horn’s orchard He thought he h “] k*606 “V"! °f the peacb treea 
this insect, and he sent me some twigs from the l28ll c,ean of

found there was the slightest chance ofthis being the San” IaplT}te^ The moment he 
to be examimd. Directly he was told that they were he^skeTfor^h6^ °“ 8pecimena

p smcç tsséSïi™L"Lrz.TE^ imip,otau,r“

you, this insect attacks a great many different kindsITtreesTn.f'h6''’!?8 °,rr ha8 told
a great many kinds of timber trees ^ The subject for rli= 8 d shfub8, 14 also attacks 
how we can know it. It is an exceedingly difficile d u8slon 18 tbe San Jose scale and 
would not advise you to worry Jours II 8 or "last T “I f™!‘ «ro™. a“d I 
.microscope to find" out whetij, ît hte scale o, not Mut

it to one of the sources of reference you have and you wil J® 0p® and 8en(1
on ; but-there are one or two rule-of-thumb methodsly w ich vou eaTl y°U ?“ re'y 
to some sort of understanding yourselves as to whefher iti/tk e Ï any rate c°me 
One of the characteristic effects of el.,. r nether it is the San Jose scale
decided reddening or purpling of the tissues beneath t°k ‘k® 7°UDg green wood is » very 
particularly in the pear sLlker t2e broke !h 2® .ba5k-you «“d traces of it,
around to illustrate this point.) P'Then you may lose T88 ,holdl.ng and Passed it
large scales on the young wood are the l ^ . 80™e tlme ln deciding whether the
l«M Ï» .k.t „„a»»-." “» .rn.lt , h„„
these female San Jose scales that get onto the vountr « on ]d * 808 68 °“ the 8ame wood, but
that are lower down on the twL The^theJ Ve/y mu?h ,ar8er than those
insect attacks a great many different kinds of trL, 8it mells thï everv^' 2“ “8 th'8 
ornamental ground, every garden in the country as well «Jlk Ï ‘î l7 cemetery, every 
are liable to be destroyed by this insect ,f b in/,’,! T 2 °rchards of the fruit growers, 
fdy against it. Nowfin cleaning out anl Z d t is'not”» "all ” ^ p,,°Vid6 80,116 r™'- 
m the United States or here in Canada to overinnk «Llf at a11 a“ ““usual practice either 
infested trees. I have here a See of currant hnlh 8.hnib8 th,at,are «'«wing beneath 
orchards, and the bushes were almost as badly infestJd2°the °f the,nfe8ted Canadian
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would be infested from the bushes, if you will examine that twig you will see 
what an exceedingly easy matter it would be to overlook the scale, 
also see on the twig many other objects that are frequently mistaken for the San Jose 
scale. Not only are there scales that resemble the San Jose scale so closely that it can 
be decided what they are only by microscopic examination of what may be called the 
41 animal ” beneath the scale, but there are many things that look like scales and which are 
not. There are some corky objects or organs upon the bark of many trees or shrubs 
that are known by the name of lenticels I will give you a rough and ready way of tell
ing whether suspicious objects found are lenticels or scales, namely, push them gently 
with your nail ; if they are scales they will be moved off very easily ; if, on the other 
hand, they are lenticels, you will have to tear the tissue of the bark to remove them. I 
have had, during the last year, a great many different objects sent in to me to know if 
they were the San Jose scale, and, although I knew that many fruit growers and people 
who don’t study entomology very closely had rather vague ideas about what insects 
were, I was rather surprised to find large caterpillars and spiders and beetles sent in to 
know if they were the San Jose scale. (Laughter.) But I do not mention this to dis
courage such sendings. Find out all you can. It shows a demand for knowledge on 
this subject by the people who are interested, and that is just what we want to stir up. 
Now some of you gentlemen may have thought yesterday morning that I rather scolded 
in talking about the neglect of spraying. You may think what you like of me—that I 
scold you, or anything you like—but do spray your trees if you want to save your money. 
It is not only saving seventy per cent, of your fruit, it is saving seventy cents out of every 
dollar, and that is what we want to do. That is why I keep on—line upon line, pre
cept upon precept. That is why Mr. Orr keeps at it with' his reports from year to year) 
that is why the Entomological Society keeps on year after year advising, {Spray, spray, 
spray ! But it must be acknowledged that the fruit growers do not seem to see the 
importance of this information. How much discussion on insects did you have last year! 
Not a minute. Nobody, apparently, thought that fruit growers were interested in insects 
at the last annual meeting of this society ; there was nothing asked about insects, but 
yet it was one of the worst seasons for insect injuries that we have had for many years. 
Now, gentlemen, I tell you you are interested in insects. You have about one hundred 
different insects that attack your various crops every year. Out of that one hundred, 
about ninety-five have been sufficiently studied for specialists to give you a remedy which 
will save you a large proportion of your loss ; therefore, if you have not got time to make 
money, you are a peculiar class of people ; and knowing about these things generally 
enables you to find time. Just one word more while I think of it. Mr. Orr 
spoke of the San Jose scale as an armored scale. Now, you may wonder what an armored 
scale is, because it is just another of those descriptive words that the entomologist uses 
for his own edification. . An armored scale in contrast with an unarmored scale is an 
insect which covers itself with a separate scale in the same way as the Oyster-shell Bark- 
louse. A short time after the young scale hatches it comes to rest and then secretes 
from its body a waxy protecting scale. Tnis makes it impervious to many treatments. 
The New York plum scale belongs to another class, the brown hardened scale in this 
instance being really the skin of the insect, but it is almost as impervious to treatment as 
the others. As Mr. Orr told you, it succumbs when treated with the kerosene emulsion. 
The San Jose Scale has the most enormous power of multiplication. One scale may pro
duce a family of over three thousand millions in a year. They spread over the tree upon 
which they are bom and very soon reduce its vigor, so that it is almost impossible to save 
it. Why it does not spread rapidly to other trees, when it spreads so rapidly upon the 
tree itself, is because this insect has the power of motion for only one or, at most, two 
days, when it is very young, immediately after birth. Instead of going through the 
ordinary process of being produced from the egg, then the larva, and then to a chrysalis 
form, and then a perfect insect, as most insects do, the egg period is passed inside the 
mother insect, so the San Jose scale practically bears young alive. One female when 
matured—it takes about forty days for it to come to maturity—begins to produce young 
at the rate of from ten to fifteen in the twenty-four hours, and keeps that up for six 
weeks, so that there is a family of between four hundred and six hundred in the first
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work done in the United States division of entomology at Washington, at the 
same time I say the results are such that it is not wise for us yet to adopt 
the remedy. There are from time to time new remedies coming to the surface in 
this work of fighting insects, but we must be cautious in adopting new methods. A 
few years ago a material was very highly recommended by some entomologist for fight
ing the canker worm, and some fruit growers destroyed dozens of trees by using it. 
Therefore, let us wait before trying these new remedies, and I would recommend you 
for the present not to use the pure kerosene. If you like to do it, you may get good 
results, but I will have nothing to do with it till I get better results than I have in the 

' have tried. What then can we do 1 Is there any remedy for the 
question of doing something, but what is the best remedy 1 The best 

treatment so far as I can find from my experiments is to spray the trees in the autumn 
with the kerosene emulsion—the mixture of two gallons of coal oil with one gallon of 
soap suds, churning these together till it is of a creamy nature, which takes five minutes, 
and then mix that with from four to six times its quantity of water. This should be 
sprayed over the trees as soon as the leaves fall ; and then in the spring before the new 
growth begins these same trees are to be sprayed with soft soap or fish oil soap made 
with potash so that it will remain liquid, and of the strength of two pounds in one 
gallon of water. Now remember the strength. Mr. Thonger’s experiments were spoken 
of and it was stated that he had tried the whale oil soap specially, but he didn’t get the best 
results because he used a mixture which did not contain enough soap. He used one 
pound in five gallons. You must follow the recipe if you want the results. Mr. 
Thonger was experimenting when he used a weaker solution more frequently to get the 
same results. He found that he did not get them, and we are told distinctly in every 
Bulletin that has been published on this subject that two pounds of soap to one gallon 
of water are necessary. As a consequence, he has not cleaned out his orchard as it 
ought to be. It is difficult to spray the tops of trees thoroughly with mixtures, so if 
want to do effective work
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you can without “ breaking the heart of the tree,” as fruit growers say. Spray your trees 
directly the leaves fall with the kerosene emulsion. During the winter prune them 
down, and then in the spring spray them again with the whale oil or fish oil soap. Whale 
oil soap is much more expensive in Canada than in the United States, but, if the fruit 
growers of Ontario require large quantities they certainly can get it in the same advan- 
trgeous manner as the people in the United States. The wholesale price in the United 
States is four cents a pound for the best potash soap that you would require to use iu 
this work. Here, I am sorry to say, it is sometimes twenty cents, bought in small quantities, 
and that is why fruit growers have hesitated to go to the expense necessary ; and as we 
have been so much fed with pap in this country by governments—in this matter, as is 
usually the case—we are waiting till the Government helps us. Now, gentlemen, this is not 
a matter for the Government to help you in at all. They may do it, but it is of free 
grace if they do. Every man has got to stand on his own feet and fight his own 
tight. Fight your own battle now. This is a very bad insect. You have had bad 
it.sects before, but you didn’t go whining to the Government about them. Be men about 
this as you are about other parts of your work. Go ahead and find out if this is in your 
orchard, or not ; and let me remind you that such a suicidal policy as trying to hide the 
fact, if you are so unfortunate as to find the scale on your trees, is not worthy of you as 
Canadians, for the only way to stamp out this terrible enemy is to report it promptly on 
discovery. You should get to work at once and find out if you have the San Josed scale 
on our trees. Send in your specimens to one who knows, to find out if you have this 
scale, and if you have, fight it for all you are worth.

size

At the conclusion of Mr. Fletcher’s address the proposed San Jose Scale Bill was 
fully discussed. As the bill has since become law and the wishes of the Association largely 
met, it is unnecessary to repeat here tho details of the discussion which were mainly in the 
form of individual opinions of the various clauses of the bill and suggestions which have 
been incorporated in the bill. The following resolution was passed :

Moved by A. H. Pettit, seconded by G. E. Fishes, that a commission be appointed, confuting of the 
President, Mr. E. D. Smith, M. Burrell, Mr. O. C. James, and A. H. Pettit, to take into consideration the 
matter of the proposed Bill by the Ontario Legislature for the destruction of the San Jose Scale, and to
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be deemed necessary to have^sed'byt^Domin^’"!' a”d ita connect|ons with such legislation as mavbe
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1. This Act may be cited as The San Jo»e Scale Act.
2. In this Act the word “ Minister ”

Province of Ontario.
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such officer or other competent person, appointed as aforesaid, but nothing in this section 
shall apply to any plant imported into the Province within a period of one j ear prior to 
the examination by the officer aforesaid.

11. Any person neglecting to carry out the provisions of this Act, or any person 
offering any hindrance to the carrying out of this Act, shall, upon summary conviction, 
be liable to a tine of not lees than #20 nor more than #100 together with costs, and in 
default of payment thereof shall be subject to imprisonment in the common goal for a 
period of not iess that ten days nor more than thirty days,

12. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may by order direct that other scale insects 
than the San Jose Scale may be included in the provisions of this Act, and thereafter 
during the continuance of such Order in Council the word “scale”in this Act shall include 
all such other scale insects. Public notice of such Order-in-Oouncil shall be given by 
publication in two successive issues of The Ontario Gazette.
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FURTHER HINTS ON SPRAYING.

Dr. Flbtcher, being asked to continue his talk on insects, said ; At the last meeting 
of your Association there was very little said about injurious insects, and apparently very 
few questions were asked about them. Now, it is not that they are not of interest to you ; 
but you are mistaken in your idea that there, are other things of more interest to you. 
Any one cause which deprives you of a large percentage of your profits every year is of 
very great importance to fruit growers, the same as anybody else whose business is making 
money ; and every year you lose much from the attacks of the same kinds of insects, which 
recur year after year and concerning which already practical remedies are known. A 
practical remedy is one which is so easy that it can be applied without fear of making mis
takes—is yet effective, so as to carry out the work that you propose to do with it—and 
at the same time does not cost too much, in fact, does not cost more than it is worth • 
and if you have a remedy which meets all these requirements you then have a practical 
remedy. Then, I say, you have practical remedies already known and worked out for 
most of the insects which attack your crops. I have found that the insect each 
considers the worst in the country is the one that he suffers from. There are some of 
frequent occurrence that it may be well to speak of We have spoken a good deal 
about spraying in this meeting, and I think you are all pretty well persuaded that spraying 
is a good practice. Bulletins are appearing from time to time giving the results of this 
spraying work, and in Mr. Orr’s concise report you find evidence that it paid very
well indeed those fruit growers in whose orchards he sprayed, to have their tr< es treated_
so much so, that some of them said, if they had sprayed their whole orchard, they would 
have made a very great saving this year. I know such has been the result of spraying in 
nearly every instance where it has been practised carefully and with proper materials. 
Now in spraying it is practically of just as much importance to use a proper instrument 
as it is to use the propel materials ; therefore you must have a good spray pump ; and I 
would advise you all in looking fora spray pump, instead of looking for the lowest priced 
ones first, begin at the top, at the highest priced, and work down till you come to the one 
that you can afford. There is no such false economy as buying a cheap pump or trying 
to do this work cheaply, and the saving that you make in a few dollars originally expended 
in buying a pump is only comparable with that very foolish but very frequently practised 
economy—or false economy—of buying cheap seeds. I have a great number of seeds 
submitted to me every year for examination, of the different clovers, and quite recently 
I had a sample of two large purchases which had been made of alsike seed. Now, the 
difference between the prices of these seeds was two cents a pound, and when you 
buy one pound the difference between seven and a half cents and nine and a half cents 
seems a good deal ; but when you remember that you only want from six to eight pounds 
for a whole acre, you see what a foolish economy it is, for in saving twelve cents you 
may lose many times as many dollars in the crop you reap and subsequent labor in 
eradicating weeds. So with spraying. In buying a cheap spray pump you may not
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insecticide for all insects upon which it falls. It runs over the body and closes up the 
breathing pores—insects do not breathe through their mouths as we do, but 
thr< ugh breathing pores along their sides, and a drop of oil placed on an insect is a very 
much speedier way of killing it than cutting its head off, because its head is only ot use 
to it for eating its food, and for biting sometimes. Another insect which is doing a great 
deal of harm in Western Ontario now, is the Oyster shell Bark louse—a bark louse not in 
the least similar in appearance, nor indeed in life history, to the San Jose scale. While 
the San Jose scale is viviparous, bearing its young fully formed to go out at once and 
begin their life, the Oyster shell Bark louse only lives apparently for a short time, and 
for the rest of the year appears on our trees, as it does now, in the shape of a waxy scale, 
covering a mass of white eggs. These eggs hatch at one time of the year, in this part of 
Canada probably from the 25th June till about the 4th or 5th July. There are two 
methods of treatment for this insect which are effective. One is the spraying of the 
trees with kerosene emulsion during the winter or about the beginning of July, when 
the young are moving about on the twigs. If it were possible to reach every insect with 
the spray, the summer application would be the best, but unfortunately the leaves are so 
thick at that time of year that I think the most effective treatment is in the spring before 
the leaves open, when the trees may be sprayed with the kerosene emulsion and very 
good results secured. At the same time we know that this insect, perhaps more than any 
other, attacks weakened trees ; therefoie, if you find trees badly infested with the Oyster- 
shell Bark-louse, the first thing to do is, if your orchard is in grass, plow up the grass, 
cultivate the land, and fertilize the trees so as to give them renewed vigor to throw off 
the attacks of its enemies, and then apply your remedies for the insect, to destroy it from 
the trees.
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occur.Mr. Burrell : What is the strength of kerosene emulsion in the winter for Oyster- 

shell Bark louse.
Dr. Fletcher : One to nine—the standard Riley-Hubbard formula The tent catei- 

pillars have been very abundant and injurious all through Canada during the past year. 
In British Columbia they were a perfect plague. Through the Northwest Territories and 
Manitoba alike *hey were destructive to all shrubs that were liable to their attacks. In 
Ontario it has been injurious in this part of the Province on orchard trees as well 
as in Nova Scotia. In the Ottawa district, for miles along the Ottawa river, 
groves of aspens have been stripped of eviry vestige of leaf, and serious injury has been 
done in the ornamental grounds at Ottawa. Now, I have very little sympathy for any 
one who lets the tent caterpillar distroy his trees. The life-hi tory is well known. The 
eggs are laid about mid-summer, and in a very few weeks the young caterpillars are 
formed inside the eggs—they can He found there now fully formed ; but they do not 
emerge from the eggs till May, and then for some time after they have emerged they 
are very conspicuous in the orchards by reason of their silvery-white tents, which 
can be very easily picKed off by any one who sees them on his trees. Again, during 
the winter the eggs are very conspicuous, and those who have once learned to recognize 
them find them easily, and they can be hand-picked from the trees in the same way 
that the nests containing hundreds of young caterpillars are in the spring If these 
precautions have been neglect»d, the ordinary spraying which should be applied to all 
fruit trees year after year, of Paris green and Bordeaux mixture, to kill leaf-eating 
insects and fungous diseases in i he spring, will equally well destroy the tent caterpillars. 
I do not think of any other widespread pests, which during the last season have been 
troublesome, but if for a few minutes you will ask questions concerning any particular 
insects 1 will answer you shortly, giving the best remedies for those you want to know 
most about.

Some pests have been very abundant in some sections, but they have decreased in 
numbers at other places, and the ordinary infestation of cut worms and canker worms, 
bud moth, cigar case-bearer, insects that we have year after year, have all succumbed to 
well known methods I need not tell you that if you want information about these 
insects I shall be delighted to help you all 1 can if you let me know your wants.
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• ,.Dr *LETCH*R : The canker-worm is very hard to fight, because we find that if it 
is allowed to grow more than half its size it is not so susceptible to injury from Paris 
green as many other insects. When canker-worms infest an orchard they never appear 
very suddenly. Sometimes you notice them only after they have multiplied enormously 
but they have by that time been some years in the orchard, although you have not 
noticed them. The female moths have no wings and consequently cannot fly Therefore 
if an orchard is thoroughly cleared of this pest it must take some time before it can be 
a.ram infested ihe females are spider-like creatures which run fast and a-e easily carried 
from orchard to orchard on farm implements etc, and one batch of eggs willgivJenough 
carerp,liars to start an attack, which, if not controlled, might end in thr defoliation of 
the whole orchard. The best remedy where the trees are small is spraying with Paris
sprayed#wUh'Par^s green*’ the. flawer8,hlve dropped ; and/if the trees are
sprayed with Paris green and Bordet x mixture, that is the best remedy for canker-
worm. Along the shores of Lake Erie, where there are some very large trees and in 
I'mnnssih/Y* N°Va iC°tla where treee have been Panted very close together, it is
fashioned f *CC°T uf their clo8ene88 a“d of their size ; then the old-
fashioned method of painting on the trees a mixture of printer’s ink and oil or resin
h theabe0srt0remTdytiXP ed “ an“Ual rep°rt8’which are at everybody’s’disposal,

Rev. Mr. Andrews : The same caterpillar was on the raspberry the last few years.
Dr. Fletcher : There are two caterpillars which attack raspberries ; one is known as 

the looper on account of the way it walks, and the other, which is hairy, is the cater-
ereen ^Th6 pi8PWry SlW‘flv- Both of these are easily treated with hellebore or Paris 
green. The Pans green may be used, because the fruit is not formed when the caterpillars

Mr. Tyb: One caterpillar is a small one which covers the whole limb with 
as it eats, and the other one clears the leaves of the tree off as they 

Dr. Fletcher : What tree 1 
Mr. Tyb : Every tree.

rem«dlr',HFifrCf Pr°.bauly refer t0 the red-necked caterpillar of the apple-the
remedy is to cut off the bough, bearing from 150 to 200 caterpillars. The first one- 
with the web—is probably the tent caterpillar that I spoke of 1

Mr. Tyb : No, it is quite small and brown ; it will cover half a limb over as it goes.
Dr: Then it m»y be the Fall Web-worm. Paris green, or cutting off

the webs directly they appear, are the best remedies. I should like to ask the fruit 
growers present if they have noticed, during the past summer, injury to grapes by » 
small caterpillar which attacked grapes, webbed them together, and ate out the 
tents, not particularly injuring their appearance, but injuring them for the
bj^growersVe 1 f°Un<1 them 10 8raPea from the whole Niagara district.

Mr. McNeill : An occasional one—perhaps four or five in twenty acres.
. „L P,r Fl,t™kr : I don’t know any remedy to suggest, because it is too rare. It was 
found by Dr. Saunders many years ago, and has not occurred very much, but I noticed
d^they notT ^ ^ ^ tlm6‘ The grape8’ 1 flncy- remain hanging on the bunches, 

Mr. McNeill : Yea, and are looped together in a way.
Dr Fi-*TCHBR: The caterpillar, when full grown, drops from the grape and passes 

iÎformat?onm h6Chry8a l8 8tate' 1 know of any remedy and merely ask for

infrn^Ir'J°Nf8nI kj°W °rf 8 iInal1 "reen worm’ about ^alf »n inch in length, recently 
introduced into Canada. It eats right into the side of the apple when the fruit is green.
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Dr. Fletcher : It grows an inch longer before it is full grown. Mr. Woolverton 
sent me one specimen, but it is not at all of common occurrence. Spraying with Paris 
green is the remedy which has been used in the State of New York.

Mr. Dermott : Is the plum borer the same thing as the peach borer 1
Dr. Fletcher : No, it is not the same. The plum boarer is the larva of one of the 

bronze Buprestis beetles. The peach borer is the caterpillar of a moth. The remedies 
for both are the same, though.

Mr. Tweedle : What do you call the insect that gouges the young apples and pears 
with holes 1
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Dr. Fletcher : That probably may be the same insect that Mr. Jones asked about 
—the green caterpillar of a gray moth that comes out late in the autumn, the Gray 
Pinion is the English name of it—or, on the other hand, it may be a beetle. There is a 
beetle that gouges plums as you describe and cute a crescen' uuch larger than the 
Plum Ourculio. Most of these insects work early in the morning.

Mr. Tweedle : We hunted in vain for that in the day time, and a neighbor sug
gested to look lor them just at dusk. It is a green worm about five-eighths of an inch 
long.
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Dr. Fletcher : I have generally found these caterpillars early in the morning— 
probably they feed all night.
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Mr. Dermott : Is there any better method of destroying peach borers than just 
digging them out 1

Dr. Fletcher : Mr. Martin Burrell has made a careful study of the peach borer 
during the past summer. I don’t know, as far as my own experience goes, which is 
very limited, that there is a much better remedy ; but he has been trying some washes 
during the past summer. The wash that I have recommended is the Saunders wash, 
made with ordinary soft soap diluted with a saturated solution of washing soda, and in 
that about two ounces of carbolic acid may be used to the gallon. So that it is a carbolized 
soap wash,

Mr. Dermott : Would that be a preventive, or a cure 1
Dr. Fletcher : A preventive—its object is to keep the insects from laying eggs on

the tree.
Rev. Mr. Andrews : When should that be applied 1
Dr. Fletcher : That depends on the time the peach borer begins to lay eggs in this 

district, at any ra*e soon after midsummer, and it should be kept on for the later 
months of the season.

Mr. Burrell : No experiments are satisfactory unless they have been carried out 
for a good length of time. There is this much about the peach borer : any application 
that does not stop on the trees for a considerable length of time is practically no good, 
because we have ascertained beyond any doubt that the peach borer moth does not 
commence laying its eggs until—at least in our orchard—July 16th to 20th ; so that if 
the borers are all cleaned out of the trees you would be perfectly safe in applying your 
washes then. But then the moth would keep on emerging right on from that time till 
the end of October. Prof. Smith, of New Jersey, says early in October is as late as they 
fly, but I find them to the end of October, so that if the wash won't stop on the tree till 
the end of October it is no good. The only wash that is able to do that is the wash 
recommended to me by Prof. Smith, composed of ordinary cement and skim milk ; and 
this wash, when we applied it about the 15th July or earlier than that, was almost as 
good in the middle of September as it was when I applied it ; and, although in our experi
mental part we do not have enough borers to make a test case, Prof. Smith tells me it has 
been satisfactory to him, and I'would rather have it than any other wash. Prof. Lang- 
ton has come to the conclusion that most washes are not satisfactory, although the coal 
tar one has been very good with him ; but the main thing is that no eggs are laid before
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Mr Obr : I would like to ask Prof. Taft what is his opinion in regard to the San 
h.Tbeenin" MichiganÎ “ “dV,8able *° °r dMtro^ k at «« Î what his experience

Prof. Taft :
>f one of the 
'he remedies v„j,„ , .. 1.agref entirely with the remarks made this afternoon, that if a tree is

S e!'ted “ w-11 not pay to try to sa,e it ; at once cut it out and burn it. On the 
otLer hand, a small, valuable and healthy tree I would attempt to save by spraying and 
cur law provides for that. It says that the inspectors shall either order theTrèef tobe 
effectually sprayed or destroyed. That was based on our experience in spraying It has
ttrgT™Lu,,:«oeiiido"’ “d “wm **• “ '“■* *ppi™<««dton»k. 1es and pears
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Mr. Burrell: What do you spray with?
Prof Taft : I have used generally for the first spraying the kerosene emulsion 

made w,th a large quantity of whale oil soap, about one part of kerosene andlur of

Prof. Fletcher: That is a winter wash;

eighbor sug- 
s of an inch

) morning—
. Pr°Lu AFl: ,YCm 1 8m sPeakin8 n°w entirely of winter washes. Following that I 
have used the whale-oil soap applied hot, at the strength of two pounds to thegallon 08f water

zürjsix gri“ rr» ;,rl,d ,it bo,b ^ »■* Æ-s :sth, inL,!. i. • ' • * p of- Fletcher 8ay> lf we spray thoroughly, and can reach all of 
does ,U8t T,Pa7 t0 kil1 the hundredth one as it is the ninety-nine; but it
effectively! * ’ r0"8h 8pr“yin«' a”d is ^Possible to spray a large tree

Mr. Orr: Would you head the trees in before treating?
brancPhe0sf'thatFTi: think1 pr?fM tbat-head in and thin out ; take out all the
to be snrsvld 1 ^ 1 be.8pa.red from the tree, and thus of course reduce the surface

Lk lZe^f, Wel1 88 0 re U ? bfttfr chance t0 spray what remains; and in cutting
stubs to the Irma 'andT °*i f ® peach,8nd aPP,e 1 h«ve cut both so as to leave nearly odd o the. arms, and in that way on,y can we expect to spray thoroughly and effectually.

Mr. Orr: What is your summer treatment?
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Prof. Taft: We have not done anything, because we have only foutfd about four
cTe o? tworee"Ih™^ ‘° T the tr”a * *»■ * other cas'es theîe weïeonîy
and bum them At ïh P “t W® th°USht U beat to take ‘hem out, root and branch* 
„7 ‘ , At,tbj en? of our 8Pray>ng examinations we had remaining, growing

tod we found°nra T P \ ^ any 8cale 0D- aod were cut back and sprayed!™ one i pra.ctloaI,y 0° aca'e-not enough to spray at that time. We found recently 
t 0, PlaCteH t f6W 8cattered 8cal®. and they would be sprayed, and we hoped to clean them out, but when we would have sprayed in the summer time we found nothing.

Mr. Twkedlk : Did you cut the trees in the summer t 
Prof. Taft : We did not find anything to spray.
Mr. Twbedlk : How would the trees stand it by cutting them back ?

durir!rMl;FLdInA tb,e.ua8e °f the Pf8Ch they would be injured, but I think it was 
iring March and April they were cut back, and our spraying was done then too.

Mr. Burrell : This spraying was kerosene, one to four I 
Prof. Taft : Yes 
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half cents a^nd^and ^ “ POt”8h fish.011 BoaP that waa 8old at a cost of three and a 
jiB ,v Pound> a“d m preparing this we made the water practically boiling and 
d°'V„ed thet used at the rate of what would be finally a pound of soap to five
gallons of water, and then added our kerosene at the rate of a gallon to four JaHons and
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applied it as warm as it was at the time. We had to use gloves, in fact, to handle the 
spray rods. It was probably 160° to 170°.

The Chairman : A question has been handed in—'What is the value of dried 
moss in packing fruit for export, such as can be got from Welland County 1” Has any 
one any experience or knowledge of this matter i

Mr. Burrell : I have heard of some person in Toronto sending some pears to England 
packed in that way, and with good success. Prof. Robertson spoke about it yesterday; I 
asked him that question. It is a great absorbent—very, very dry, and I suppose it is the 
same thing as sphagnum—peat moss—which Prof. Robertson explained is a very strong 
absorbent, and also it kept heat in, and he thought it would be a good thing in an ordi
nary compartment, not cold storage, because it would protect the fruit and absorb the 
moisture.
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The President : I can partially answer that question, regarding the latter part of 
it. We always use this sphagnum moss for packing the trees, and have done so for years. 
Formerly we obtained it for the hauling, some twelve miles from our premises at Fonthill, 
but for the last two or three years there has been a company operating that, having 
purchased the marshes there, and we have had to purchase moss from them. Last year 
for the fiist time we purchased it put up in bales all ready picked. I forget the price, 
but it was not great. Any one can obtain it from this company in Welland County, 
who are trying to introduce it as bedding for horses.

Mr. E. D. Smith : In what shape do they offer it—full of little roots, or clean ?
The President • No, all the roots are picked out, and the moss itself has been 

picked apart, and it is packed in bales ready for use.
Mr. Twebdi.e : I heard it is sold in St. Catharines for horse bedding at $11 a ton.
The President : My recollection is it was about $10 a ton, taken in quantity.
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REPORT OF THE FRUIT COMMITTEE.

Your committee have much pleasure in reporting that considering the short crop of 
apples for the season of 1897 we find a very cieditable display on the tables before us at 
the annual meeting for this year.

First we find a collection of apples shown by Mr. Dempsey, of Trenton, consisting of 
twenty-four varieties, all very fine for this year. Among them worthy of notice is an 
extra choice plate of Northern Spys, a fine plate of Ontarios, some good specimens of 
Mann, Fallawater, Stark, Hubbartsons. Non-such, etc. There was also among this collec
tion some of the newer sorts, such as Boiken, a large sized yellow, only fair in quality, but 
apparently a good keeper ; another known as Horn, very fair size, red and rather hand
some in appearance but quality only fair ; and also another very handsome apple resemb
ling somewhat a large sized well colored Wealthy, and quite equal to that variety in 
quality and about the same season. Mr. Dempsey also shows eight varieties of pears, 
among them the Idaho, Mount Vernon, Josephine, Duchess de Bordeaux, the latter anew 
pear of good quality, medium size, season December ; a fine Buerre Grise, Kieffer, and a 
seedling from Josephine.

Mr. Huggard, of Whitby, shows a good collection of apples mostly standard varieties, 
but among them a seedling of fair size and appearance, fair quality, and said to be an extra 
good keeper. This seedling was grown by Mr. S Wilson, of Whitby. Mr. Huggard 
also exhibits several varieties of pears of his own growing.

Mr. Wellington shows a number of American pippins of good size and splendid keep
ing qualities.

Mr. A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines, shows a nice collection of pears, among them 
fine specimens of Anjou, Buerre Diel, Josephine, Lawrence, Mount Vernon and Kieffer.
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o handle the
W. M. Orr, of Fruitland, shows two plates of well preserved Vergennes grapes.
R 0. Tye, of Haysville, shows a fine sample of Drop d’Or apple, and a Mr Stewart 

shows a large, very fine appearing seedling, but of poor quality.
.'8 also a“ exhib't of a large Prussian apple called Brood, grown at Port 

qDUa%. 1 “ V6ry arge’ han S°mely coiored- BPPle> Réguler in shape §and only fair

Pr0LtaUÔÎtlrwâhKWlf a,c°llectio.n bixt7 varieties of apples, grown at the Expert- 
farm Ottawa, half of them of Russian origin. A few of the latter are worthy of 

cultivation but many of them are worthless for this country. Among the old standard 
sorts were fair sized samples of La Rue, Ontario, McIntosh Red
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WELCOME FROM THE LOCAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Mr. J. S. Lockib said : » I am here on behalf of the Waterloo Horticultural Societv 
to welcome this Association to Waterloo ; and it is now eminently fitting that we as a 
Society should welcome this Association, because had it not been for them I think there 
is very little doubt, we would have had no horticultural society in Waterloo so far We
nth “ Pe,r80n! 6XpeTnC® m;h® makin8 of horticultural societies save what we knew of 
others. In a town not a hundred miles from here they formerly had a horticultural 
society. The main object and end of that society seemed to be to have an exhibition a 1 5 K”'.. -W. of tbeir i,
a n he P"z,e lstyou 8aw that about three prize-winners won the bulk,-say ninety per 
thr»»’ Vh# Pnfu' 80me re8Pect* that was a representative exhibition, for Uioee 

l ’ \n<l a/eW other.8 that assisted not only exhibited all that they could raise them 
selves but they were in the habit of scouring the country for a week or two before the 
exhibition to beg and borrow plants, fruits, flowers and vegetables—anything that would 

e prizes. Then, of course, these three took a great interest at the beginning of the 
l r.m ge*tl“8 subscribers—getting sufficient names to enable them to get the government
fwentr fi“d the*n When they. had. tbelr exhibition on, these parties were invfted to pay 

enty-five cents apiece and go in and see where their money went to. Of course there 
was only one result of that ; people tired of that kind of a thing, and the society died a 
natural death ; and I have no doubt but these three individuals were chief mo/rners at 

,anera ; jLau«hter.) Having had that experience, we had no desire to imitate that
nvS°â °t r ; bUJ When LMr- Bea11’ kitdly by you, Association, came Lore and

whàt le ba7 °f UV° dlS0T n® ““tter’ he placed h in Bn entirely different light from 
bîk nT “0Wn 0,1 He tir8t t00k the Agricultural and Arts Act, showfng wh“t

I thn8ldejel*^eal horticultural society, that we agreed to see what could be done • and 
I the seed that Mr. Beall sowed fell on good ground. Probably you are ,,
I majority of the people of this town are Germans or of German extraction ; and if”there 
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is not a bad showing for a town of 3,300 inhabitants. And to give you an idea of what 
good has been done I will just show you what we have distributed during this year. We 
got from your Association and distributed to cur members twenty-five new Japan lilacs, 
seventy-five Japan lilies, twenty-eight Conrath raspberry, and thirty seven Dempsey pear 
trees. Regarding the lilies I may say that we got a splendid lot of bulbs, and I saw 

Japan lily growing in the garden of a gentleman whom I see before me, that had 
thirteen flowers growing on it ; so they were exceedingly satisfactory, and we are very 
much obliged to your Association for them. Then of what were purchased by us we 
distributed sixty-seven plum trees, sixty-seven cherry trees, 402 raspberry plants, thirty- 
seven Hydrangea grandi fl ora, thirty-seven rose bushes, 612 house plants, and 1,860 
hyacinth bulbs I think it requires no explanation on my part to convince every one 
that such a distribution must have a great effect in a small town like this ; and that effect 
will be shown in future years. The hyacinth bulbs have been exceedingly satisfactory. 
Probably a good many of the members have not grown hyacinths before, and now you 

hear children going to the school telling each other about the beautiful flowers they 
have in their houses See the influence that this had. The children saw the dry, hard- 
looking bulbs come there, and they saw the parents take the tin can or the flower pot, and 
get some earth, and put these bulbs in there and set them away in the cellar, to stay there 
for six weeks or two months, and were very anxious to know why this was done. Then they 
saw that dead bulb brought up, and a spike started, and they watched that spike day after 
day till it blossomed out a beautiful and fragrant flower, as good as many of the richest 
men have in their conservatories. We well know that your Association has done a great 
deal, and has the assistance of the Government, which is correct, and that the main object 
of that has been to encourage fruit growing in this country as a great source of wealth 
as well as health ; but we consider that the Government is not at all out of place in 
assisting floriculture in this way. The province of a government is not only to see that 
the children are educated, and to preserve the peace and order and lives and property 
of the citizens, but to encourage industry, to encourage home-making, to educate the 
children ; and I can see nothing that has a tendency to encourage home-making 
than growing flowers about the house and garden. ( Hear, hoar. ) I consider that children 
brought up under such influences will be very likely to be better men, intelligent and 
industrious citizens, and therefore the Government is doing wisely in assisting in this 
way. We have an exhibition, but it is not quite like the one I mentioned to you before. 
Everything is free. The town council kindly gives the use of the hall free, and we 
make it open to everybody, not only to members of our Society, but to all who choose 
to bring anything to assist in making an exhibition here. Not only that, but we have 
conveyances to bring and return anything that is heavy and valuable. Sir, you would 
require a visit here to know the interest that is taken in that exhibition, and the pleasure 
and satisfaction it gives. Where prizes are given you must of necessity classify your 
exhibits ; you must place each in the one place ; but this is entirely different. We have 
a committee of our ladies here that have excellent taste, that arrange these on the 
table and in the centre and around the sides of the hall, and they place these for the 
best effect ; and I think anyone considering this for a moment will se i how you can 
arrange flower* and shrubs of the different colors and make a beautiful display—very 
much better than you can where there is to be judging. Why, sir, it would surprise 
you; you would consider this platform a fairy bower if you saw the way the ladies 
have it decorated with plants Where you have prizes you are certain to have a good 
deal of grumbling. Mrs. Jones is not satisfied because the judge favored Mrs. Brown; 
and so it goes. But now you will hear the expressions, “ Well, this is splendid, and I’m 
going to have something to help make it better next year I " That is the feeling with 
regard to it. We of the Waterloo Horticultural Society have a creed. We believe in 
the Waterloo Horticultural Society—that it has done a great deal of good here, not only 
benefitting the members, but encouraging an elegant and refined taste, and it has been for 
the improvement of our town and our homes and our public parks. And we believe in 

We know and feel that we have a prosperous town, a busy town. Most of 
our factories are working time and a half just now, and we have a steady, sober, industrious 
population ; and I can tell you more than that, we have neither a pauper nor a drunkard
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in the town. (Hear, hear.) Then we believe in the Ontario Fruit Growers’ AssBOciation, 
not only for what they have done for us, but what they have done for the good of 
country ; and while we are aware of what has been done by them in the past, we expect 
greater things in the future. And we believe in our country ; we believe in Canada. 
Many of us have been born in distant lands, and, of course, we revere those lands with 
afiection—he would be no man who would not—but with all that we love Canada. We 
consider we have as grand a country as the sun shines on—a country well governed, with 
good laws well administered, where rich and poor are equal in the eyes of the law, and the 
highest position in the land is open to the humblest subject, where education is free to all, 
and where the afflicted, the unfortunate and the feeble-minded are protected and cared 
for ; and, sir, we are proud to know that this Canada of ours forms no inconsiderable 
poriion of the greatest and grandest empire the world has ever seen. (Applause.) It is 
therefore with pleasure that we welcome you as an Association to the town of Waterloo. 
We have not been able to entertain you as has been done in other places, but we have 
been gratified and pleased with the meeting, and hope for good results, and we wish you 
still further success in your work. We trust for a great deal of good through your 
influence and your exertions in the future, therefore we wish you God speed.

Mr. W. M. Orr, vice-president, responded as follows :—It affords me a great deal of 
pleasure on behalf of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association to tender you our hearty 
thanks for the very warm welcome you have given us. Perhaps this is nothing more than 
we might have expected in this loyal town in this Queen’s jubilee year, for again Wel
lington, in the person of our President, led his forces to Waterloo. (Applause and 
laughter.)

our

I am glad to know that you have a prosperous Horticultural Society here. I 
can see from the large company present that a deep interest is taken in your work, and 
I am glad that this not only refers to your own society but extends to ours. The 
Ontario Fruit Growers' Association has been in existence for thirty-seven years. During 
all those years a great deal of hard work and good work has been done. We have men 
who have made a thorough study of all the branches. We have men who can tell you 
everything about an apple, from the forbidden fruit right down to the last seedling in 
Ontario. We have men in grape culture that have greater variety than they had in 
Palestine. Every year they are trying to get better grapes ; and that is not all, they 
trying for bigger bunches. They are not going to be satisfied until they get them as 
large as the bunches of Eschol. Then we have experts in strawberry growing who grow' 
magnificent strawberries, supplying us during the regular season, but they are not going 
to be satisfied until they can furnish them all the year around for us. Then we have 
men who are skilled in dealing with insects—worms and bugs and all these things that 
trouble fruit growers. They can tell you all about them, from the insects of Egypt right 
down to the San José Scale. (Laughter.) That covers the whole ground. I forgot to 
say that we have men in floriculture as well, and we have one gentleman at least who 
has perfected it so completely that he can live on two meals a day, and he makes up for 
the other by feasting himself on a bed of roses. (Laughter.) I am very glad, indeed, 
that you have such a prosperous society here. From the time that our first parents 
made the mistake and were turned out of the Garden of Eden, not for cultivating wrong 
but for illegal consumption of fruit, right down to the present time, there never has been 
a time when agriculture and floriculture has been in a more prosperous condition than it 
is to-day ; and I rejoice to know that, as has already been said, we h..ve one of the finest 
countries under the sun. There is not a finer land that the sun shines upon than Ontario, 
and there is not a more happy and prosperous people on the face of the earth to-day than 
we in Ontario (applause) ; and I rejoice tv know that right here in Waterloo you have 
one of the very best horticultural societies there is. Now, sir, with all the accumulated 
wisdom I have referred to with regard to the fruit growers in the different lines, we lay 
it all at your feet, you can gather and glean, and it is all yours ; all we ask in turn is 
that you tell us how to carry on a locil horticultural society successfully. (Applause.)
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THE OHRYSANTHEMUM.

By H. L. Hutt, B.S.A., Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph.

The chrysanthemum, or “ Mum," as she has been rudely nicknamid, bas been justly 
called by one writer “The Autumn Queen,” and by another “ The Star-eyed Daughter 
of the Fall.” Coming into bloom in the month of Novembi r when all nature in 
northern clime seems to be in its most sorrowful mood, I sometimes think this grand 
flower has been given as a compensation for the loss of summer friends, and to help us 
to be bright and cheerful at the Thanksgiving season.

our

The increased attention which is being yearly paid to its cultivation, shows that its 
popularity must be based upon real merit. One writer has said that 11 the transcendent 
merit of the chrysanthemum lies in its almost limitless variety of form, texture and color 
of flowers,” to this I think might be added the ease with which it may bo cultivated. It 
is not now the flower of the florist only, but it is being more generally grown throughout 
the country in the homes of amateurs.

Its History. Very little that is new can be said of its history,'yet something along 
this line may be of interest. The chrysanthemum has had its origin from one, or perhaps 
two, small, eingle-fhwered species of plants native to Eastern Asia, their nearest relatives 
in this country being the disreputable ox eye daisies. For many centuries before it was intro
duced into Europe or America it was cultivated, improved, and brought lo great perfec
tion by the painstaking gardeners of China and Ja[ an. In the latter country it is the 
national flower, and may be seen upon all of the modern Japanese coins. The “ kiku,” 
as it is there called, is also one of the crest badges of the imperial family, and is ust-d on 
the official seal, On the ninth day of the ninth month is held the annual “ Feast of 
Chrysanthemums,” when, it is said, the people not only revel in the beauties of the 
“ mum ” but feast on a cold slaw made of its petals. To some unknown Dutch vox ager 
is probably due the honor of first introducing it into Europe. This was about the end 
of the seventeeth century, but it was not until the second decade of the present century 
that the flower came into general cultivation.

The first seedling raised in Europe was in 1827, and the first chrysanthemum show 
held in England was at Norwich in 1829. New varieties were from time to time 
brought in by the tea ships, and the list of varieties under cultivation increased each 
year. The first plants of the Pompon section were sent to England in 1846 by Robert 
Fortune, a collector for the Royal Horticultural Society, and in 1860 he introduced the 
first varieties of the Japanese type. From that time to the present the interest in its 
cultivation has steadily increased.

Just when the chrysanthemum was introduced into America we do not know, but 
the first chrysanthemum exhibit for prizes on this continent was held at Boston in 1861, 
under the auspices of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. In 1868 it was styled 
chrysanthemum show. These shows are now common annual occurrences throughout the 
country. The chrysanthemum show at Toronto last month was probably the finest 
exhibit of its kind that has ever been held in Canada, and excellent smaller shows 
held in many >wns and villages throughout the Province.

Possibilities of Development. At each annual exhibition new varieties are being 
introdi ced, and something new of interest is added to the development of this “ Star-eyed 
Daughter of the Fall.” The size has been greatly increased and the variety of shades of 
culor has been multiplied. The variety which created the greatest sensation at the time 
of its introducti on was the one named after Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, this being the first of 
the hairy or ciliated type, which is now repretented by many excellent varieties in various 
shades of color. With all the new shades of color which have appeared, we have still 
however, to wait for the much talked of blue chrysanthemum. How long we may have 
to wait is hard to tell.

What, to my mind, is most needed now in the way of improvement, is the develop
ment of constitution and strength of stem in the plant. Many of our finest varieties, in
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order to show their bloom, have to be supported like cripples on crotches and staked 
with a forest of props. When these supports 
in advance will have been made.

Mkthods of Oultore. Open air culture in the flower border is not altogether 
satisfactory m this latitude on account of the danger from early fall frosts, although 
in the southern part of the province I have frequently seen them grown in this way 
The Pompon varieties, with their bright colored, little button-like flowers are the 
hardiest and best adapted for this purpose, as are also some of the early flowering larger 
varieties. s™aH plants may be set out as soon as danger of frost is over in the spring. 
They should be planted from one and a half to two feet apart, in good rich garden In.” 
kept well cultivated, and watered if necessary. The quality and quantity of bloom will 
be almost in direct proportion to the amount of attention given them.
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1. Plant in suitable condition for furnish
ing cuttings. 2. Sample of cutting. A well-rooted cutting.

Open Ground, Followed bv Pot Odlturr. This is the method usually followed 
by amateurs who have not the time or conveniences for growing the plants from first to 
last in pots. About the last of August the plants are lifted from the beds in which they 
have been growing all summer and are potted in eight or ten-inch pots. This must be 
done carefully, with as little injury to the roots as possible. After potting they should 
be well watered, and shaded during the hottest part of the day for a week or so until 
the roots become established in the pots. They may then be kept out of doors and 
allowed to get all the sunshine possible, taken into the house as the nights become colder, 
and placed in bright sunny windows where their blossoms will look out and smile in 
contentment upon the blustering storms of November and December.

All Season Pot Culture. 
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it is practiced altogether in the production of exhibition plants, and 

in detail *“° by amateurs in their home collections, I shall speak of it more fully and

plante have done flowering they should be cut down to 
A forest of little shoots will spring up which may be used 

to start new plants. These cuttings may be taken any time from January to May but as 
• rule those taken in February or March give the best results. The cutting should be about 
three inches long, made with a smooth out at the bottom just below a joint, and the
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lower leaves should be removed. The roots may be started by inserting the cuttings in 
clear, sharp, gritty sand. If but a limited number of plants are wanted they may be 
started singly or otherwise in small flower pots. An old bread pan with a perforated 
bottom and filled with about three inches of clear sand makes an excellent propagating 
bed for the use of the amateur. It goes without saying that the sand should be kept 
moist, and for a few days after the cuttings are inserted they should be shaded from the 
midday sun by placing over them a sheet of newspaper, but as soon as established in their 
new quarters the more sun they can get the better.

Chrysanthemum as firs* potted 1. “ Mum ’’ in four-inch p-1 ready for first heading back.
into three-inch p na. 2. As headed back.

Potting. As soon as it is well rooted and a few new leaves have formed, the young 
plant should be potted into a three inch pot. When the roots have filled this, as may readily 
be seen by straddling the stem with the fingers and tipping the plant out, it should he 
repotted into a pot one or two sizes larger, from whhh size it should be potted into a six 
or eight inch pot, and allowed to bloom in this, though better results are obtained by 
getting the plant into an eight or nine inch pot a month or two before the time of bloom. 
When potting into any size of pot larger than four inches, an inch or so of broken pottery, 
brick, or charcoal should be placed in the bottom of the pot to assist drainage.

Thk Soil. The soil for chrysanthemums, or in fact any pot grown plant, requires 
considerable attention. No absolute rule can be laid down as to what mixture is the best, 
as soils vary so much in different parts of the country. One of the chief ingredients in any 
mixture should be well rotted sods or turf. We prepare this by cutting the sods in the fall, 
piling them upside down in a large heap, with a few layers of rotting manure throughout 
the heap. During the following summer the heap is chopped down and turned, and 
when needed for potting enough sand is added to make the mixture friable so that it 
will not bake in the pots. A little bone meal mixed with it at this t'.me gives good 
results afterwards.

Watssbing. Many amateurs are at a loss to know how to water pot-grown plants 
properly. One of the best rules that can be given for the guidance of such is to withhold 
water till the soil begins to look dry on top, then give it a thorough soaking. A florist
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1;. ?hlP°,®lJ»E T,?,S™L,0H.T Chrysanthemums revel in sunshine. There are a few plants 
,, Cal la lily, begonia, and fuchsia which do best when not exposed to the strong 

midday sun, but the chrysanthemums can hardly get too much oHt/ provided the 
emperature does not get too high accordingly. When grown in a window where the 
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Training and Staking. The method of training the chrysanthemum depends very 
much upon the object sought. If the grower desires to get an extra large bloom the 
plant should be trained to a single stem. All of the lateral buds should be pinched off 
as they appear and the terminal bud only allowed to develop a bloom. In this way we 
get an immense flower but the plant is to say the least top-heavy and unsightly.

ll-f. ' ! X)
1 pV- ,■ • : 4,

Rose Travena. Ivory.

The best looking specimens, both plant and bloom considered, are grown as bush 
plants. To obtain a plant of this kind the terminal bud must be pinched out when the 
plant is five or six inches high. In a short time five or six shoots will branch out, 
which must also be stopped when four or five inches long, and the operation repeated 
upon the shoots which branch out from these until we get a bushy symmetrical plant, 
having plenty of good strong branches upon which the bloom will appear later on in the 
season. If quality rather than quantity of bloom is desired the weakest of these flower 
buds may be pinched out and the vigor of the plant directed into the larger buds left.

Staking will be found necessary to support the branches by the time the plants are 
half grown. The neatest and least conspicuous stake we have yet found for the purpose 
is made of stout, corrugated steel wire, like that used for stays in wire fences. These 
may be painted so that they will hardly be discerned among the dark green of the 
foliage. We use three of these stakes to each plant, the length varying from two to four 
feet accr-<I*ug to the height of the plant Two or three hoops of much smaller wire are 
tied aroi. mi ,hese forming a circular trellis with the plant in the centre, keeping it in 
shape with as little unsightly staking as possible.

Growing Exhibition Plants. For the growth of large exhibition plants, more care 
is necessary than can usually be given by the amateur, and unless he has a green-house 
it is hardly worth while attempting it To get a standard plant, which is expected to 
assume tree-like proportions by October, a vigorous growing variety must be selected
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and started early. It must be trained to a single stem and allowed to grow to a height 
of from th-ee to four feet before it is stopped. A bushy head may then be formed 
by repeatedly nipping back the branches at every first or second joint.

Another popular way of growing chrysanthemum* is what is known as “ Single 
b.ooms m fivemch pots.” The beauty of these is the dwarf size of the plant and the large 
size of the bloom, although I think the beauty of the plant as a whole is improved by 
allowing three or four blooms to a plant. To obtain such plants it is necessary to start
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Classification and Yarirtiks Any classification of chrysanthemums nowadays is 
a difficult matter and very unsatisfactory. The best classification, and the one usually 
adopted, is as follows : Pompons, Singles, Anemones, Chinese Incurved, Chinese Reflexed 
Japanese Incurved, Japanese Reflexed and Hairy Japanese. But with all the crossing and 
re-crossing, which has produced so many intermediate varieties, it is often difficult to say 
to what class any particular variety belongs to. The fist of varieties, too, has become so 
long that only a few of the best of each class need be mentioned.

The Pompons bear small button-like blossoms, an inch or an inch and a half in 
diameter, of a great variety of colors. The plants are of dwarf habit, hardy and very 
free flowering. Rose Travena is the most desirable variety of this class I have tried. * 

The Single Chrysanthemum is built on the same plan as the Ox-eye Daisy. An end-
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The Anemonesi have only one or two rows of ray flowers, which may be wide spread
ing or drooping. The centre florets are usually the same color as the rays, but are quilled 
and very much shorter. Judge Hoitt is a typical variety of this class.

i , Chinese Chrysanthemums are characterized in the typical forms by the regular 
globular form of the flower, and the evenly imbricated petals of n.edinm width. In the 
incurved section the petals arch gracefully inwards towards the centre, while in the 
reflexed section the petals are curved backwards. A few of the beet I have tried of this 
class are : Ivory an early, pure white, of dwarf habit; Mrs. L. C. Maderia, a symmetrical 
compact globe, of bright orange color, and Mrs. George GUnny, a profuse bloomer, bear
ing medium sized flowers of a pale sulphur yellow color, a beauty when loaded with 
bloom.
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The Japanese Chrysanthemums, and the numerous hpbrid forms which have emanated 
from them make up the majority of our large flowered varieties. Some have flat petals 
in others they are fluted, quilled or twisted. Some are broad and short, others are long
“herethey’arere^exed 1°m6 the ^ ™ incarved over the centre, in

The petals of the hairy varieties are covered with hair-like granular growths. This 
type is one of the most recent introductions, and already includes many choice varieties 
An extensive list of grand Japanese varieties might be given. In our collection at the 
College we have about 130 varieties, but I shall mention only a few of the most desirable 
ones, including the various shades of the different types.
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*jj. numerous as the cultivators, and as they have done well in very different soils I 
think we may conclude that they will grow in any soil if sufficiently open and 
porous so that water may pass freely for water logged soil is certain death to Cacti I 
have found soda from a sandy knoll suitable, by paring off the grass; the under part 
is a net work of fine porous roots in sandy loam in which they thrive. The strap 
leaved varieties may have some leaf mould added as they can stand richer soil. For- 
naerly Cacti were kept in pots the year round, but now nearly every one plants 
them out in summer. Mix the ordinary garden soil with an equal quantity of sand 
and have the situation elevated so that water will run off. They enjoy the sun and 
rain and the growth they make is surprising. Their fresh healthy appearance is a 
contrast to the shrunken specimens in pots. Phyllocactus when planted out enjoy 
the heat but should be shaded from direct sunlight which is apt to scald and burn 
them. Regarding the different varieties, these are so numerous and varied that time 
will only permit the briefest mention. The Phyllocactus the flat or strap leaved 
spineless family are the best known, easily grown and generally most satisfactory. 
Some are day, others night bloomers, and all are very floriferous. The variety 
Latifrons, or the Queen Cactus is one of the best and when a good size can be 
depended on for plenty of flowers every summer. They are pure white, six inches 
in diameter, fragrant, opening at night and closing next morning. This plant is 
often wrongly called “The Night Blooming Cereus,” which is an entirely differ
ent plant It is Cereus Grandiflora, of a semi-climbing habit, with rope like stems, 
seldom thicker than a man’s thumb, having four to eight slight angles or ridges. The 
flowers are ten inches in diameter with a rich perfume; but while this plant is very 
easily grown and largely used to graft other varieties on, flowers are very rare, so 
that Latifrons is a much preferable plant to grow. The Epiphyllums or ^rab or 
LobB*er Cacti easily grown, and profuse bloomers in February and March, being of a 
rather drooping habit they are improved by being grafted on the Pereskia stock, or 
on some of the Cereuses and make handsome umbrella like plants and less liable to 
damp off at the neck. The Cereus are a large and very varied family, from the 
creeping Hagelliformis or rat tail up to Cereus Giganteus fifty to seventy feet high 
in a str«ight unbranched column, all are easily grown and mostly free bloomers.

There is a subsection of which Pilocereus Senilis, “ The old man Cactus ” is the best 
known representative being covered with long white hairs, it is one of the wonders 
of plant life I have never heard of its blooming and think a flower on it would be 
an incongruity. Of the round spiny Hedgehog Cacti there are various families and 
numberless varieties, nearly all are free flowering, and their various colored spines 
make them handsome plants when not in flower. The Opuntia family are excellent 
bloomers, the great drawback to their cultivation is their spines which are very fine 
and slightly barbed so that they pierce the skin readily are painful and difficult 
to remove. In districts where they live outside, and do not require handling, they 
they make a magnificent display of brilliant flowers, a clump in bloom is a sight 
worth going far to see. The conditions necessary to success in growing Cacti are 
more easily provided then for most other plants, and may be briefly summed up as 
follows. Sandy porous soil, small pots, all the sunlight and heat possible, in summer, 
with plenty of water, but cool and dry in winter. If the temperature is over fifty 
degrees in winter they require some water to prevent drying out altogether, but not 
sufficient to start growth, they require rest.
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As a class they are not much troubled by insects, or subject to disease The 
mealy bug is about the only troublesome insect, and for that spraying with alcohol 
is a certain remedy rot is caused by over watering, as soon as seen cut off the 
decayed part back to the fresh, lay in the sun for several days until the cut has 
call used, then insert in sand, but not deeply. Keep shaded and slightly moist until 
roots form, then replant in proper soil. This is the common method of propogation 
by slips or cuttings.

Trusting these remarks may increase the interest in this curious and beautiful 
class of plants as I am certain every one will be delighted in growing a few Cacti.
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THE CANNA AND THE GLADIOLUS.

Br Mr. H. H. Groff, Simcok, Ont.
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opposite to that of other growers claiming to advance the quality of the gladiolus. 
Instead of producing a strain from the seed and seedling of commerce, bred from the 
commonest parentage, and then urging their degenerate product upon the amateur under 
the exaggerated descriptions of colors hitherto unknown and indescribable by pen and 
painter’s brush, I have tested those strains of American origin and development worth 
the trial, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, buying out the result of fifteen years’ selection 
by the celebrated Luther Burbank, of California, and also the collection of that noted 
hybridist, Dr. Van Fleet, of New Jersey, including many new species and botanical 
hybrids, the product of over ten years of scientific crossing, largely upon the species, 
which is slow and unproductive work as compared with the results of closer selection.
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In testing the best strains offered by growers in England, France, Holland and ■ t*le 8ea8on
Germany, I have succeeded in locating the most advanced work on earth, and the best 1 any price,
adapted to our soil and climate, these I have increased each year by importation as well I Befon
as propagation. All this has taken years of work and thousands of dollars, but the I wish to ref
results from the blending of this mass of unexcelled quality, has developed a foundation ■ items of m’
that will stand long after I am physically unable to continue the more refining and ™
beautifying detail of closer selection. Each year of the past has been used to a great 
extent in outcrossing with the view of strengthening and perfecting some strain that has 
come to me lacking that degree of finish and vitality so necessary for the development of ■ 
its maximum possibilities.
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While it is not my intention to discîjntinue the importation of the most advanced 
hybrids of foreign origin, for the purposes of comparison and hybridation, the chief duty 
of my many years will be the harmonizing of the thousands of offspring from this extended 
assortment of such diverse constituents, each step being taken on the lines indicated in 
my paper on hybridizing to be presented to yon in a few moments.

In addition to this effort in securing the greatest advances possible in the product of 
the world's scientific workers, to the limit of commercial methods as well as those of 
friendly interchange, I have followed the advance of exploration into Central Africa, the 
natural habitat of the most valuable species of the gladiolus known to the hybridist,’and 

. through the valued introduction of Prof. Medley Wood, curator of the botanical gardens 
at Durban, Natal, I have had the privilege of corresponding with a noted botanical 
explorer of Gape Town, now on his annual tour into the centre of « The Dark Continent,” 
the outcome of which I await with confessed impatience. Of course the results of such 
experimental work can only be a matter of conjecture, but the experiences of the past 
fully warrant an entire withdrawal of restraint from the most extravagant and fantastic 
expectation.

It may be of interest to you to learn that the value of my hybridized seed has been 
recognized by the leading firms of America, and it is listed as my product by Peter Hen
derson & Co., New York ; Henry A. Dreer, Philadelphia ; D. M. Ferry & Co , Detroit, 
and J. 0. Vaughan, Chicago; also F. C. Smith, Yaiumba, Australia, so that the name of 
Simcoe not only vibrates musically upon the tongue of the antipode, but it is also known 
to the inhabitants of the neighboring republic, many of whom seem to think that our 
people live in perpetual cold storage.
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During the past month the first of my seedling cannas offered to the trade, having 
been pronounced first class by expert growers of New York and Chicago, was sold to 
J. 0. Vaughan of the latter place, the leading canna grower of the west. The production 
of tropical plants for exports is further evidence of the possibilities of our unrivalled soil 
nnd climate.

Referring to our seemingly unfavorable climatic conditions, and the tempting offer 
recently made me by an experienced and wealthy American hybridist, to join him in the 
more genial State of Tennessee, for the purpose of prosecuting our favorite occupation ; 
observations made by me during past years have assisted my coming to the conclusion, 
that although our season is comparatively short for the production of seed from semi- 
tropical plants, our clear and stimulating atmosphere is much better suited to the work, 
and crosses can be effected with greater certainty than in more southerly localities^
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, J 1^eJtb® Wfty Pr- Beadle Put the subject before us at our meeting last year, when 
he dignified the work by claiming for the operator the position of being a oo-worker with 
the Creator. For it is here that man, already granted control over the whole animal 
kingdom, the fowl of the air, and the inhabitants of the great sea, reaches out in his 
inborn craving for the infinite, and handles things unseen. And while of no greater 
importance than the most insignificant insect, so far as the mechanical act is concerned
of a creator °°d 8'Ven P°Wer a”d wi8d°m’ he etand8 forth in the dignity end majesty
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Comparatively few of even those interested in horticulture bear in mind the fact 
that there is hardly a fruit or flower, or even the cereals of commerce, that are not the 
result of selection in some form, either hybrid, cross-bred, or sport, and practically all are 
accidentals. Let me say here that I use the term “hybrid” in its broadest sense, in 
which it may be taken to cover cross-bred varieties, as well as true hybrids or crosses 
between species. Although it is well known that selection is the great force in improve
ment, too many professional growers are content with selecting the seed parent only, and 
the credit they would like to take for this care and enterprise, would make them the 
subjects of ridicule with those who are improving by selection, all useful forms in the 
animal kingdom.

r

While there are few who consider the... ..... . improvement in the fruits and grains
with which they come in contact, the number is equally small who understand that the 
production of those, they do see and use, is due to the actual necessity and fact of natural 
fertilization. By natural fertilization, I mein direct contact of and from the anther and 
stigma in the perfect flower, or the transferrance of pollen by wind or insect to those that 
are not perfect. By perfect, it is understood that class of flowers bearing both anther 
for the production of pollen, and stigma with it must come in contact in order to produce 
seed, as reproduction is the great effort of all nature, and the pulp of the apple 
berry, pear, and similar fruits, is in this connection of secondary importance.
.. .. Ma?J\tre? and Plants b**1- ‘he pollen and seed flowers on different growths, or 
distinct individual specimens. These are called imperfect, and are dependent upon out
side agencies for their fertilization; and under favorable circumstances the work is 
effectively done by the wind and various insects. The failure of fruit crops is frequently 
due to a period of rainy weather washing and decomposing the pollen, thus preventing 
its being earned by the wind, or a season of unusual cold interfering with the natural 
activity of insect life. Fortunately the cereals of commerce are protected from what 
might be a serious conclusion, by the bloom commencing at the bottom of the spike or 
head and gradually opening to the tip, making total failure practically impossible ; for 
the unfavorable conditions would have to extend over the lengthy period so wisely pro- 
.V‘d®d.k ^nd farmer m the case of grain fields, the pollen is produced in such profusion, 
that the breezes distribute it freely at some favorable period during the development of

source

straw-

It might be in order here to note a few points in connection with the origination of 
new varieties of wheat, which, like all other creations, is a single kernel act ; but it has 
been calculated that a single grain of wheat is capable of being increased to nearly eighty 
billions of bushels, by sixteen years of multiplication. The wheat flower is a perfect one 
having all the essentials of reproduction itself. A dozen or so are left on the head to 
croesed, al others being cut away ; the anthers are removed from the seed parent, as in 
my Gladiolus work. Then at the proper time an anther from the pollen parent is broken 
rnLan,d.th!p0ll6n M,ted Up0n the rtigmatic surface, now in a receptive condition. 
The head « then wrapped m tissue peper, carefully tied to prevent the interference of 
outside influences. A few of such crosses would prove successful, and from this result 
the best and heaviest kernels only are selected, each of which is subjected to years of 
repeated testing, until its quality is pronounced enough to be marked, and its superiority 
over existing varieties proven. J

In the case of my specialties I shall frrst take the Ganna. As the flower unfolds 
with the rising sun, the pollen is transferred from the anther, which is simply a develop
ment of one of the inferior petals to the side of the style, the tip of which is the stigmatic
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influence which is particularly apparent where these changes are made with a 
understanding of the principle under which improvement is possible.

The fact that self-fertilization t- nds to weaken the offspring, and that 
between different plants of the same variety give stronger and more productive offering, 
to say nothing of the revitalizing effect of distinct outcrosses, must commend the atter 

to our consideration and approval. Not only is this of material benefit, but the 
gain can be increased by effecting crosses between varieties grown in different soils and 
localities, “ because all differences between parents carry new combinations of character, 
or at least new powers, and the greater the diversity between the limits of variety, the 
greater is the revitalization,1 resulting in the production of more pronounced characters, 
invaluable as the foundation work of new and more beautiful varieties.
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In passing, let me say that there are also cases where the process of acclimitation tem
porarily suspends fertility, the plants refusing to produce seed until several seasons of 
nursing have been given. And in the same line of artificial treatment, the continued 
propagation from cuttings and offsets has had the effect of seed production being per
manently discontinued.

Having already stated that selection is the great force in the improvement of hybrid 
forms, this may be carried on until a certain ppint is reached where perfection has its 
limit. This is more fully exemplified in the gandavensis section of the gladiolus, which 
I presume has been more in bred than any other plant in the world of horticulture. To 
such an extent has this been carried, that it ^is considered the most uncertain plant known 
to the hybridist. Iam not referring to every variety in the section, because there 
many that show the most satisfactory stability, but on the other hand it is here that the 
greatest variation in vitality is found. And so finely is this quality equalized in many 
varieties that a change of soil or climate may unbalance the vital forces entering into 
their composition, with a tendency to reversion to the most potent species from which 
they originally descended.

are

Again referring to the limit of improvement in hybrid forms, this may be carried to 
such a point, and the vital forces so completely neutralized, that instead of the unbalanc
ing effect induced by change of soil or climate, and resulting in reversion, a temporary 
period of weak growth may cause complete degeneration to ensue, leaving no vestige of 
former individuality, and finally the variety itself disappears entirely.

It is at this point, assuming that the variety is one of reasonable excellence, that the 
hybridist has hie opportunity, and oy the infusion of new blood from species by a 
judicious cross, in the product of which, not only is the vitality and strength increased, 
and greater size and wonderfully increased productiveness added to the bulb, but the 
flower breaks into limitless variation in form and beauty of coloring.

With the view of indicating the principle of improvement by cross-fertilization, let 
me note here, that the use of pollen from species or close hybrids on perfected hybrids 
gives best general lesults. And to use the species as seed parents gives less diversity, 
but results in the production of a limited quantity ol more distinct and phenomenal 
character and pronounced racial divergence.

In conclusion let me say, that having for several years devoted myself to the improve
ment of my specialties with the most exhaustive and untiring energy, the thought comes 
to me each season, in drawing my work to a close, that the present has only been my 
initial year. And I am beginning to think, that so great are the possibilities yearly 
made more apparent by the results of past work, and the discovery of new and distinct 
species, as the march of exploration and civilization opens up larger fields, that after a 
life of endless patience and boundless research, ending in results of successful and com
prehensive effort, one may only hope to feel as a child who has gathered a few pebbles 
upon the shore of a limitless ocean.
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a proper
ANNUALS FOR THE AMATEUR’S GARDEN.

By R. B. Whytb, Ottawa.
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blooming is aleo a great recommendation, but this we have to a great extent under our 
control, as, with most annuals, if we cut regularly and do not allow seed to form, 

they go on blooming all summer till killed by frost.
Plant as large a variety each year as your space will allow. There are some old 

favorites that we want every year, but in addition to them it adds greatly to. the interest 
of our gardens to try some new sorts each season, even though they do not come up to 
the highest standard. I would not like to be without the Carnations, Eschscholtzias, 
Poppies, Candytuft, Mignonette, Phlox Drummondi, Schizanthus, Stocks, Nasturtium 
and Pansies. If I was limited to fifteen kinds these are what I would grow. They 
all quite hardy, and would give a great profusion of bloom all summer and fall from seed 
planted in the open air, without the assistance of hot-bed or greenhouse.

There are very many others well worth growing besides these, some of them old 
favorites ; a few oi which I will refer to after we discuss in detail the best varieties to 
grow of the above list.

The first to bloom last season from seed planted in the end of April was the 
Dianthus, or Pinks, which were in flower from June 20th till after hard frost, in great 
variety of color, from white to the deepest maroon, in single and double. In the singles, 
Dianthus Heddewgi in numerous varieties and D. laciniatus are the best sorts, and the 
same varieties double with 0. Chinensis, Chinese Pinks, and D. Imperialis, Japa 
Pinks, give blossoms as fine in form and color as the best Carnation. The Margaret 
Carnation, which is said to bloom in four iqonths from seed planted outdoors, I have not 
found satisfactory. They are just coming into bloom when caught by frost.

If you are partial to yellow, plant a good sized bed of Eschscholtzia. Give it 
a good sunny situation and a rather light soil, and you will be delighted with the result. 
They can be bought all colors, mixed or separate. Mantima, golden, yellow with orange 
centre, is the best. Mandarin, red outside and orange inside. “ Californian,” are 
mixed—orange, golden yellow, pink and cream. The doubles are not satisfactory ; very 
few of them come true, and they are not as handsome as the singles. All kinds 
hardy and often grow from self-sown seed, 
stant bloom from end of June till frost.

Poppies.—For gorgeous and varied coloring no flower can equal the poppy. They 
are at their beet in July, but it kept picked and not allowed to go to seed, they last till 
the end of September. The most beautiful of the family are the single Shirleys; for 
delicacy of texture and exquisite coloring they are unsurpassed. Other good singles are 
Lavigatum, cardinal with black centre, and the larger opium poppy, Papaver scmnifsrum. 
The larger double Poppies, Pirony jlorium and fimbriatum and varieties of these all 
belong to the opium species. The best of the small double Poppies belong to the species 
Rhocas, of which the Ranunculus flowered and Japanese Pompon are examples. All the 
best varieties are treated of in detail in an article on Poppies in the September Canadian 
Horticulturist.

Candytuft is a very pretty, low growing annual in several colors. There are two 
species, Coronaria, always white, flowers in numerous spikes, clustered at the end of the 
stems, of which the ** Empress ” is the best known form ; and Umbollata, lower growing, 
flowers in flat umbels, a much more desirable species, also in white as well as pink, laven
der, purple and crimson. The white is very suitable for growing at the base of tall- 
growing, bright colored flowers, such as Gladioli, Dahlias, etc. The other colors look 
best grown separately in small clumps along the border.

Mignonette is only worth growing for its sweet and delicate perfume. It is of no 
value as a color factor in the garden ; the flowers are so small and faint in coloring as 
hardly to disturb the green efiect of the plant. If you want reddish green, grow 

Matchet for yellowish green try “ Golden Queen while so called white forme are 
11 Miles Spiral and “ Parson’s White.” Matchet I find the best kind ; the spikes are 
broader, and do not run to seed as soon as some of the others. If you want nice, stocky 
plants that will produce good flower spikes all season, you must use your scissors indus
triously, and do not allow seed to form.
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under our 
d to form, Phlox Drummondi.

red and violet as weU as white, Nankin yellow and blue. There 1 no true yellow o^
Ümes ca^ild“‘TKMVe^-OtherC0lOruan be f°Und' The variety “Grandiflora” some- 
re n'n„P n^®®’ != V*r\ much. 8uPerior to the ordinary Drummondi iu size and 
toithefthf' frummonil\n^r‘ata »» » form with the ends of the petals irregularly
ornî Tnhîh “"T th,e ®am®.as the type, and it makes a pleasant variety in

form. In the variety -Star of Quedlinburg” the petals are nearly all teeth, giving it 
the appearance of a five pointed star with a very small centre, the eflect is not pleasant
dedrable hthe0fi°or8 haVtog “ d.®cide.dly 8Pidery aspect. The dwarf Drummondi are not 
ennnaW ’ ^ !" Rre small and stalks too short. The double variety is not double 
enough to be effective, and is not nearly so handsome as the single grandiflora. All the 
varieties come into bloom early in July from seed sown end of April.

ScAtzonf/tus, or Butterfly Flower, is a very beautiful flower that is not as well known 
as it desrves to be. The plant is rather slender and should be grown in clumps so that
ÎÏd of theUbranchenHe T®8 "***** divided- Aowers in loose vacancies at the
j the branches as beautifully colored as the wings of the butterfly, the prevailing
, , avender, mixed with white, blue, yellow, carmine and purple. They are well

adapted for bouquet making, producing a very bright and graceful effect Seed can be 
got in separate colors, but is usually planted mixed. Season same as phlox.
n»t„~°CT "h0Uld«be e„xten8ive!y 8rown for their exquisite perfume, one of the finest in 
if not wJl gr°W 6 TV^®* W® mU8t have moi8t rioh 80il- and =ot spare the water ; 

fnme hn ™08tt°* the flowera win come «mt'-e, and a single stock is not hand-
!uïtahl«b« el?6 be?t.‘erd 7?U Can0get'.ftR cheaP seed is worthless. Our climate is not as 

w'“ ‘k®m0l8t cl,™at® of Br,ta™ for growing fine Stock, yet, with care, we can 
grow very good ones, and they are well worth all the attention we can give them. For 
garden ornament the dwarf ten weeks are the best, but for cutting the colossal ten weeks
best wavto?» 0;b * m°8t 8atiafactory c°lor« are white, pink, yellow and carmine. The 

bT*y t0 8row them « m rows pretty close together, and as soon as they bloom pull 
out the poor colors and single flowers. If transplanted it must be done early as they grow
biche® high” WhlCh 18 Bpt t0 break when taken UP- if they are more than two or three

rnul/wt ,PeaS aro deaervedly univenal favorites, having every good point that we
hlnnm T* f0r,na "T1"-- of form and color, from perfume; profusion of
bloom, long season, and suitability for cutting, they are unsurpassed. The best varieties
and No^emW°of*?897.ftre f“,Iy de8°ribed in Canadian Horticulturist for January

Antirrhinum or Snapdragon, is an old flower that has been very much improved in
vellow ni°L°r lat6 y6ar; The Va"6ty “ Ma«Q8" haa ‘he flower self colored in white, 
yellow pink, red, etc., and variety “ Picturatum » has the tube light and the lip dark 
colored or vice versa. Both grow about two feet high, with the flowers in long open 
spikes suitable for cuttmg. For bedding purposes the dwarf forms are better, variety
Se^rrromAtrUttiMX ^ “ Pnmi,U,D'” °F T°D’ Thumb’ *"* ®*bt

Salpiglosns is rather a shy bloomer, but is unsurpassed for the velvety richness of 
rrLm. ^ odd P®culiar colo« a8 you can get in no other flower, ranging from
mar, 7 ^ 7® “’J a“d t®™, cotta- crushed strawberry to the deepest purples and

Vfl® obea.of th® corolla and tube streaked and lined with different shades. 
Augus^d fZ™^ 18 gr°Wing ab0Ut tW0 feet high. Season from early

B°th Ldw&rf and ranning varieties are profuse bearers of bright 
da,J«/flh0Wy V® Prevallmg color is yellow, which shows itself even in the

irkest flowers. If you have a mound or stone pile to cover, there is nothing better, as
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they are rapid growers and early bloomers. Give the dwarf kinds plenty of room and 
don't overfeed them. If in very rich soil the growth of foliage is so rank as to hide the 
flowers
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Scabiosa. Few annuals are more graceful in habit of growth than the charming 
Sweet Scabious or Mourning Bride of old gardens, that name appropriate enough to the 
old dark maroon flower to which it was given, is not at all suitable to the varied and 
beautiful colors of the modern Sweet Scabious, ranging as they do from white to pale 
yellow, lavender to dark parple, crushed raspberry and many shades of red to a deep 
maroon, so dark that it appears black at a little distance. The large double flowers are 
nearly two and a half inches across, and borne on long thin stems wave gracefully in 
every passing breeze. Nothing could be better for cutting purposes, not only is the 
habit of growth suitable, but they can easily be kept fresh for eight or ten days in 
the house. The plant grows about two feet high, comes into bloom early in August and 
is covered with flowers till hard frost in the fall. There is a dwarf form about one foot 
high, that is much inferior in size and doubleness of flower and length of stalk to the tall 
growing kinds.

Asters. This is the great autumn flower so wonderfully varied in color and form» 
that if we wished to grow all the shades of all the diflerent kinds, we would have to plant 
over eight hundred packages of seed. Of the Chrysanthemum flowered variety alone 
some of the German seedsmen offer 214 different shades of color. When all are so 
beautiful it is very difficult to make a selection and say “ these are the best.” However, 
you won't go far astray it you try the “ Giant Oomet,” particularly the white ; the pinks 
and lavenders are rather harsh in shade and don’t compare at all in beauty with the 
white, though there is a pale pink that is fine. The new “Japanese Tassel ” is a quilled 
Aster with long wavy petals, not very double, but the pink and lavender are very beauti
ful shades. Another good quilled one is the “ Washington,” with shorter petals 
but more variety of color ; the silver grey and pink of this variety are charming shades. 
The “ Pieony flowered ” is a large fine flower in many colors. The “ Jewel,” or ball Aster, 
is smaller than some of the others but a very handsome sort ; the petals are incurved just 
like some of the finest Chrysanthemum». If you want to grow very large flowers try the 
“ Emperor." Vick ” and “ Semple’s branching ” belong to the late flowering section, 
lengthening the season till frost comes ; they are taller growing plants than the others 
and much more branched, the flowers borne on long stems. The white, pale pink and 
lavender are very beautiful shades ; they are at their best if cut when fully open ; if left 
on the plant, in two or three days they show a yellow centre, which detracts very much 
from the beauty of the flower. All Asters require very rich soil to do their best. Give 
them a liberal allowance of well decomposed stable manure, an abundance of water and 
plenty of room if you want fine Bowers for exhibition time. Seeds of the varieties 
recommended, if planted in the open air in end of April, will give you flowers continu
ously from early in August till end of October.

Pannes. Though not properly annuals, do best if treated as such and grown from 
seed every year, if planted early in the spring and well cared for, they will be in good 
condition in September to give those large beautiful blooms that are so highly prized by 
all flower lovers. To have flow» ring plants in spring and early summer, it is necessary 
either to grow them in a greenhouse, or to plant the seed outdoors the previous August 
and protect the young plants with straw during the winter. To grow the best flowers, 
the soil must be rich and moist, the plants kept stocky and compact by pinching back all 
long straggling shoots, as the blooms are never so good when at the ends of long branches. 
It is also very important to buy only the best seed, “ Gassier ” and “ Bugnot ” are good 
sorts, “ Imperial German ’’ is a very fine strain, “ Lord Beaconsfield,” lavender and 
purple is much admired, 11 Gold Margined,” brown and maroon with yellow edge, and 
“ Silver Margin'd,” lighter shades with a white edge are beautiful varieties, all these 
have the thick velvety petals that are so essent.al in a good pansy. The “ Giant Trimar- 
deau,” so much grown, is one of the poorest varieties in substance and color.
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THE CULTIVATION OF WATER LILIES.
By B. E. Wadsworth, Berlin, Ont.
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done much to educate the public taste for water lilies. In these places they are seen 
and admin d by thousands. The introduction of water afiords one of the most effective 
features in landscape gardening, and when judiciously planted with aquatics it becomes 
doubly pleasing.

The more the healthy taste for gardening develops the more we return to the natural 
methods of arrangement. Our gardens are planted more according to natural rules than 
formerly, and as varied as space and means will permit. With the exception of a well 
arranged rockery, nothing is more pleasing and interesting than a water garden judici
ously planted with aquatics, where both foliage and flowers charm the eye from spring 
until autumn. A water garden may be either natural or artificial, the former cf course 
always being the more attractive. Where there is a slow running stream or a natural 
lake or pond with sufficient current to prevent stagnation is the ideal spot, as the bottom 
is usually muddy the deposit of years of decayed leaves, sand, loam, etc., and therefore 
well adapted for growing aquatics.

In an artificial water garden care has to be exercised to keep the water constantly 
changing, especially daring hot weather. With this provision there is no difficulty in 
growing aquatics without either stream or pond by simply having tubs sunk in the ground 
with about a foot of rich loam in the bottom and water to a depth of eight inches to a 
foot over that. Sometimes when a piece of water is available it is unsuitable for growing 
water plants on account of the bottom being rocky or clayey. In such cases, if the water 
can be lowered, holes may be dug and filler^ with good meadow loam, or where this cannot 
be done they can be planted in tubs and sunk. Often, in planting, it is necessary to 
attach stones to the tubs to keep them from rising and floating away. Many 
doubt deterred from the cultivation of these beautiful plants under the impression that 
the possession of natural ponds or a large outlay of money to provide proper conditions 
is necessary, but this is not so. Many of the finest and rarest water lilies are grown in 
tubs in small gardeds and even in city or town lots.

The arrangement and grouping of plants in ponds is important. On no account 
should strong growing subjects, especially those with large shade-giving leaves, be planted 
near to weak growing species, or the latter will be crowded and killed. The best time to 
plant is in spring after the weather gets warm. The depth of water should not exceed 
four feet and there should be a shallow margin to allow the growing of Limnanthemum, 
Lacumosum, or Brasenia, which require shallow water for their development. There are 
plants that under ordinary circumstances grow high above the water. Others, such as 
Nymphaea whose leaves float on the water, and for the sake of arrangement in planting, 
I will divide them into erect grow in aquatics and floating plants, enumerating only the 
most important.

Nymphaea : This, the true water lily genus, is a most important aquatic class, all 
the species are beautiful in flower and distinct in foliage. The blooms range from pure 
white to deep crimson and royal purple, the culture of these lilies is fascinating and most 
of the varieties are entirely hardy.
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The hardy varieties are as follows :
Nymphaea alba nandidissima : A large flowering variety with broad petals of the 

purest white.
Nymphaea alba : The English water lily. Flowers pure white ; a hardy and fine Mr. L. 1 

Committee ai
Owing t 

present brief

species.
Nymphaea /lava : A beautiful water lily ; flowers golden yellow ; of free growth ;

Flowers delicate pink, with deep yellow centre, a fine 

A magnificent flower of flesh tint, a delicate blush, 

Flowers soft rose of exquisite tint, a beautiful

fragrant.
Nymphaea Laydekeri rosea :

grower.
Nymphaea Marliacea camea : 

vanilla scented. Kean’s I 
samples recei 
Cold Water,Nymphaea Marliacea rosea .

variety.
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yymphaea odorata : Our native white
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REPORT OF NEW FRUITS COMMITTEE.
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“ The tree Mr. Kean thinks, or rather the seed, was planted about 1880 or 1882. It 
has fruited successfully for eight or nine years. Upright grower, vigorous, very hardy 
and very productive, carries its fruit well until ripe. The fruit is entirely free from spot 
or blemish, quite uniform in size, season October to January, (but has been kept till 
March.) I will be pleased to give any further information or forward scions if required.”

The apple is remarkably fine in appearance, reminding one of the Maiden's Blush, 
which it exceeds in size, judging by the samples received. Form oblate, regular, skin 
yellow with bright red cheek, stalk one and a quarter inches long in a even russeted 
cavity, segments of calyx large, half open, in a large evenly formed basin; flesh white, 
fine grained, tender, good flavor, desirable for either desert or cooking. Well worthy of 
further trial.

Stanhope. Sent by Thos. Beall, of Lindsay, Oct. 20th, 1897 ; seedling from Town
ship of Stanhope, fifty or sixty miles north of Lindsay, previously reported favorably 
upon by Fruit Committee, and worthy of attention, especially as a fall cooking apple for 
October and November. Fruit large, yellowish, with splashes and stripes of bright red ; 
flesh white, tender, subacid—desirable for cooking.
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Smith’s October. Samples from A. M. Smith, received October 20th. 1897, in good
condition. «

Fruit medium in size, roundish ; skin thin, dark purple with greyish brown ; flesh 
dark yellow, tender, juicy, flavor rich, sweet and very agreeable ; season end of October ; 
quality first-class.

ORGANIZATION OF AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.

By Thos. Beall, Lindsat.
The project of organizing horticultural societies in many of the cities, towns and 

incorporated villages of this Province in strict accordance with the several provisions of 
the Agricultural and Ar*s Act, and thereby securing to the inhabitants of such munici
palities the great advantages concisely set forth in sub sec. 2 (of section 9) with its five 
sub-divisions, and of getting such societies to affiliate with this Association, was first 
brought to the notice of the directors of this Association at its annual session in (I think) 
1892. The desirability of having such a work prosecuted was at once admitted by the 
whole Board ; and the plan of operation as laid down by the writer of this report seemed 
so simple that a resolution was unanimously passed giving the directors authority to 
organize horticultural societies wherever necessary in the cities, towns and villages in 
their respective Agricultural divisions ; and that the necessary expenses incurred for this 
work be paid by this Association. At the next annual meeting, when reports from the 
several directors were called for, each of them, with one exception, stated ; that the plan 
as proposed at the last annual meeting for organizing such societies, although exceedingly 
simple in theory, was altogether impracticable in fact, and that nothing had or could be 
done in this line by any of them. The one exception was the director for the 5th 
division, who reported that he had succeeded in getting one other such society organized 
in his division ; and also that he could see no insurmountable difficulty in getting one or 

such society established in almost every county in the Province. After some con
siderable discussion the subject was placed in the hands of the Executive Committee 
with power to act in the best interest of this Association. The Committee after das 
deliberation decided to employ the writer of this report to make the attempt to organize 
a few such societies in such municipalities as he might be able to reach at the least 
expense.
communication be maintained between the organizer and the committee, and that the 
organizer might be recalled at any time at the will of the committee. The committee 

learned that the work was being successfully carried on, and at the same time found

more

1 he work was in due time commenced, with the understanding that a constant

soon
9 K.<
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Name». President. Vice-President.
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H. Dale...........
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C. Firth ..........
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Mr*. E. J. Palmer 74

Wm. Harrison 51
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W. A. Whitney .... 

A, C. Washburn.. .

Mrs. 60

69eon
reath.

J. L. Hilborn . 
Col. J. Deacon

37
111

0. Boden .......
W. J. Parkhill

72
M

Mrs. W. H. Wilkieon...
W. P. Lyon...................
George A. Jacobs...........

John McLaren...............

66
07

Claude 0. Heaven.........
A. D. Chisholm.
W. L. Walsh...................
Henry Gdlespie.
Thos Gordon .................
Richard Trotter.
A. G. H. McCormick...
J. R. Brown....................
Mrs. H. W. Branscombe
8. J. McCoppen.............
Mrs. D W. Carter.
Peter Lawson.................
Wm. Stamp.
Wm. Craig....................
Peter Brown.
T. C. Wheat'ey .............
James Macklin
Mrs. T. O. Kemp...........
Mrs. 0. W. Papst.
J. H. Ansley...................
W. F. Kydd.
Mrs. Wm. Richey.........
Mrs. George Steele.
J. 8. Care taira.................
Mrs. E. F. Parker.
Mrs. W. L. Tyson ..... 
Dr. Hurlburt.
Mrs. W. H. Berkinshaw. 
Mrs. J. H. Stewart. 
George Bolduc.... .. .. 
Mrs. P. Hopmeier.
G. R. Pattullo.................
T. H. Parker.
Elias Wills......................

Windsor P.O.

95u 53

66Archdeacon Mulholland.

P. Buckley.......................
Thomas Bog.,...............

W W. Kinsley...............

James Symington.........

H. H. Burnham.............

Hon. A. Vidal.................

B. B. Gunn...................
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51Port Colborne ...

70Port Dover

120Port Hope

71Sarnia

69Seaforth.........

66Simcoe H. H. Groff.....................

Dr. J. 8. McCallum .... 

Mrs. James Boldrick....

Joseph Dibbe...................

Dr. W. S. Jacques........

James Lockie...................

D. W. Kara.....................

146Smith's Falls

61Stirling ... 
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Woodstock
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and Walkerville

Stephen Lusted
Windsor P.O

Donald Grieves,
Windsor P.O.

Secretary.

W. J. Diamond 

Henry Roberts 

A. W. Peart ..

E. A. Bog.... .......

George Massey.........
H. J. Snelgrove.......

Wm. Gorsline...........

E. H. Read...............

St W. Howard.........

J. M. Dickson...........

Freeman P.O.

A. E. Overall

Joseph Barker.......

E. E. Adams . . .
F, Frampton.......

A. McK. Cameron 
Miss M. Tully.......

J. E. Herring.......
Thos. J. Robertson 
W. W. Paterson.

Wm. Judge........

Jas. H. Packham

C. H. Roberta.... 
Walter T. Rose. .

A. E. Augustine .

W. J. Carpenter..

A. W. Pringle...

T. G. Gordon ....

F. G. Neelin .......

Henry Johnson ..

R. Graham.......

James Currie.........

Miss Helen Henman . .

8. J. Young... 

J. H. Winkler

James S. Scarff

F. P. Gavin
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